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Abstract

This research explored the events that engaged graduate students in

transformative learning within a graduate program in education. This context was

chosen because one objective of a graduate program is to facilitate critical thinking and

transformative learning. The question ofhow adult learners perceive and experience

learning steered the direction ofthis study. However, the purpose ofthis research was

to study critical incidents that led to profound cognitive and affective changes as

perceived by the graduate students. Specifically, the questions to be answered were

what critical incidents happened to graduate students while in the Master ofEducation

program, how were the incidents experienced, and what transformation resulted?

The research design evolved over the course ofa year and was highly

influenced by previous empirical studies and criticisms oftransformative learning

theory. The overall design was qualitative and phenomenological. A critical and

interpretive approach was made to empirical data collected through a critical incident

questionnaire and in-depth interviews. Inductive analysis allowed theory to be built

from the data by making comparisons. New questions emerged and attention was given

to social context, the passage oftime, and sequence ofevents in order to give meaning

and translation ofthe participants' experiences and to build the interpretive narratives.

Deductive analysis was also used on the data and a blending ofthe two forms of

analysis; this resulted in the development ofa foundational model for transformative

learning to be built.
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The data revealed critical incidents outside ofthe graduate school program that

occurred in childhood or adult life prior to graduate school. Since context of

individuals' lives had been an important critique of past transformative learning models

and studies, this research expanded the original boundaries of this study beyond

graduate school to incorporate incidents that occurred outside of graduate school.

Critical incidents were categorized into time-related, people-related, and circumstance-

related themes. It was clear that participants were influenced and molded by the stage

oftheir life, personal experiences, familial and cultural conditioning, and even historic

events.

The model developed in this document fiom an overview ofthe fmdings

identifies a four-stage process of life difficulty, disintegration, reintegration, and

completion that all participants' followed. The blended analysis was revealed from the

description ofhow the incidents were experienced by the participants. The final

categories were what were the feelings, what was happening, and what was the

enviromnent? The resulting transformation was initially only going to consider

cognitive and affective changes, however, it was apparent that contextual changes also

occurred for all participants, so this category was also included. The model was

described with the construction metaphor ofa building "foimdation" to illustrate the

variety ofconditions that are necessary for transformative learning to occur. Since this

was an exploratory study, no prior models or processes were used in data analysis,

however, it appeared that the model developed from this study incorporated existing

models and provided a more encompassing life picture oftransformative learning.

m
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CHAPTER ONE: THE PROBLEM

Introduction

This was an exploratory study of the events that engage graduate students in the

process oftransformative learning (Mezirow, 1977). The objective of a graduate program

is to facilitate critical thinking and transformative learning for the graduate student

(Brookfield, 1988, 1990; Mezirow, 1990; Peters, Jarvis, & Associates, 1991). The term

"transformative learning" used in this study follows Cranton's (1994b) defmition: "as the

development ofrevised assumptions, premises, ways of interpreting experience, or

perspectives on the world by means of critical self-reflection" (p. xii). • - •

At the graduate level, this process can begin when students realize that they are

moving away from "subject-oriented and person-oriented" learning (Cranton, 1 994b;

Habermas, 1971), which are based on the obtaining of facts and skills and the needs of

the individual respectively. Mezirow (1991) argues that this movement is a preliminary

step toward emancipatory learning, which is viewed as a social expression of

transformative learning. Both transformative and emancipatory learning can occur

without the help ofan educator, but they require a deliberate will on the part ofthe

learner, to question unexamined assumptions and beliefs. This process usually involves

altering these assumptions and beliefs, which can be seen in action-based change, for an

individual and societies (Friere, 1970; Mezirow, 1990, 1995). In this way, transformative

learning is often associated with emancipatory learning. However, emancipatory learning
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2

is generally more concerned with large social movements while transformative learning

is more concerned with personal and individual growth and learning (Dirkx, 1998; .

Merriam&CaffareUa, 1998). v

Background to the Problem

Graduate programs invite students to participate in transformative learning.

Ziegahn (1998) suggests that "adult learners generally come to graduate school to fmd

the words and the theories to help them better vmderstand their practice and potentially, to

transform the way they think about themselves, their work, and their intentions" (p. 295).

Cranton (1994b) describes the process oftransformative learning as "examining,

questioning, validating, and revising perceptions" (p. 26). The process involves reflection

and examination of prior learning where previous interpretations of life experiences and

perspectives are integrated with new knowledge and skills (Cranton, 1994b). Graduate

students move away from instrumental learning, which Habermas (1971) describes as

learning to control the enviroimient, and leam why they think in a certain way, what

theoretical basis there is for their thinking in that way, and how they might push that

thinking to higher levels (Chene, 1988; Elsey, 1982; Woodley, 8c others, 1987).

Universities, therefore, are considered good places where a transformation of

perspectives can be fostered (Ziegahn, 1998). i • »
s:

One way to explore the process oftransformative learning is through the writing

of critical incidents. Brookfield (1990) describes these as "cross sectional snapshots of

vividly remembered highs or lows" (p. 35). Critical incident writing causes students to

reflect on their learning and asks them to recall specific events rather than general
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3

information. Reflection is a necessary component of writing critical incidents. Reflective

learning becomes transformative learning when assumptions and premises are assessed

and fovmd to be "distorting, inauthentic, or otherwise invalid" (Mezirow, 1991a, p. 6).

Transformative learning can be hindered because of the comfort and safety afforded by

filtering experiences through individual meaning perspectives, as opposed to moving

toward a "more inclusive, differentiated, open, and integrated meaning perspective"

(Cranton, 1994b,p. 28).

Statement of the Probiem Situation

There are a nimiber of problems that arise when considering how graduate students

engage in transformative learning. For exan:q>le, a considerable number of questions exist

in the literature as to why some people experience transformative learning and others do

not (Taylor, 1998). These questions center on the influences of individual contextual

factors on adult learning (Clark & Wilson, 1991), diverse cultural backgrounds (Bailey,

1996; Elias, 1993; Pope, 1996, as cited in Taylor, 1988), and different developmental

stages in adulthood (Tennant, 1994).

Other questions have to do with fostering transformative learning in practice. For

example, what is the role ofthe instructor? What effect does the classroom environment

and timing have within a graduate program? Should a graduate program, or an instructor in

a graduate program, seek transformative learning as a learning outcome for students? If so,

how can that best be facilitated? Since transformative leamii^ often involves exploring

imderlying assumptions to thoughts, how do educators get adults to reflect and share their

feelings? What risks are involved? Who is to say a person has been transformed? These
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4

questions seem to indicate that there is still much that is unknown about transformative

learning. <

Purpose of the Study

This study investigated the events that engaged graduate students in transformative

learning in a Master ofEducation program at a Canadian university. This study was

concerned with any critical incident that led to profound cognitive and affective changes

as perceived by the graduate student. This research contributes to a larger group of

studies that examines how adult students perceive and experience learning (e.g.,

Brookfield, 1990; Entwhistle & Ramsden, 1983; Marton, Hounsell, & Entwhistle, 1984).

Questions to be Answered

The focus of this research was on events that engaged graduate students in

transformative learning. That is, what critical incidents happened to graduate students

while in the Master ofEducation program, how were the incidents experienced, and what

transformation resulted?

Rationale

My reasons for doing this study are both personal and professional. From a

personal standpoint, I became aware ofmy own transformative learning that had taken

place over the past year while I was in a graduate program and I could easily identify

several critical incidents and their triggering events. The critical incidents all centered on

assignments involving intensive journal writing that required reflection and critical

analysis ofmy personal perspective and assumptions. I recognized, after reflection.
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triggering events that started the process oftransformative learning. These were times

when I said to myself, "AHA!" as Brookfield (1990) suggests, or in more colloquial

terms, the times when the light bulb went on in my head and I began to move in a

different direction. These critical incidents resulted in identifiable changes in my

behaviour, relationships, and choice of thesis topic and research interests.

From a professional standpoint, my interest in adult education caused me to

wonder if other graduate students experienced similar transformative learning. If so, what

were the critical incidents or triggering events that stood out in their minds? I wondered if

their experience oftransformative learning was similar to mine, was different from mine,

or ifthey experienced any transformation at all. This inquiry follows Wolcott's (1995)

assertion that all cases are in certain aspects like all other cases, like some other cases,

and like no other cases. In that regard, I was interested in how this in-depth case analysis

could inform the field of adult education.

Taylor's (1998) review of45 empirical studies on transformative learning indicated

the breadth of application to which transformative learning theory has been applied.

However, I was both shocked and surprised not to find any study done with graduate

students. The need for more diverse applications of study, particularly within formal

education, was both evident and succinctly expressed in Taylor's (1998) review:

Lastly, before linking transformative learning to other fields and cultures, it needs

to be firmly established in its own right, as a viable theory of explaining how adults

learn. This means that more hard research needs to be conducted in a variety of

settings to validate the significance of its various premises, (p. 31)
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6

It seemed reasonable to investigate the transformative learning experience of

graduate students within the field of education in order to understand what the critical

incidents were that led to transformation, to assess how the incidents were experienced and

fecilitated, and to examine what resulted fi"om the transformative learning.

Theoretical Framework

Based on the preliminary literature review, five major components sur&ced as

major role players in engaging adults in transformative learning. These components are:

philosophies ofeducation, theories for teaching, individual factors, instructional

environments, and learning outcomes. The components are presented in graphic

representation (see Figure 1) and initially provided a conceptual fi^amework for this

study. In Figure 1, is one example of a progression, which begins with philosophies of

education and ultimately culminates with critical incidents as potential outcomes. The

first component, philosophies of education, is the fovmdation for the second and third

components, theories for teaching and individual factors. There are continued

connections between theories for teaching and the instructional environments, as well as

connections between individual factors and learning outcomes. All ofthese components

are seen as influencing one another and as being interrelated to one another. This

fi^mework represented a begirming point for thinking about this particular research

project.
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Theories

for teaching

Instructional

environment

Philosophies

of education

Individual

factors

Learning

outcomes

Critical incidents

Figure 1.

Con^nents that play a role in transformative learning.
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8

Critical incidents described in this study represent events that engaged students in

transformative learning and could be considered as potential learning outcomes. Critical

reflection was required from the participants to answer the questionnaire and interview

portion of this study. The critical incident questionnaire was intended primarily to

generate an imderstanding ofwhat critical incidents happened (construct), how they

happened (triggering events—positive or negative), and what resulted from the incidents

(learning outcomes—cognitive and affective awareness and development). This is

displayed in Table 1 and is explained in detail later. The interview questions were

intended to generate a deeper understanding ofwhat individual factors such as prior

learning and contextual factors might have influenced the critical incidents.
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Table 1

Critical Incidents: Potential Learning Outcomes

Construct Outcome

Triggering Event Positive

Negative

Learning Outcome: Change in Meaning

Perspectives

Cognitive avs^areness & development

Affective awareness & development

Individual Factors: Prior Learning Identification

Validation

Analysis/Evaluation
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Importance of the Study

This research will be of interest to three distinct groups: graduate students,

university and other adult education instructors, and administrators of adult education

programs. For students, this study can help them to understand the purpose and process of

graduate studies. It can make them more cognizant oftheir own learning triggers and help

them to identify critical incidents. This can lead to the development of a personal belief

system of learning within the philosophies and theories of adult education, teaching

strategies, and instructional environments. I suspected that the background context ofthe

graduate student played a much greater role in their graduate experience than was

recognized at the university. It was hoped that a new practice would emerge out ofthe

study that would help students entering the graduate program to assess their background

and identify what they bring to the program.

For instructors of adult education, imiversity graduate courses in particular, this

study can provide insight into the triggering events or critical incidents and subsequent

patterns of adult learning that can be incorporated into teaching strategies in the classroom.

It can also reveal to instructors and to administrators ofgraduate programs the unportance

and significance of student context, instructk>nal environments, and learning outcomes.

These elements are also relevant to curriculum development, entrance and exit

requirements, and evaluation techniques, particularly teaching practices. ?

This study was intended as a generative phase with which to build theory or to

determine ifthe nature ofthis phenomenon was too idiosyncratic to allow for theory
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building. Regardless ofthe outcome, it was anticipated that this study would have

implications for further research in a number of different ways. First, and in the most

general sense, it could add to the existing knowledge ofthe transformative learning

phenomenon and therefore contribute relevance to understanding the development ofthe

adult learner, teaching theories and strategies, and existing philosophies of educatioiL

Second, and more specifically, the components that emerged as being impoTtaiA to

transformative learning would need to be tested across a wider population. This testing

could consider, for instance, if such variables as age, gender, prior work, background

education, and life experiences have any effect on the ways in which graduate students

engage in transformative learning.

Parameters of the Study

This study focused on what critical incidents led to transformative learning for

graduate students, the ways in which these incidents were experienced, and what resulted

from these incidents. I limited the study to a descriptbn oftwo critical incidents. The first

was described as the most vivid incident that led to profound cognitive and affective

change(s) for the graduate student. The second was described as a GINTOT, that is, an

incident when the participants thought to themselves, or aloud, "Gee, I never thought of

that." These two incidents could be the same incident, that is, cognitive and affective

change(s) could have resulted from the GINTOT incident or they could be described as two

separate incidents both resulting in change.

These limitations prevented an exploratwn ofmany other facets oftransformative

learning, such as, multiple critical events, the nature and sequence ofthe process, and other
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integrating circumstances. This study did not include other inportant theories of learning,

such as, the accumulation oftechnical and communicative knowledge. This study was also

limited because it was a retrospective study and was reliant upon participants who were

articulate, reflective, self-aware, and rational. It did not explore other conscious ways of

learning, such as relational learning, or the influences on learning that result from social

structures, action, and power. It also did not explore imconscious ways ofknowing such as

intuition, feelings, and whole person knowing. The study design recognized the important

influence of individual factors on the microcontext ofthe participants, but it did not

consider these in Ught ofthe recognized stages of adult development. Finally, this study

was limited in scope because it did not speak to the macrocontext ofthe demogr^hic,

historic, geographic, economic, and/or political environments in which the participants

were sittiated. ." ; { .* ;.

Glossary of Terms

Conscientization: A theory oftransformative learning associated with Paulo Friere (1970)

that is consciousness-raising. It is a similar process to perspective transformation, however

generally looked upon as a political act (Dirkx, 1998; Merriam & Caflfarella, 1999).

CoDstructivisin: A term denoting philosophies of education that are person oriented and

based on ways of gaining knowledge built upon by needs and interests ofthe individual.

Learning for the individual occurs in a subjective way, through a process ofmaking

meaning of individual experiences and then changing understanding. (Cranton, 1994b, p.

9).
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Contextual Factors: Those factors that influence the immediate learning event. These can

include the personal, familial, educational, and professional background ofthe individual,

especially at the time (microcontext). It also includes the more distant backgroimd

(macrocontext involving the demographic, political, economic, environmental, and social

history that has exerted an influence on the individual both while growing up and at the

time of his/her graduate studies. It also includes a broader context of normal adult

development such as phases and stages of life (Clark, 1991, 1992; Sveinunggaard, 1993

cited in Taylor, 1998).

Critical Incidents: Accoimts of easily remembered events of major significance to a

person because ofthe experience itself or the resulting learning outcome (Brookfield,

1980).

Emancipatory Learning: A learning process which is seen as liberating because it frees

individuals from any forces (assumed or otherwise) that limits individual choice and/or

exerts power over individual lives (Cranton, 1994).

Individuation: A learning process ofcoming to terms with one's inner self in such a way

that leads to greater self-confidence and self-governance. It is outwardly manifested by a

greater sense ofempowerment usually contributed to by new talents and roles (Boyd, 1991

cited in Taylor, 1998).

Meaning Perspective: The cultural and psychological assumptions that filter each new

experience. Also the structure by which each new experience is assimilated and changed by

past experiences (Mezirow, 1985).

Meaning Schemes: The social laws that influence human behaviour (Cranton, 1994).
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Perspective Transformation: A learning process that can occur through rational

discussion with others that brings about a change in vantage point, whereby an individual is

able to see beyond their own point ofview. An individual becomes open to, vmderstanding

of, and accepting ofother points of views and is able to include and integrate these into

their own meaning perspective (Mezirow, 1991a).

Positivism: A term denoting philosophies ofeducation that are subject oriented and based

on the accumulation of instrumental and technical knowledge (Cranton, 1 994).

Transformative Learning: An adult learning process requiring critical self-reflection

that results in a recognition and revision of assumptions, premises, ways of interpreting

experience, or perspectives on the world (Cranton, 1994b). ;';..•;*-., i=fg.v.t- ;.:

Triggering Events: An imexpected event that happens that can be viewed as either

positive or negative but usually results in some degree of feeling inwardly discomforted

and confused (Brookfield, 1987). v
j'

Organization of the Document

This first chapter introduced the concept oftransformative learning, discussed the

background to the problem, and provided a statement ofthe problem situation. The pinpose

ofthe study was outlined and the questions to be answered were stated. A rationale for this

study was given, as well as the theoretical framework outlining the components that play a

role in transformative learning. The inqx)rtance of this study and the parameters were

addressed. A glossary ofterms was presented to provide easy access to the relevant

*' '

'

terminology and the imderstanding intended for this study.
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!• ' In chapter 2, literature is reviewed under three main headings. The first is an

overview oftransformative learning within the context of adult education. The second

provides the historic background oftransformative learning theory, an overview, and the

unresolved issues related to the theory. The third section provides a synopsis ofthe

en^irical studies reviewed.

In chapter 3, the methodology and procedures are set out. This begins with a

description and rationale behind the research design, and a description ofthe research

methodology and approach. The rationale is provided for the research instruments along

with a description. Next, the selection ofthe participants is described and the participants

are introduced. Procedures for this study are given. Considerable detail is given regarding

data collection, recording, processing, and analysis. Methodological assumptions and

limitations are presented followed by ethical considerations. Finally, there is a restatement

ofthe problem for which this study had been undertaken and a summary ofthe chapter.

Chapter 4 considers the findings of this study. A narrative description is given of

the graduate student participants including their educatk>nal background, personal data,

present status of educational studies, and woric experience. These findings are displayed on

tables for easy retrieval in the appendix. An inductive analysis and interpretation ofthe

findings is made under four main headings: (1) Who are the participants?; (2) What are the

Critical Incidents?; (3) How were the Incidents Experienced?; and (4) What Resulted from

the incidents? An interpretation ofthe findings is made as a summary ofthe chapter.

Finally, chapter 5 provides a synthesis ofthis study. Discussion is made ofthe most
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important findings that relate to implications for practice, theory, and future research.

Conclusions and recommendations for facilitating the practice oftransformative learning in

graduate school are put forward. The chapter ends with personal final thoughts.

,V ,

' '
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Organization of the Present Chapter

Literature was reviewed in three distinct and progressive phases for this study. First,

a preliminary literature review involved background study oftransformative learning and

adult education to philosophies of education. These studies are linked to theories for

teaching, instructional environments, learning outcomes, and the individual factors ofaduh

learners as discussed in chapter 1 . The second phase ofthe literature review involved an

overview ofthe history and development oftransformative learning theory through the

primary works ofMezirow, Boyd, and Freire as cited in Taylor's critical review (1998).

This phase also included a comprehensive critical review ofthe unresolved issues put forth

in the theoretical and empirical literature collected and emalyzed by Taylor up to 1988.

The third and final phase ofthe literature review involved a familiarization with

Taylor's (1998) compilation ofthe 45 empirical studies ofMezirow's transformative

learning theory up to 1998. From information gathered from Taylor's study, a further

examination was made of 1 ofthese studies in particular. As well, an extensive word

search ofERIC database (1980-2000) using the three separate words transformative,

learning, and theory revealed a nimiber ofother relevant studies on transformative learning

that did not meet the qualifications ofTaylor's review but were considered in this study.
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; V Transformative Learning and Adult Education

Philosophies of education are sometimes thought of within the two broad concepts

ofpositivism and constructivism. Cranton (1994b) describes these as follows:

Positivism is most easily understood by thinking of scientific or instrumental

knowledge, that is knowledge of invariant laws and objective data derived

empirically. ... in the constructivist perspective knowledge is constructed by the

individual who perceives the world, and there is no objective reality, (p. 9)

In the categories ofphilosophies of education used in the framework discussed in

chapter 1, five major philosophies ofeducatwn emerge (Elias & Merriam, 1980). These

were liberal, behaviourist, progressive, humanistic, and radical. Liberal and behaviourist

philosophies of education fit into the category of positivism because they have a subject

orientation. The progressive, humanistic, and radical philosophies of education fit within the

category ofcontructivism because they have a person orientatwn. Transformative learning is

considered to be of a constructivist philosophy, person oriented, and emancipatory (Cranton,

1994b). It is constructivist because it builds upon the experiences and contextual factors of

the learner. It is person oriented because it takes into account the needs, interests, and

experiences ofthe learner. It is emancipatory because it is consciousness raising and

liberating with an objective toward individual and social change. Ifone ofthe in^wrtant

goals of education is to provide the means for changing society and individuals (Apps, 1973;

Lawson, 1979), then facilitating transformative learning ought to be a critical objective of

adult education in general and graduate school in particular (Cranton, 1994b; Schmuck,

1988).
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^
It is important to recognize in a study of this nature that not all learning is meant to

be transformative and to understand how that, in practice, a mixture ofthese orientations

could and often do occur (Cranton, 1994b). Categorizing education into various groups or

orientations can be helpful in organizing information and piecing together a number of

related ideas. However, it can also hinder tremendous benefits that may result fiom inter-

relating various components of a variety of alternative philosophies of education.

Historical Background of Transformative Learning Theory

The notion oftransformative learning is primarily identified with the pioneering

work ofJack Mezirow fi-om a national US study he conducted in 1978. Mezirow's research

involved women returning to school after a long period away fi"om formal education. In this

study, Mezirow identified a change in the women that forms the basis of his transformative

learning theory. This can also be viewed as a perspective transformation. Mezirow describes

a perspective transformation in the following way:

Perspective transformation is the process ofbecoming critically aware ofhow and

why the structure ofour presuppositions have come to constrain the way we

perceive, understand and feel about our world; through a meaning reorganization

reconstituting this structure to permit a more inclusive, discriminating and integrative

perspective; and making decisions or otherwise acting upon these new

understandings, (p. 224)

Data for his study were collected through in depth interviews of 85 women from four major

US cities and inductively analyzed. From this analysis, Mezirow (1995, p. 50) as cited in

Taylor (1998, p. 8) also identified 10 phases ofperspective transformation:
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1

.

A disorienting dilemma

2. Self-examination with feelings of guilt or shame

3. A critical assessment ofassun^tions

4. Recognition that one's discontent and process oftransformation are shared and that

others have negotiated a similar change

5. Exploration ofoptions for new roles, relationships, and actions

6. Planning a course of action

7. Acquisition ofknowledge and skills for implementing one's plans

8. Provisionally trying out new roles

9. Building ofcompetence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships

10. A reintegration into one's life based on conditions dictated by one's new perspective

These 10 phases ofperspective transformation have been identified by others and thus

verified. Other studies, however, have shown differences from the 10 phases (Taylor, 1998).

Mezirow (1995) later recognized that the process does not always follow the same pattern.

Mezirow's (1991) work acknowledges input from various elements ofpsychology,

sociology, and philosophy but it predominately is rooted in humanistic philosophy and

critical social theory. In 1981, 3 years after his study ofwomen returning to college,

Mezirow presented a critical theory of adult learning and education. He built on the work of

Habermas (1971), a commimicative theorist, who identified three domains of learning: the

technical (empirical knowledge governed by technical rules), the practical (social norms),

and the emancipatory (self-knowledge and self-reflection, cited in Cranton, 1 994b. p. 24). In
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1985, Mezirow (1985a) drew fiirther on Habermas' (1971) work and related the process of

self-directed learning to perspective transformation, which led to a critical theory of self-

directed learning (Mezirow, 1985b). During this j)eriod, he defined meaning perspectives,

meaning schemes, and psychological assumptions and discussed the different types of

distortions that can cloud meaning perspectives.

Mezirow's (1991a) meaning schemes are the subunits of meaning perspectives and

include "specific knowledge, beliefs, value judgements, and feeling that constitute

interpretations ofexperience" (pp. 5-6). Mezirow's (1990) meaning perspective involve "a

collection ofmeaning schemes made up of higher-order schemata and evaluations" (p. 2).

They con^rise the particular fi^ame ofreference fi-om which to view both the world and

one's self Meaning perspectives have two dimensions which according to Mezirow (1997)

are made up ofhabits ofmind andpoint ofview. These two components are the habitual

way in which things are done (which are highly influenced by an individual's context) and

the way in which the habits ofmind are expressed. Mezirow (1 991) introduced

transformative learning "as an explanation for change in meaning structures that evolves in

two domains of learning based on the epistemology ofHabermas' commimicative theory"

(cited in Taylor, 1998, p. 5). The first, instrumental learning, is related to Habermas'

technical knowledge, which is seen as being based on positivism. The second,

communicative learning is related to Habermas' practical knowledge, which is seen as being

based on constructivism. Taylor suggests that Mezirow offers a theory of learning "that is

uniquely adult, abstract, idealized and grounded in the nature ofhuman communication" (p.

5).
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Mezirow (1995) also includes three common themes in his theory oftransformative

learning: (1) the centrality of experience, (2) critical reflection, and (3) rational discourse.

These themes are emphasized as being both necessary and central to learning. The learner's

experience is the starting point fix)m which critical reflection and rational discourse can

occur (Tennant, 1991). Critical reflection occurs as a result ofquestioning one's

assumptions and beliefs. This can involve questions involving instrumental learning through

a critical reflection ofassumptions (such as focusing on critiquing a text) but also can

involve a deeper subjective reframing of selfthrough a critical self-reflection ofassumptions

(such as focusing on one's cultural limitations); (Mezirow, 1998). Taylor (1998) suggests

that transformative learning consists primarily ofthe process of a critical reflection of

assumptions, such as "habits ofmind based on logical, ethical, ideological, social, economic,

political, ecological, or spiritual aspects of experience" (p. 9). . • .

;

Overview of Transformative Learning Theory

Transformative learning theory is viewed as being based on constructivist

assimptions, which Mezirow (1991) describes as including:

A conviction that meaning exists within ourselves rather than in external forms such

as books and that personal meanings that we attribute to our experience are acquired

and validated through human interaction and communication, (p. xiv)

Meaning perspectives are important components oftransformative learning

because they are the filter for experiences (Taylor, 1 998) that allows individuals to

reflect on their "presuppositions of prior learning" (Cranton, 1994b, p. 27). Three

types ofmeaning perspectives are described by Mezirow (1991, pp. 28-29).
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Epistemic are those relating to knowledge or how we use knowledge. Sociolinguistic

are related to social and cultural norms, expectations, and language. Psychological are

relating to the way individuals see themselves as individuals. This study primarily

explored the epistemic and psychological meaning perspectives with the

methodology ofdata collection used because they focus more on the individual.

However, this was not intended to undermine the importance ofthe sociolinguistic •

perspective." \ "'ji '..-
, i

Two other alternative perspectives oftransformative learning stand out in the

literature with Mezirow's work. These are the works of Robert Boyd, who offers a model of

transformative learning based on analytical psychology, and Paulo Friere, who offers an

emancipatory model oftransformation.

Boyd (1991) looks at transformation from the perspective ofan individual's inner

journey with the purpose of freeing an individual from the imconscious content and cultural

norms that can inhibit growth. He bases his work in the analytical psychology work ofCarl

Jung. Boyd (1991) sees individuation as involving "the discovery ofnew talents, a sense of

enqxjwerment and confidence, a deeper understanding ofone's inner self, and greater sense

of self-responsibility" (cited in Taylor, 1998, p. 13). Whereas Mezirow's theory sees the

individual as becoming more autonomous, Boyd sees the individual transformation as

helping an individual to become more socially aware and sensitive. Taylor (1998) describes

this development as "a greater interdependent relationship with and compassion for society"
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A number of studies on transformative learning lend credibility to this concept.

Courtenay, Merriam, and Reeves (1998) argue in their study ofhow terminally ill patients

made meaning of their experience that "this sense involves making a contribution, a

heightened sensitivity to life and people, and being of service" (p. 78). First and Way (1995)

described the participants in their study on parenting as having increased in empathy to

others and as having a worldview that shifted "from reactive to proactive, unen^wered to

en^wered" (p. 106). Laswell's (1994) study ofaduk learning after job loss, which

explored the transformational potential, suggested "a new connectedness with others" as

one ofthe learner outcomes (p. 233). Finally, the findings from Scott (1991) of leaders in

social action revealed the development beyond the self as an imyportant theme to the

participants' transformative learning:

The last theme that emerged in the nature ofchange was a sense that involvement in

the process produced a need for the self to reach beyond itself The individual ego

became less important while '^he importance of serving the community became

more important than one's own individual ego." (p. 266)

Boyd's view oftransformative learning stresses an individual transformation whereby an

individual comes to terms with the experiences in their life internally, is able to make sense

ofthem, and can then move on to extend beyond selfto be more incorporating and

enpathetic with others. *

Boyd also recognizes a process oftransformative learning that is different from

Mezirow's (1991) theory. Mezirow describes a process that is linear and sequential whereas

Boyd's process is described more as being spiral and having a back-and-forth movement.
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Boyd identifies three distinct activities: receptivity, recognition, and grieving (cited in

Taylor, 1998, p. 15). Boyd and Myers (1988) and Scott (1997) put forth grieving as the

critical condition to transformative learning. To facilitate this process, Boyd and Myers '

(1988) encourage aduh educators to act as mentors giving seasoned guidance and

compassionate criticisms. .. > . ,
'...,•

A third perspective oftransformative learning from the work ofPaulo Friere is the

notion ofemancipatory learning. The major difference here is in the social outcome ofthe

transformation as opposed to Mezirow's emphasis on individual transformatioa Friere

(1970) coined the phrase conscientization to refer to his theory oftransformative learning.

He first developed his theory ofeducation through work with literacy education ofthe poor

but his ideas have since spread throughout the world. Dirkx (1998) provides an excellent

description of Friere's theory oftransformation as consciousness-raising:

Freire argues that education, through praxis, should foster freedom among the

learners by enabling them to reflect on their world and, thereby, change it. For

Friere, transformative learning is emancipatory and liberating at both a personal and

social level. It provides us with a voice, with the ability to name the world and, in so

doing, construct for ourselves the meaning ofthe world, (p. 3)

Friere's transformation occurs as a result ofthe individual becoming aware of external

influences that inhibit freedom and equality. For Friere, education is the means by which an

individual becomes empowered to act against oppression. Friere sees education's purpose as

going beyond personal experience to the social realm where individual transformation leads
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to social transformation. In Friere's theory, an individual either integrates what they learn

into society or simply adapts; it cannot be "neutral" (Taylor, 1998, p. 16).

Mezirow's transformative learning theory sits in the middle ground between Boyd's

individuation theory and Friere's emancipatory transformatioa These three different

perspectives oftransformative learning are usefiil to keep in mind, particularly when

considering the unresolved issues oftransformative learning.

Unresolved Issues related to Transformative Learning Theory

A number ofunresolved issues can be seen in the literature that relates to

transformative learning theory. Unresolved, however, does not mean that the issues go

unanswered. This section looks briefly at these issues and offers some ofthe responses to

the critiques put forth in the Uterature. Taylor (1998) offers the most conprehensive review

of seven unresolved issues that this study will also discuss:

individual change versus social action,

decontextualized view of learning,

universal mode of adult learning,

adult development: shift or progression,

an emphasis on rationality,

other ways ofknowong, and

perspective transformation: the model (pp. 27- 45).

Taylor emphasizes that most ofthe critiques ofMezirow's work have to do with
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theoretical issues relating specifically to "underlying constructs about learning" (p. 21) and

not with empirical studies, as these have been largely unpublished in the past. Taylor

suggests an exploration ofboth forms of inquiry for future research in order to imderstand

the nature oftransformative learning. , . ,• ri

Other reviews of critical responses also exist that correspond with this list. Cranton

(1994) describes five unresolved areas: social change, power, context, rationality and

practice. Merriam and CaflFareUa (1999) consider four unresolved issues: context,

rationality, social action, and educator's role. - ^ •
;

The first ofTaylor's issues revolves around the difference between individual and

social change. This is a controversial area in the literature and is found in a number of

criticisms ofMezirow's work (e.g., CoUard &, Law, 1989; Cunningham, 1992; Griffin,

1987; Hart, 1990; Newman, 1993, 1994). Mezirow is criticized for making connections

between his work and the works ofHabermas and Friere, while at the same time presenting

a theory that emphasizes the transformation ofthe individual without addressing the issues

of context, group relations, social structures, action, and power. Mezirow (1989) answers his

critics singly by stating that transformation must first begin with the individual learner . v r

before social transformation can occur. He does not discredit the importance of social

transformation but believes that is an issue ofpersonal choice for the learner. Mezirow also

does not believe that transformative learning necessitates a group context in order to occur,

although he also does not deny the benefits that a group context can have on individual

transformatioiL <i.\i x
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The second unresolved issue relates to a decontextualized view of adult learning

whereby transformative learning is seen as being studied outside ofthe historic and

sociocultural environment ofthe individual. This criticism is largely put forward by the

work of Clark and Wilson (1991) regarding Mezirow's study ofwomen returning to school

after a long period oftime. The criticism is that Mezirow does not identify or speak to any

contexttial factors that may be involved in his study. These criticisms are answered in the

affirmative by Mezirow (1991b). He recognizes, in his response, that context is a vital

component to transformative learning but suggests that critics have mistaken his description

of ideal conditions to mean the actual conditions of practice. He describes this style of

learning as an Utopian style of learning with idea conditions for discourse. Mezirow had to

clarify his position concerning the importance of context because ofthe confusion that

resulted. A study by Neuman (1996) suggests similar findings to Mezirow's view of

context. Nevmian states that participants can "transcend their immediate and past context and

its influence by challenging cultural norms, taking risks, and integrating critical types of

reflection into their work and personhood" (p. 472 cited in Taylor, 1998, p. 27). The

importance ofcontext however, remained a strong issue ofdebate and included other works

by Clark (1991, 1992) and Sveinunggaard (1993). Subsequently, a great number of studies

looked at context and transformative learning and have supported Clark and Wilson's

original criticisms. Taylor (1998) draws attention to the importance ofrecognizing and

understanding contextual factors of individuals to transformative learning in his critical

review. He cites a number of studies that acknowledge a variety of individual contextual

fectors that stood out in studies oftransformative learning experiences (cited on p. 27):
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readiness for change (Bailey, 1 996; Hunter, 1 980; Pierce, 1 986; Van Nostrand,

1992);

the role ofexperience (Coffinan, 1989);

prior stressful life event (Vogelsang, 1993); and

a predisposition for a transformative experience (Taylor, 1994; Turner, 1986)

The third unresolved issue has to do with Mezirow's idea ofdeveloping a universal

theory for adult learning. Mezirow' views are "autonomous and self-directed in nature, have

an individual orientation and depend on the individual being free to determine his or her

own reality" (Taylor, 1998, p. 29). Mezirow (1991a, 1991b) is criticized for his beliefs that

transformative learning should be practiced by all cultures, despite a clear cultural

contradiction that exists for some cultures to allow the conditions necessary for

transformative learning, such as "the essentiality that the individual must be free to

determine his/her own reality" (Taylor, 1998, p. 29). Mezirow argues for a worldview that

"critical reflection and rational discourse have proven themselves in more circumstances to

work better at understanding the imderlying assumptions ofhuman commimication"

(Mezirow, 1998, as cited in Taylor, 1998, p. 30). The literature surrounding this issue

indicates a greater need for fiirther studies to be conducted that examine cultural differences

(Gallagher, 1997; Taylor, 1993). .

Another unresolved issue has to do with Mezirow's failure to distinguish between

what would be considered normal adult development or stages of life (progression) and the

type ofperspective transformation (shift) that occurs in transformative learning (Tennant,

1993). Speaking about Mezirow's work, Tennant (1993) says, "he needs to distinguish
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learning experiences and personal changes which are ftmdamentally transformative and

emancipatory from those which are singly part ofthe social expectations associated with

the different phases of life" (p. 39 as cited in Taylor, 1998, p. 32). There does not seem to be

much basis for an argument between Tennant and Mezirow, other than the difference of

interpretation ofthe words shift dtnd progression. Mezirow (1994) sees adults as going

through developmental progress through shifts, and he recognizes two ways in which this

can occur; through a major event (disorientating dilemma) or through an incremental path

that takes place slowly over time. Tennant (1993) describes similar changes in adulthood as

developmental progress. It would ^pear, however, that Mezirow' s changes could be viewed

within the context ofTennant 's normal life cycle, whereas, Tennant 's changes in adulthood,

do not necessarily involve the transformational change that Mezirow is suggesting in his

theory.

Mezirow (1990) is also criticized for what is perceived as an overly Western

en^hasis on rationality because he identifies content, process, and premise as the three

forms of reflection in transformative learning. Taylor (1998) points out that Mezirow's

assun^tions about rationahty are well-supported in empirical studies. He suggests, however,

that "other factors such as, the role of emotions, other ways ofknowing, and imconscious

learning, are of equal iirqwrtance in a perspective transformation" (p. 34). These criticisms

are legitimate and provide many additional avenues of study that could contribute to the

present understanding ofthe transformative learning phenomenon. For instance, many

studies have already considered the role ofemotions. This affective dimension ofknowledge

suggests that emotions play an in:qx>rtant role in transformative learning (Clark, 1991

;
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Coflfinan, 1989; Gehrels, 1984; Morgan, 1987;Neuman, 1996; Scott, 1991; Sveinunggaard,

1993; as ched in Taylor, 1998). .

Other ways ofknowing besides emotions and rationality have also been identified in

studies that can have an effect on a perspective transformation. Some ofthese other ways of

knowing are cited in Taylor (1998, p. 36) to include: intuition (Bailey, 1996; Brooks, 1989),

extrarational knowing (Vogelsang, 1993), the guiding force of feelings (Hunter, 1980;

Taylor, 1994), and whole person knowing (The Group for Collaborative Inquiry, 1994).

Taylor also suggests the importance ofrelational knowing and unconscious learning. All of

these other ways ofknowing could suggest a reevaluation oftraditional learning outcomes,

as well as a deeper understanding of individual factors and the instructbnal environment.

The final unresolved issue is largely related to empirical studies in the literature and

has to do with the model ofperspective transformation. Originally, Mezirow's (1978)

pioneering work with women returning to college indicated a linear process in the 10 phases

or steps oftransformative learning, a process which has been confirmed by a number of

studies (e.g., Dewane, 1993; Hunter, 1980; Lytic, 1989; Morgan, 1987; Surina-Egan, 1985;

Williams, 1985 as cited in Taylor, 1998). Subsequently, however, other studies identified a

deviation from this linear process and suggested more ofa spiral process that was

evolutionary (Coflftnan, 1989, 1991;Elias, 1993; Holt, 1994;Laswell, 1994;Neuman, 1996;

Saavedra, 1995; Taylor, 1995; as cited in Taylor, 1998). Some researchers also argue that

the process can span many years (Pope, 19%) and does not necessarily have to follow all of

the steps that Mezirow has identified, as Morgan's (1987) study of displaced homemakers

suggests.
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-' ^ The next problem area within the literature has to do with what Mezirow describes

as a disorientating dilemma, the catalyst or the trigger for change. Clark (1991, 1993), Pope

(1996), and Courtenay et al. (1996, 1998) all found this aspect to be more ofan unfolding of

integrating circumstances. These circumstances are described by Clark (1993) as "indefinite

periods in which the persons [sic] consciously or imconsciously searches for something

which is missing in their life; when they find this missing piece, the transformation process

is catalyzed" (pp. 117- 118). This alternative view ofMezirow' s disorientating dilemma as a

catalyst for change was later recognized and described by Mezirow (1994) as an incremental

path which involves a "revision ofmeaning schemes, cumulatively over time" (as cited in

Taylor, 1998, p. 32).

The final area ofquestion in the model has to do with discrepancies concerning

outcome measures. How do people know ifthey have been transformed? Who decides this?

Moreover, what are the results oftransformational learning? Mezirow's (1991a) definition

ofperspective transformation follows a definite path, which includes first awareness, then

change, and finally action. Mezirow's path ofperspective transformation is seen as

"dependent ofthe logical-rational side, again discoimting other ways ofknowing" (Taylor,

1998, p. 43). This process is also seen to be accompanied by "greater self-confidence in new

roles and relationships" (Taylor, 1998, p. 42).

Clark (1991) identifies a similar process: first, a psychological change in the way

individuals view themselves; second, a convictional change oftheir belief systems; and

finally, a behavioural change evident in their lifestyles. Clark's process ofperspective
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transformation is broader than Mezirow and includes more ofa "social dimension to

change" rather than an "individual psychological phenomenon" (Taylor, 1998, p. 44).

Other questions that arise concerning the nature oftransformative learning

(outcomes) changes have to do with the duration of the change; whether the change is

something that is static and sustained or in itself, evolving; and whether the change is

reversible. These questions seem to suggest that the nature of individual transformative

learning experiences is very idiosyncratic. Taylor (1998) suggests that further enq5irical

studies are warranted that would include, for example, the participant's original perspective

prior to the transformative learning experience, as well as an increase in supporting data to

objectively validate learning outcomes (perspective changes). Taylor (1998) presents a

nimiber ofoutcomes that have been identified through empirical studies, which are listed

here in summary form

increase in personal power

spirituality

compassion for others

creativity

a shift in discourse

courage

a sense of liberation

a new connectedness with others

What becomes ^parent in reading the critiques is the importance of identifying the

frame of reference ofthe research that has been carried out. Taylor (1998) suggests that
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much ofthe criticism ofMezirow's work have to do with his connection oftransformative

learning theory with Habermas' communication theory. Taylor points out, however, that

"the difference between the critiques and Mezirow's interpretation oftransformative

learning theory is due in large part to the various authors' differing views of selfand its

locus of control in the universe" (p. 45). . . - ? I'n- i - ' ; - ...

The review of unresolved issues concerning transformative learning identified a

number of ideas that were pulled together for this study. The main ideas were

conceptualized into a model oftransformative learning where the focus was upon graduate

students in a university setting. The resulting model (see Figure 2) situated the individual

participants within a context made up of their own individual, femilial, cultural,

socio/political environments. These microcontextual fectors were also recognized as being

situated within a larger macrocontext involving demographic, historic, economic,

socio/political environments. The model was seen as situated within the developmental

stages ofwhat is considered normal adult life cycles, however, the adult life cycle is not

considered outside the macro- and micro-contextual factors but embodied within the social

relations ofthese factors. The process oftransformative learning is considered to take place

within life cycles of normal adult development, however, a further understanding of adult

development was not considered. '?i«r^%j;>«;fJifc;.i!.> {J**. >:^

The review ofthis literature also informed my identification ofthe frame of :.

reference used for the model, as this would reveal different starting points and different

learning outcomes. In this regard, the study was approached strictly from the frame of

reference ofthe graduate students who participated. The transformative learning model from
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this perspective was also recognized as being situated within the emancipatory domain of

knowledge and as such, it was only one, of several different types of learning that adults

could have experienced (see Figure 2). Other types of learning could include technical and

practical domains ofknowledge (Cranton, 1994; Habermas, 1970; Mezirow, 1991).

The model is based on the input ofways ofknowing from a rational, self-identified

transformative learner who is both articulate and self-reflective (see Figure 3). Other inputs

were recognized but were not the focus for this study. These included but were not limited

to, intuition, unconscious knowing, irrational knowing, and relational knowing. The

literature review also helped to conceptualize the outputs ofthis model for transformative

learning as outcomes from perspective transformations. These outcomes were identified in

the literature as being cognitive, affective, and psychological in nature. However, my model

was concerned only with the cognitive and affective changes as output measures. Again, the

output measures were solely based on the self-identified description ofthe graduate students

but included outcomes that were ofan individual and social nature. The Uterature described

several processes, both linear and spiral, and different phases ofthe processes, however, no

specific process was attached to this model so that the data would speak for themselves.

Instead oftrying to identify a particular process, critical incidents were looked at as vivid

snapshots within the process itself It was hoped that tlK conceptualization ofthis model

from the review ofunresolved issues in the Uterature would faciUtate an integration of ideas

that could allow for a "congruent understanding oftransformative learning theory" (Taylor,

1998, p. 45).
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Adult Life Cycle

Macro Contextual Factors

TECHNICAL
DOMAIN OF
LEARNING

THREE
DOMAINS

OF LEARNING

EMANCIPATORY
DOMAIN OF
LEARNING

TRANSFORMATIVE
LEARNING

PRACTICAL DOMAIN
OF LEARNING

Figitfe 2 .

Model within individual life and learning context.
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V ^ Empirical Studies of Transformative Learning

Thirty-five empirical studies were reviewed which fell under two main categories:

(1) 15 studies explored the experience oftransformative learning from the perspective ofthe

learner and (2) 25 studies explored the fostering oftransformative learning pedagogy; most

ofthese were from the perspective ofthe instructor. A great majority ofthe empirical studies

conducted on transformative learning remain as unpublished master's or doctoral theses and

are therefore difficult to access and expensive to obtain when possible.

Many studies which focus on the transformative learning experience of individuals,

explore particular experiences or settings that led to transformative learning in an attempt to

understand ways in which adults learn and change within a given context. Laswell (1994)

considered the potential offransformative learning in adults in the aftermath ofjob loss. The

findings revealed "incidental learning and new meaning perspectives as central components

ofthe job loss experience" (p. 229). A similar type ofstudy was conducted by Karpiak

(1991) ofprofessionals (social workers) at midlife stages. This study considers - *

developmental stages, context, and the triggering events that precipitated change for this

group of individuals. v ,• •

Clark (1992) studied the experiences of nine adults self-identified with

transformational learning "in order to access the role of context in the learning process." The

results reveal that the "context was directive and determinative ofthe learning in every case

studied" (p. 31). In another study, Clark (1993) looked specifically at the triggering events

that initiated the fransformational learning experience. The focus was on "the initiating

events and the way in which they were experienced by the participants."(p. 79). This
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approach facilitated an understanding ofhow these events "functioned in the learning

process" (p.79). Two initiating events were identified as a disorientating dilemma and

integrating circumstances. Clark discusses how these two events differ from one another.

The integrating circumstance "is not a sudden, life-threatening rupture but rather as an

opportunity for exploration and development."; " It invites rather than threatens" (p. 82).

Also it "helps to clarify past experience rather than triggering a reevaluation ofthose

experiences. . .and rather than demanding action. . ..seems to lure the person in, drawTng him

or her to greater depths ofunderstanding and personal growth" (p. 82).

Courtenay, Merriam, and Reeves (1996) conducted a study to imderstand how HTV

positive adults make meaning out oftheir lives. They reasoned that the trigger would be a

life-threatening illness. The process ofmeaning-making which is so central to

transformative learning, they reasoned, "would assume a particular urgency ifthe diagnosis

meant that one's life might end at an unnaturally early age" (p. 73). The results ofthis study

identified first, a period of initial reaction, second, a catalytic experience that sets in motion

the meaning-making process, and third, three distinct, yet interrelated phases of reflection

and activity (p. 77). An interesting observation, given the nature ofthe illness involved, was

that "the initial reaction period lasted from six months to five years and was characterized

by cognitive, affective and behaviour changes" (p.77). . ' : < r; 'Mc •». :*•-:,

First and Way (1995) considered transformative learning as one unanticipated

learning outcome oftheir study on parent education. Self-control, critical thinking, empathy,

empowerment, and improved communication were among the cited results ofthe

transformative learning outcome ofthe parents. Narushima (1999) considered
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transformative learning within the field of critical gerontology. The results of this study of

elderly volunteers suggest that transformative learning "can not only promote individual

avrtonomy and independence, it can also build independence and connections, empowering

adults to take coDective action in their own communities to reform social practice. . . it holds

the promise of broadening the possible outcomes ofaging" (p. 4). Another social issue was

examined in William's (1986) study ofthe theory ofperspective transformation applied to

the problem ofmale spouse abuse. The findings suggest that "subjects with higher change in

perspective transformation wiU also change the most toward less use ofphysically abusive

behaviour" (p. 324). These studies were all suggestive ofthe benefits oftransformative

learning outcomes for adults confi-onting social issues. It also raises the question ofwhether

these benefits would apply to a variety of social problems and settings.

A number of studies were conducted to raise cultural, racial, and social awareness.

Barlas (1997) examined the development ofwhite consciousness through the transformative

learning process. This study recommends more research on how to implement and apply

transformative learning theories and "more discourse on. . . its processes so that social

change can be facilitated within our educational institutions" (p. 24). Brooks and Edwards

(1997) examined women's sexual identity development in order to understand the

"integration of the individual with the socio-historic context" oftransformative learning and

to understand the "relationship between the individual and social change"(p. 37). Ziegahn

(1998) used on-line reflection to transform intercultural perspectives within a university

program. The Group for Collaborative Inquiry (1994) developed a model for transformative

learning with regard to individual development and social action. Transformative learning
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and leadership was studied by Scott (1991) to show "a relationship between what happens in

the public arena with what occurred in the personal psyche" (p. 260). Cognitive rational

changes were identified in this study, as well as socio-emotional beliefe about the leader's

experiences. ' -

The second category of empirical studies reviewed are mentioned here briefly as

they did not directly contribute to the focus ofthis study. However, they were deemed

related to the "so what?" question driving the in:qx)rtance ofthis study. A number of studies

focused on the restructuring of learning institutions to facilitate not only the practice of

transformative learning for individual learners, but the need for transformative learning to

take place for the institution itself (e.g., Cranton, 1998; ImeL, 1999; Issacson, 1992;

McClenney, 1994; Schmuck, 1998; Spence, 1980; Stanage, 1989). Other transformative

learning studies focused more on the role ofadministrators and instructors in &cilitating the

actual practice oftransformative learning, (e.g., Anderson& Saavedra, 1995; Boyd & Fares,

1983; Cassara,1991; Cavanagh, 1997; Common, 1994; Dirkx, 1998; Duncan, 1997;

Schmuck, 1 998; Sokol & Cranton, 1 998; Taylor, 1 997).

Summary

This chapter considered the existing literature on transformative learning in three

ways. First, the theory was considered in Ught of adult education, its history and

development, and the works ofthree major researchers: Mezirow, Boyd, and Friere. Second,

criticisms oftransformative theory were examined to xmderstand the basis for unresolved

issues and to develop a conceptual model for this study. Finally, empirical studies were

reviewed concerning the experience oftransformative learning and the practice of it in
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educational institutions. Studies, considered in the third section, ail indicate a growing

interest and applicability oftransformative learning theory. The research demonstrates an

interrelationship between studies with implications for how transformative learning can

inform instructors, institutional administrators, students, staff development, and institutional

change.

'.;!
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Overview

The goal ofthis study was first to situate the conceptual model within the individual

life and learning context (see Figure 2) ofthe graduate student. This developed from the

literatxire review as a means to locate the critical incidents described by participants within a

broader context ofother individual factors of life that may also influence graduate students

in transformative learning. A phenomenological approach was taken (Husserl, 1962; Patton,

1990; Schutz, 1977), using the perspective ofthe graduate student as the frame of reference.

The transformative learning conceptual model (see Figvire 3) then set out to situate

the critical incidents, triggering events, and learning outcomes within the transformative

learning experience ofthe graduate student. It was hoped that a more holistic understanding

ofthe transformative learning experience would result.

This chapter describes the research design, the research methodology, and the

approach taken. The research instrumentation is presented as weD as the design ofthe

questions. Details are given ofthe pilot study carried out, the selection ofparticipants, and

procedures used. The process ofdata collecting and recording are given, as well as the

method ofdata processing and analysis that were used. Methodological assumptions and

limitations provide the boundaries under which this study was undertaken, and the ethical

considerations that were followed. A restatement ofthe problem is made, and finally, the

chapter is summarized.

"i,- ''i^'
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;,!.;. i Research Design .

The overall design was qualitative and included participants' verbatim accounts

about their experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and thoughts concerning their own transformative

learning phenomenon. A phenomenological perspective was used because phenomenology

"focuses on how people interpret their experiences" and "uses qualitative methods to gain

deeper imderstanding ofthe nature and meaning of everyday experiences" (First & Way,

1995, p. 104). -

Several studies were considered in the design ofthis research. King's (1996) study

on perspective transformation in higher education provided the impetus for many decisions

that had to be made. King argues that "the focus ofthe study had to be sharper regarding age

and educational experience ofthe participants" (p. 1). With this in mind, I chose to limit my

study to adult graduate students within the field of educatioa I purposely chose the use of

critical incidents to focus on "the specific perspective transformation to be studied" (King,

1996, p. 1). King also had to change the foctis ofher research fi-om "identify" to "examine,"

since the factors she originally wanted to identiiy had already been noted in the literature.

She had to subsequently make modifications to her research question. With this in mind, I

chose to use the term "exploring" in my thesis title, so as not to limit my selfto only

identifying new events or examining old events previously identified in the literature. King

also recommended changes in the research instrument to include "language that would best

communicate the research concern to the participants" (p. 5). Among her sviggestions was

the use of "non-educated jargon for the participants" (p. 5). Some ofmy questions were

purposely written with these si^gestions in mind. For example, "Identify the most vivid
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incident when you had a "GINTOT." This is the incident when you thought to yourself, or

out loud, 'Gee, I never thought ofthat'."

Ziegahn's (1998) study oftransformative learning of graduate students showed the

value of conducting a study oftransformative learning on-line. This prompted me to include

two participants' involvement on-line, who otherwise would not have been able to

contribute to this study because of distance. <

Narushima's (1999) study on transformative learning theory in older volimteers had

a significant impact on the background to the problem. I was struck by her question, "Why

is it important to shed light on volunteerism among older adults today in Canada and other

industrialized nations?" (p. 1). Narushima provides reasons by citing demographic, political,

and economic trends, as well as changes in social and labour structures. This caused me to

ask the question, "Why is it important to shed light on the events that engage graduate

students in transformative learning"? Wanting to know the answer to this question, I

included in the interview a number of questions that provided data concerning how

transformative learning can be facilitated in a graduate program.

Havii^ examined a number ofresearch approaches used to explore transformative

learning, I agreed with Boyd and Tales (1983) that "there is value in exploring such a

phenomenon first among those who experience it and who find it subjectively useful and

exciting" (p. 101). With this in mind, I sought to include participants who were eager to

discuss their transformative learning experience.
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Description of Research Methodology and Approach
'

This study was approached from a qualitative, constructivist perspective. It relied on

a critical and interpretive approach to empirical data ofthe transformative learning

phenomenon ofnine graduate students. The original focus ofthe study was abandoned once

the data were collected and I became immersed in my findings. This resulted in a spiral

research path that was both frustrating and at the same time challenging (Neuman, 1997).

Inductive analysis allowed theory to be built from the data by making comparisons. New

questions emerged and attention was given to social context, the passage oftime, and

sequence of events, in order to give meaning and translation ofthe participants' experiences

and to build the interpretative narratives. -

Instrumentation (Description)

Data collection consisted of qualitative, open-ended questions that involved

participants in a process of critical reflection. Participants were asked to describe and

analyze critical incidents in their learning where their meaning perspectives changed in

some way. As well, they were asked to identify the triggering events to these incidents and

discuss whether they viewed these triggers as negative or positive. In order to imderstand the

context ofthe lives ofthe participants, questions were also asked concerning the

participants' backgroimd and what they brought with them into the program.

Participants were limited to full- or part-time graduate students who had completed

at least 1 full year oftheir studies and all oftheir required intake courses. This criterion was

given to ensure sufficient time in the program for critical reflection. The first data collection

strategy was a critical incident questionnaire ad^ted from the initial design by Flanagan
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(1954) and further described by Brookiield (1990). The definition ofthe critical incident is

the one used by Brookfield( 1990): .
> .,>;',,

The critical incident technique pronpts respondents to identify an incident, which

can also be thought ofas an event, that for some reason was of particular

significance to them. (p. 97) -
;>• -

>^ .s '.v- ;. fv.

Critical Incidents

The critical incident technique has been utilized by many researchers and

practitioners in a variety ofways including, education, health, business and industry

(Oaklief, 1976) with the primary objective of improving the effectiveness ofa specific

operation. Its principal advantage is "that it generates data based on actual behaviour rather

than on a particular researcher's subjectivity (Stano, 1983). It is described by Flanagan

(1954) as follows: , ,. . .
.,.

The critical incident technique, rather than collecting opinions, hunches, and

estimates, obtains a record of specific behaviours fi-om those in the best position to

make the necessary observations and evaluations, (p. 355)

The technique is particularly well suited for use with adults because of its practical

nature. It "actively involves participants by capitalizing upon their experience, thereby

making possible the application ofnew insights and behaviours to a relevant practice

setting and ensuring relevance to the learner's situation" (Lagraview & Beatty, 1985, p. 1).

The critical incident technique has been used in several ways applicable to graduate

students. Some ofthese include: to study the reasons for success and failure ofuniversity

students (Schmelzer, 1987); as an instructional method to involve participants in the
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classroom (Lagraview & Beatty, 1985); and to identiiy administrative behaviour that could

lead to greater accomplishment ofthe adult-continuing education and community service

responsibilities (Oaklief, 1976).

A review ofthe literature shows consistency and detail as to the procedure for

implementing the critical incident technique. Woolsey (1986) describes it in brief in the

following way: .

The critical incident technique is an exploratory qualitative method of research,

which generates a comprehensive and detailed description of a content domain. It

consists of asking eyewitness observers for factual accounts ofbehaviours-

incidents, which significantly contribute to a specified outcome—are criticaL (p. 242)

Important components for applying the technique involve selecting a specific group and

frame ofreference to describe results, selecting a specific behaviour, and selecting a specific

outcome to be measured (Kohl, 1972).

Potential outcomes of critical incidents can vary and may include vaUdation of prior

learning and background experiences (Cranton, 1994b), triggering events (Brookfield,

1987), cognitive and affective awareness and development (Brookfield, 1990), and changes

in meaning perspectives (Cranton, 1994; Habermas, 1971; Mezirow, 1991). These potential

outcomes or consequences of critical incidents formed the critical incident questions for this

study.

Triggering Events

Triggering events can be significant critical incidents in and of themselves, or they

can simply be the impetus or spark for starting a critical incident or a learning process. Not
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all critical incidents are associated with a triggering event. A triggering event is described

by Brookfield (1987) as "some unexpected happening; an AHA!, or a surprise, which

produces inner discomfort or perplexity" (p. 24). It is identified as the first of five stages

that Brookfield categorizes in developing critical thinking. The emphasis in the literature

thus far has been on negative triggermg events (Apps, 1985; Boyd, & Fales, 1983;

Brookfield, 1987; Hopson & Adams, 1977; Mezirow, 1977) such as the death of a spouse,

divorce, illness and loss ofjob. Some researchers have also identified positive triggers to

critical thinking (e.g., Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986; Boud, Keogh, &

Walker, 1985; Musgrove, 1977). Examples of positive triggering events are: stimulation

from an aduh educator, readings, discussion, environmental factors, and internal processes

(Cranton, 1994b). " ^>< -:
•

-,;«• "i':,- =
?*'»

Design of the Questionnaire and Interview Questions

Initially, I developed a questionnaire with four questions as well as four questions

intended for the interview. However, following a pilot test with one individual, it was

found that these questions did not allow for the desired level of mquuy. A fi-amework for

questioning fi-om Mitchell and Coltrinari (in press) was used in a closer examination ofthe

eight questions. This framework revealed that the eight questions were of a descriptive

and analytical nature, therefore they were combined to form the final critical incident

questionnaire (see Appendix A). The interview portion ofthis study followed a

constructivist approach to explore in further detail the participants' responses to the four

descriptive and four analytical questions in the critical incident questionnaire (see Appendix

B). Their responses suggested "fruitful areas for more focused exploration" as "the critical
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incident paragraphs provide us with himches as to what are the most significant concerns

and assunptions ofrespondents" (Brookfield, 1987, p. 99.). • pi^ • v

Deeper probing questions (see Appendix B) in the interviews were in the form of

metacognitive, reconstructive, and evaluative questions (Mitchell & Coltrinari, in press).

These questions were designed to explore the relationship ofthe events that engaged

graduate students in transformative learning to individual contextual fectors, instructional

environments, and learning outcomes. First, three metacognitive questions were asked.

Merriam and Caflferella (1999) state that metacognition "is often viewed as the highest level

of mental activity and is especially needed for complex problem solving" (p. 206). The &st

three questions therefore, were designed to try to understand how the participants "think

about thinking," to make themselves "consciously aware" oftheir thinking, and to "monitor

and control" their own mental process (Bruer, 1993, as cited in Merriam & Caffarella, 1999,

p. 206). In order to understand the individual contextual factors, the first two questwns

asked participants about their personal philosophy ofeducation and theories for teaching

(beliefs about teaching, learning, and student-teacher relationships). They also had to

identify the origin oftheir beliefs. The third question delves into an understanding ofthe

participants' self-identified transformational change, where participants were asked to

describe both cognitive and affective changes. The next three questions were evaluative

questions whereby the participants were asked to appraise their past, present, and future

learning experiences. The first ofthese questions requested that participants make

comparisons of their graduate experience to other previous experiences and that ofother

students in the graduate program. The next question asked how participants could make
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their learning more meaningfiil and relevant for themselves and other classmates. This was

followed by asking what role instructors could play in promoting an atmosphere of curiosity

and experimentation and what role they would play. The final four questions were directed

at understanding individual learning outcomes and how these outcomes were facilitated

within a graduate school program. These final questions were reconstructive in nature and

were expected to shed light on further individual contextual factors.

Pilot Study

A pilot testing ofthe initial four questionnaire and four interview questions was

conducted with one participant, at which time it was determined that two questions needed

to be reworded for clarity. It was also determined that the data provided only descriptive and

analytical answers and did not reveal enough ofthe deeper meaning perspective desired.

After the pilot, it was decided to combine both the four questionnaire and four interview

questions into the questionnaire and to develop a new series of metacognitive,

reconstructive, and evaluative questions (Mitchell & Coltrinari, in press) for the interview.

This was subsequently done, piloted with the same participant, and moved forward as the

final product. - ' ' *

Selection of Participants

I employed purposive sampling (Neuman, 1997) of fellow graduate students who

had taken all of their intake courses and had been in the program for at least 1 year. The

purposive sampling was chosen to select "particular types ofcases for in-depth

investigation" (1997,p. 206). I had access to five ofthese students fi-om my own class
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contact lists and already had established rapport with many ofthem; two important aspects

of interviewing (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Neuman, 1997). Two participants, whom I met

at a graduate conference held in September 1999, expressed a keen interest in participating

in this study. In order to select fiirther participants, I used snowball sampling, which

provided the remainder ofthe participants. In snowball sampling, participants are asked to

name other people who they feel would be suitable for the study (Nemnan, 1997). This

was a multistage process, which also involved four students recently graduated from the

Master ofEducation program. Saturation point was reached with nine participants, at

which time the territory appeared to have been thoroughly covered.

• Procedures i ^ -
'

Predata collection activities were undertaken to soUcit participation and to inform

participants. Initially, 7 prospective participants were contacted via e-mail from class ^ .-

contact lists. A cover letter was sent to these individuals with an invitation to participate in

this research project along with a brief cover story, as described by Glesne and Peshkin

(1992); (see Appendix C). The cover story explained the research objectives and the s.

expected level of participation that would be required. Ofthe seven who were initially

contacted, three individuals returned a positive response. Arrangements were made for an

initial meeting to explain in fiirther detail the purpose ofthe research, to obtain a signed

consent form from the participant, and to deliver a copy ofthe research questionnaire. The

remaining participants were contacted in a similar fashion. Questionnaires were usually

returned at the time the interview was conducted. On three occasions, participants had not
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yet fiUed out their questionnaire and it became part ofthe interview process for the

participants convenience. • ' ^ v?. i? ;i< 0)::;v .,r

Data Collecting and Recording

Upon receiving the returned research questionnaire from the participants,

arrangements were made for a second meeting time to conduct the interview. The interviews

ran in duration from one to two hours and were t^ie-recorded, with the participants'

permission. The selection ofthe interview site was determined by the participants. The site

locations were either the participant's home, a classroom at the university, or a neutral

meeting location such as a quiet restaurant.

Two methods of data collection acted as a validity check to each method.

Comparisons were made ofthe critical incident responses and the interview responses for

congruency. Member validation occurs when a researcher brings the field results back to the

participant members after the initial data collection, and the participant members determine

the accuracy ofthe data (Neuman, 1997). Although I had initially intended to have an in-

person meeting for member validation, this proved to be inconvenient for all participants.

Therefore, member validation was conducted using electronic mail. A briefdemogrqjhic

questionnaire was sent to each member, along with the transcribed notes oftheir

questbnnaire and interview responses (see Appendix D). This demographic questionnaire

was completed by all participants. Member validation occurred when all ofthe participants

responded favourably to the accuracy oftheir transcribed questionnaire and interviews via

e-mail.
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Data Processing and Analysis . .

The qualitative data analysis followed the methodology known as the constant

comparative method (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). This form of analysis involved several

stages. To prepare the data for analysis, all raw data were transcribed onto clearly readable

typed notes. The total average page length ofthe transcribed data was 12.7 pages

(questionnaire data was 4.6 pages and the interview data 8.1 pages). The data were printed

onto different coloured paper for each participant's answers to provide easy coding to its

original source (participant). Pseudonyms were attached to material directly quoted from

the data to help maintain the personal focus ofthe data Colour-coded data were initially

sorted by data type: questioruiaire questions 1-8 and interview questions 1-10, as well as

additional recurring questions that arose during data collection. Data for each question

were transferred onto bristolboard to visually aid the identification ofpatterns, themes,

and ideas. These boards were used as a prelimmary presentation ofthe data (see Tables

F2-F3 in Appendix F).

To analyze the data across questioimaire and interview questions, the data were

then divided into smaller pieces of data that held one complete sentence, phrase, or

paragraph of meaningful thought. These are described by researchers as "chunks of

meaning" (Marshall, 1981 as cited in Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p. 128) or "units of

meaning" in the data (Lincohi & Guba, 1995 as cited in Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p.

128). To begin analysis, the complete set of notes were read through three times and coded

for themes. These themes followed both an inductive and deductive analysis.

First, inductive analysis was used to search for themes and patterns recurring in the
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data. To conduct this analysis, data units that contained similar meanings were placed

together and assigned a descriptive label. I purposely conducted the inductive analysis

first. The final inductive themes were related to the three main questions of this study. The

first question was: What were the critical incidents? From this question, three themes

emerged that were related to time, people, and circumstances. In the second question. How

were the incidents experienced?, two themes emerged, an emotional affective response

and an analytical cognitive response. In the final question concerning what transformation

resulted, the three themes that emerged were cognitive change, affective change, and

contextual change.

The final stage ofdata analysis was a blending ofthe deductive and inductive

analysis to capture both ofthese categories. This synthesis provided descriptive analysis as

well as interpretation for theory building. The final blended categories were: the stage ofthe

process, what were the feelings, what was happening, and what was the environment.

Methodolt^ical Assumptions _.,.,'- ^ :..... ~.'.^- '^ ,^,^,

A major assumption in this study was that the graduate program in a Faculty of

Education of a imiversity leads graduate students to some kind ofpersonal transformation

because ofthe structure and influence of the program on the adult learner. Another t

assumption was that graduate students could identify, through reflection ofcritical incidents,

those events that have led to transformative learning and the triggers for those events.

Since this study involved the collection of self-reporting data, another assumption

was that the participants would answer openly and honestly. To encourage open and honest

reporting, I met the participants on two to three separate occasions to build rapport and trust.
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In addition, cross-checking ofthe participant's written critical incident questionnaire and

interview data was conducted. The practice ofmember checking with the research

participants was practiced to ensure that an accurate description oftheir experience was c

recorded. All ofthese practices are recommended techniques for conducting qualitative

research (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985;Neuman, 1997). ; • i»0^ vt ?

Limitations

One limitation ofthis study was researcher bias, which occurs when the collected

data are filtered through the researcher's ovra perceptions, beliefs, and values. The

researcher becomes the research instrument with inherent biases for how the data is

interpreted (Neimian, 1997). This was anticipated to possibly influence the data negatively.

To overcome this limitation, a reflective journal was used to write down ideas, questrons,

conversations that arose on the subject, and personal thoughts throughout the process ofthe

research (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). The journal was also used as a source for additional

member checking ofthe original data and initial interpretations and questions. These

strategies were used to highlight my own viewpoint, keep myself in tune with the data fi-om

the participants, and confi-ont researcher bias.

The qualitative design limited the type and conditions ofthe instrumentation. The

design limitations included:

1

.

The critical incidents studied do not constitute all there is to know about the participants'

transfonnative learning experience. ;
J* •c^^^.k* ^n*. .^yu '->•-;_,_,

2. The critical incidents represent one incident in time and therefore do not allow for a

comprehensive look at the entire graduate-student experience. *^
, > ^
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3. The qualitative nature ofthis study limited the collection and interpretation ofdata to

one researcher and nine participants.

4. The use ofopen-ended questions meant that more data might have been collected from

some participants than others.

5. The inductive themes derived from the data may not be the only components affecting

transformative learning.

The design also limited the conditions for choosing the participants, collecting the

data, and the boundaries ofthis study.

1

.

Participants were self-identified graduate students who experienced transformative

learning.

2. Participants were restricted to graduate students in a Faculty ofEducation within the

same university graduate progranx

3. Participants were limited to frill- or part-time students who had completed at least 1 frill

year of graduate studies or all oftheir intake courses.

4. Data were collected through a questionnaire and interview.

5. Data were collected over 2 months.

6. Data were limited within the boundary oftransformative learning and did not consider

other types ofknowledge or learning.

Ethical Considerations > ,

This study was conducted according to the Brock University Faculty Handbook

using the guidelines stated in the Principles of Ethical Research with Human Participants. I

used pseudonyms for all participants to maintain anonymity and maintain the personal
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nature ofthe data. An informed consent form (see Appendix E) was used to outline the

parameters, purpose, and uses ofthe data collected for this study and was signed by each

participant at the initial meeting. Brock University's Sub-Committee on Research with

Human Participants approved this study and the Informed Consent Fonn. Further ethical

considerations were made just prior to the oral defense ofthis thesis. Steps were taken to

guarantee the anonymity ofthe participants when an external proof- reader was able to

identify one ofthe participants in this study. These steps included going back to each ofthe

participants, making the concern of protecting their anonymity known, and asking them for

any revisions to the text or changes that they wanted made. Although only one participant

requested minor alterations at this time, it was decided by the committee, subsequent to the

oral defense, that certain details be removed to further protect the participants' anonymity.

Restatement of the Problem

Transformative learning is a unique learning process requiring reflection, as well as

other ways ofknowing, from adults. This process involves recognition ofan individual's

experiences, assimiptions, and meaning perspectives, and the significant influence of

contextual factors to their learning. Critical incidents can help educators to understand the

events that engage graduate students in this process, as well as to understand the varying

nature ofthe triggers that act as catalyst to these events. An in-depth study such as this can

offer support ofpractical experience and help to answer some ofthe difficult questions that

have arisen surrounding the practice of fostering transformative learning at the graduate

school level.
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M.si . s Summary of the Chapter : < r.^^ :^ ^ h

This chapter outlined the steps followed in conducting this qualitative study.

Reasons for choosing the phenomenological qualitative research design had to do with

wanting to hear graduate students' own voice concerning their experience of ' t : -r .

transformative learning. Several studies also influenced the research design. These helped

me in limiting my study to specify certain criteria of graduate students, such as their study

in the field of education, and the length oftime they have been within the program. These

studies also prompted me to sharpen my focus of study on a specific aspect of " •'

transformative learning. This resulted in the study of critical incidents. Other design

factors were also influenced by other studies, such as the terminology used, design ofthe

research instrument, and the purpose for the study. -i ^ - >

A description ofthe constructivist research methodology and critical and

interpretive approaches were presented. The change of focus and the spiraling nature of

the research path were conveyed along with the new questions that emerged. These

questions related to social context, the passage of time, and sequence of events of the

participants' experiences with the objective of building the interpretative narratives.

Instrumentation was considered next with a description of critical incidents, triggering

events, and design and sample of questions used. A description ofthe process ofthe pilot

study and subsequent developments were reiterated. The process of choosing participants

was described as being multistaged and included both purposive sampling as well as

snowball sampling. The procedure for implementing the study was given including

introducing the nine participants. Data collection and recording included the use ofa
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questionnaire and interview process. All interviews were tape-recorded. Processing the

data involved transcribing the questionnaire and tape-recorded interviews onto a word

processor. The constant comparative method of analysis was described in detail. The

themes that emerged from the inductive analysis related to the critical incidents were time,

people, and circumstances. Two response themes emerged related to the experience ofthe

incidents, an emotional response and a cognitive response. Three themes emerged related

to resuks ofthe transformation which were cognitive, affective, and contextual change.

Finally, a synthesis ofthe deductive and inductive analysis revealed four categories: the

stage ofthe process, what were the feelings, what was happening, and what was the

environment.

The chapter considered methodological assumptions. One ofthe methodological

assumptions was that graduate students should experience transformative learning in

imiversity. Another methodological assumption was that graduate students could self-

identify their transformative learning experience and would be articulate and self-aware

enough to describe them. Limitations of this study included researcher bias; limitations

relating to the specific design type and conditions; and limitations in choosing

participants, collection ofthe data, and the boundary of transformative learning. Ethical

considerations were addressed to show compliance with university research standards

involving himian participants. Finally, the problem originally presented in chapter 1 was

restated and clarified for relevance and practical applicatioa
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I'!H CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

Overview oftheChapter

This chapter presents the findings of a qualitative research study. The purpose

ofthe study was to explore the events that engaged graduate students in transformative

learning. In order to understand this phenomenon, data were collected from two

sources: critical incident questionnaires and in-depth reflective interviews. Specifically,

I wanted to know what critical incidents were identified by graduate students who self-

identified as having undergone transformative learning, how the incidents were

experienced, and what happened as a result ofthe incidents. In order to understand the

individual contextual factors of each participant, I also asked participants to describe

their background and what they felt they brought with them into the program. This

chapter sets out to address all ofthese questions.

The chapter begins with an interpretive description ofthe personal profiles of

the graduates, including education, past and present work experience, and a summary

ofthe personal data collected fi-om the participants. Next, an interpretative description

ofthe participants' critical incidents oftheir transformative learning experience are

presented in narrative form. . '.-

The next section is a descriptive interpretation ofhow the critical incidents were

experienced, including cognitive and affective experiences. The next section examines

what transformation resulted in the participants, which included cognitive changes,

affective changes, and contextual changes. The quotations ofparticipants have been
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untouched other than grammatical changes. Each ofthe themes are introduced at the

beginning ofthe section and summarized at the end ofeach section. Furthermore, an

interpretation ofthe findings is provided at the end ofthis chapter.

Who are the Graduate Students?

All ofthe individuals involved in this study met the criteria for participation,

which was that they had all self-identified as having experienced transformative

learning while in a Master ofEducation program. Also, they had spent a minimum of 1

year in graduate school or had completed all oftheir intake courses in the graduate

program. The section begins with an introduction ofthe participants, through a brief

interpretive description oftheir lives. This narrative ofthe graduate students is intended

to provide necessary context to the lives ofthe participants and situate them

historically, culturally, and personally.

Joarme

Joanne was a single woman in her late 20s. She had an undergraduate degree in

natural Sciences as well as a 2-year diploma in outdoor recreational management. Her

past goal was to open her own business offering wilderness caiwe trips "in order to

share with others my beUef in the potential ofoutdoor experiences to cause personal

growth." However, after working in the recreation industry she realized that what she

was interested in was a better fit with educatk)n than with recreation, as the canoe trip

participants she worked with were generally looking for a vacation rather than for
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personal growth. In addition, she was concerned that working solely in the recreation

industry would not enable her to support a family

Instructors from her outdoor recreation management program suggested that she

should pursue a Master's degree as they were always looking for females to instruct in

their program. A friend who was already involved in a Master ofEducation degree

made her aware that she could pursue Master's studies congruent with her background

and personal beliefs.

Her past educational experiences in a university and college setting were

positive ones. However, Joanne voiced her insecurities about going into graduate

studies: "I was worried that I wouldn't do as well in my master's work and that I would

be disappointed with my grades." She enrolled into the graduate program to study

Adventure Educatioa

She described herself as "a very driven person," "an idealist, but also a

pragmatist—I like things to be usefiil— and not only theoretical." She also stated that she

takes life seriously and she tries to put 100% effort, and in return, expects a lot out of

life. Joanne described the first year ofher graduate experience as "the best year ofmy

life so far" and was confident that her fixture interests in doctoral studies would

continue to be balanced with her personal beliefs.

Gwen

«
^ Gwen was a married woman with two adult children and a supportive spouse.

Her spouse pursued a Master ofEducation degree at the same time as Gwen. She
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graduated, specializing in Foundations of Learning and Teaching and at the time ofthis

study was pursuing fiirther educatioa She was also considering pursuing doctoral

studies in the future. , ; . , . vi

Gwen was in her late 40s and initially went back to university, after a long

hiatus, as a mature student to obtain her undergraduate degree. Her backgrotmd

experiences with her children, in a variety of alternative schooling, were the focus of

her initial parental perspective ofeducation. She expressed her personal beliefthat

parents and teachers need to work together and to commtmicate to bring up a child.

Gwen described a chaise in her own perspective of education as developing first from

a parental perspective, second, to a learner's perspective and now, to a teacher/trainer's

perspective. Within the graduate program itself, she had felt herself to be an oxrtsider.

Her past work experiences included a variety of volunteer and clerical duties at

schools. She valued her past work experiences but felt insecurities because ofher lack

of formal education up to the present. Gwen described herself as a lifelong learner and

a rebel. She saw herselfas a "hands-on" type ofperson who enjoys new challenges.

Willy

Willy was a single female in her late 20s with international teaching and travel

experiences. She expressed the difficulty in describing her background because of her

belief that "my whole life's experiences are related and connected to where I am at any

given moment." She described a traumatic and fragmented childhood memory, which

left her feeling insecure. "I have always been insecure about school because ofthis."
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Her feelings of insecurity continued with her throughout her undergraduate studies in

education. She stated: "I was intimidated"; "I just felt out of place."

When it came to graduate studies, Willy's confidence had been somewhat

improved because of international work and travel experiences. She had also completed

some university courses in a foreign country while teaching, so she felt that she had

something to offer because of her background experiences. Nonetheless, the

insecurities ofher childhood were still evident prior to graduate school: "I was terribly

intimidated because I didn't know if I was capable enough for a graduate program. I

was terribly insecure when it came to school."

Willy finished her graduate degree, within a year of starting it, and studied

Curriculum. She chose this area of study because "I thought it a convenient and

economical move to obtain a master's degree in the field. I thought I'd be able to work

wherever I wanted with the master's degree."

Jennifer

Jennifer was a separated woman in her kte 30s with two young children in her

immediate care. Her separatwn occurred during her graduate studies of Foundations in

Teaching and Learning. - r- .. ,.

Jennifer's backgroimd education included a Bachelor ofArts degree with some

additional graduate courses in teaching and language in higher education She had also

held some Teaching and Research Assistantships in her undergraduate studies. She said
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that she had always loved learning and personally believed that education needs to be

meaningful and relevant to the individual learner, as this comment suggested:

You have to have your own questions about life and ifyou can make those

questions and those interests a part of your learning process, then it becomes

learning centered and it becomes learner meaningful. * ••

Jennifer spoke in vague terms about her childhood. She described herselfnow

as "a growing socialist/feminist sociologist, interested in diversity of all aspects,

especially as it relates to dynamics ofwork." Jennifer graduated and was pursuing

doctoral work in sociology and equity studies at the time ofthis study.

- ^.--
' - \ ;*,' -; --

.
•' /, - :.>.. .

• -..-
'

Stephanie _• v.- ; .

Stephanie was a female in her late 40s with two teenage daughters. She

experienced marital difficulties and permanently separated from after her graduation

from the Master ofEducation program. She studied Foundations in Learning and

Teaching. She was not presently working or studying but she intended to apply for

doctoral studies to continue investigating the research she began for her xmdergraduate

psychology thesis and master's thesis.

Stephanie described herself as being an only child "from a family ofvery

stubborn people." Stephanie's prior work experiences included a variety ofvolunteer

activities and office administrative duties. She spoke often of her goals for her teenage

children in context ofher own educational goals and how these informed one another.
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^. i ; Stephanie personally believed in the importance of feeling respected and being

able to "let go" of preconceived ideas, in order for learning to occur. Stephanie felt

"overwhelmed in the M.Ed. program" until she made the connection ofwhat she

wanted to study for her thesis. Her thesis ended up being personally relevant to her own

graduate experience as a mature woman. Stephanie expressed interest to develop her

research fiuther in doctoral studies in the future.

Aaron

Aaron was a single male in his late 20s pursuing his master's degree on a part-

time basis in Integrated Studies. He focused on technology in education. Aaron taught

computer science to undergraduate students and worked extensively in positions as

teaching and research assistantships. Aaron was working fiill-time during this study, as

a network systems administrator and had several part-time jobs as a computer

consultant.

Aaron did not speak much about his childhood experiences or familial

relationship, only to state that he has not seen his parents for over 10 years. He

described them both as academics that have an "autocratic, old style" notion of

education. He personally believed in a transactional environment for education to

flourish where sufGcient time and integration can take place for learning to occur.

Aaron showed an interest in pursuing doctoral studies in the future.
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Brian

Brian was a male in his 30s currently working as a full-time student on his

proposal during this study. He had a Bachelor ofEducation and a Bachelor of Arts. His

master's studies were within the Foundations of Learning and Teaching field. Brian had

considerable experience in teaching and research assistantships, which he highly

valued. He was also teaching at the university he attends while coirqjleting his master's

studiesJi^
''''

Brian valued the joy of learning for its own sake and considered emancipation

an inportant part ofhis personal philosophy of education. He saw little difference

between the role ofteacher and learner. He had applied to several doctoral programs.

Philip

Philip was a male in his late 20s, married with two young children. His

undergraduate experience included a Bachelor ofArts degree. Philip was pursuii^ full-

time studies in the field of Organizational and Administrative Studies in Education. He

was excited about starting the graduate program. He valued the opportunity to generate

extra income while gaining valuable work experience in a number ofresearch

assistantships within in the program.

Philip believed that you can learn fi-om "every single person that you meet in

life." He appreciated working as a Teacher Assistant in a situation where he felt valued

and respected. He had been offered a fellowship position in a related Doctoral Program,

which he considered. Philip hoped to have a career as an academic.
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Roger !" ''' 'i ','

Roger was a middle-aged male who graduated from the program as a full-time

student some time ago and was pursuing his doctoral studies while teaching at the

university during the time ofthis study. Like Aaron, his studies focused on Integrated

Studies, with a focus on technology in education.

Roger's background was as a statistical and computer trainer. He described his

beliefe as follows: "I believed or tended to view, teaching as a transmission ofmy

knowledge to others and a fecilitation of learner understanding by providing

appropriate examples and exercises." At the time ofthis study, he considered more the

"facilitating" aspect ofteaching and learning. Roger enjoyed the opportunities to woric

with a variety of faculty members while pursuing graduate studies.

Sximmary of Participants' Personal Data

There were 4 male and 5 female participants. Three ofthe participants were

married with children, 4 were unmarried with no children, and 2 were separated or

divorced with children in their direct care. Eight ofthe 9 participants gave details of

their past education when asked to describe their background. Four participants

mentioned prior work and travel experience. Two participants relayed information

about their family and childhood. Seven participants mentioned either how they got

into the program, what they felt they needed to get out ofthe program, or the kind of

research woric they wanted to do.
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The deductive summary given above is in sharp contrast to the descriptive

narrative earlier in this chapter. This illustrates the importance of viewing the

participants in this study as unique individuals rather than sinqjly as numbers. The

participants did not live or learn in a vacuum but were being influenced and molded by

their stage of hfe, personal experiences, familial and cultural conditioning, and even

historical events. The data revealed many clear indications that learning was situated

within and influenced by personal, social, and historical fectors.

What Were the Critical Incidents?

The 9 participants in this study were asked to describe critical incidents while in

the graduate program. The first was a general incident to identify their "most vivid

incident that led to profound cognitive and affective changes" for them as graduate

students (see Table F2, Appendbc F). The second was a more specific question to

describe a critical incident when they experienced a "GINTOT," that is, when they

thought to themselves or aloud, "Gee, I never thought ofthat" (see Table F3, Appendix

F). ''^
''-' •-^ ' , • .,

The data unexpectedly revealed a pattern of critical incidents that occurred prior

to graduate school that were self-identified by the participants as having a significant

influence on their transformative learning within graduate school. Three themes

emerged fi-om these critical incidents: (1) time-related, (2) people-related, and (3)

circumstances-related incidents. ' *^' 'j.
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Time-Related Critical Incidents

The incidents that fell within the time-related theme could be distinguished as

incidents that occurred in (1) childhood, (2) adult life (prior to graduate school), and (3)

the graduate program. This was an imusual result because the critical incident

questionnaire had specifically asked for critical incidents only within the graduate

program. However, in spite of this, other incidents were found throughout the interview

data that occurred outside of the graduate program and that most often emerged as

incidents on which the graduate students placed even greater significance. The other

incidents were always connected to the critical incidents described within the graduate

program. That is, the critical incidents that occurred earlier in life appeared to have

culminated in the critical incidents that occurred in graduate school.

Childhood Incidents

The most prevalent childhood incidents related to the participants' immediate

&mily situation. The incidents caused a physical or emotional anxiety for which the

participants compensated throughout their life and continued to do so into the graduate

program-

Willy's account ofbeing abducted by her father was the most blatant ofthe

childhood incidents. It occurred when her natural father abducted her for 5 years, when

she was 4 Vi years old. She was separated from her natural mother because ofthis

abduction. She was the eldest child with three other stepsiblings ofher fether and

girlfriend.
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I had no one to relate to in my childhood. I did not know I had a mother, and

still find this concept difficult to grasp. I was never close to my father. He's a

very difficult man. My half-sisters would often pick on me because they were

my stepmother's children, and she hated me. Probably blaming me for having

caused her life to develop as it had.

Willy missed considerable amounts of schooling because ofconstantly being on the

move. Her emotional scarring was evident in her comments: "I just remember my

whole school experience as being very painful—very difficult. When I look back now, I

can see I was terribly emotionally stunted." This familial experience resulted in severe

insecurities, which were evident from many of Willy's comments:

I had no friends because we were constantly moving (11 public schools in 3

years). Although I wouldn't have been able to articulate it--I was a

disconnected, abandoned child. School was something that had to be done, but I

had no concept as to why I was doing anything I was. School was a kind of -

enigma. No why, or how, ever entered my mind~I went through life as an

automaton, but would feel badly if I did something wrong.

Willy's data indicated that she lacked the verbal command to express what she felt and

also, the ability to understand it.

I do not have memories ofthose 5 years, nor did I instantly regain the ability to

remember things when I was back with my mother. If something happened that

was in^ortant, like if I traveled with my mother, and aimt, and cousin
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somewhere, I wouldn't remember anything about it. They would say, "Don't

you remember going to Texas last year?', and I won't remember anything at all.

Gwen's data related several incidents where she repeatedly described herself as

being the "unwanted child" ofher parents. She connected her dedication and interest in

her own children's schooling to these childhood incidents.

Because I wasn't the wanted child and I knew that. My children were going to

know from day one that they were the wanted children and that is probably why

I wanted special, special education for them.

In addition to the messages ofbeing an unwanted child from her parents, Gwen

also recounted an incident from her childhood that involved messages ofgender

stereotyping. She was influenced in her decision not to pursue fiirther education after

high school by both her family and from authority figures at school. She described this

as being the context of life in the 1 960s:

In my class in Grade 1 3, the three guys, all ofwho were going into engineering

~ getting their degree for a job and I went into being a secretary and my marks

were as good as their marks. So how are we programmed? You know, it was in

the 60s and I sat there and just kind of sighed for the little girl that I was, that

nobody said, "Go to university, no matter what because you are as smart as, if

not smarter than, those boys are. And just because you are a girl, don't accept

the lower thing." And it was almost my crying for myselfand realizing how

stupid I was. :.
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Brian gave a lonely description of his childhood and an unhappy family

situation.

I've always had, it has always been a part ofme (which has to do with my past),

that I've had self-esteem problems since I don't know when. I don't come from

a very happy home. I don't come from a happy family situation.

Stephanie described an incident related to difficulties she encountered because

of a hearing impairment. Although this impairment was not cited directly as a critical

incident in her childhood, it is alluded to as originating in her childhood. She had

however, put her earlier schooling experiences, like Gwen, within a context of life

defined by a specific period.

Education for me, obviously, comes from my experience as a child. Going to

school in the 1 950s, CathoUc school at that. . .very authoritarian.

The data did not reveal to what degree Stephanie's hearing impairment affected her

schooling. However, it did reveal stror^ insecurities in her childhood as this quote

suggested: "I remember as a child I used to hide in the back ofthe classroom so I

wouldn't be asked a question or I would cringe." ?'

All ofthe childhood incidents referred to in the interview data were verbalized

in such a way as to suggest deep-seated pain associated with these memories. Strongly

felt emotions were described, such as loneUness, sadness, insecurity, and abandonment.

Separation and isolation were manifested in a variety of different situatrons and were

recurrent. These childhood life incidents continued to cause anxiety and difQculty for

these individuals throughout their Ufetime. '
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Aduh Life Incidents

The next group oftime-related incidents fell within the category ofhaving

occurred as adult life incidents. These generally took place 3 to 5 years prior to entering

graduate school and most often occurred while in undergraduate studies or in events

closely associated with undergraduate studies. -

Gwen considered her undergradviate experience as being work, hard work.

However, her comments about her undergraduate studies seem to be grounded in the

domestic responsibilities she also carried at the time.

Someone asked me if I was having fim yet, and I burst out laughing at them and

said, "You've got to be kidding! I have two kids, a husband, a home, and I'm

doing a full-time degree. Where is the fun?" And I didn't have much of a social

life...So I never found my undergraduate [studies] fim. It was just something I

had to do for myself To feel good about myself.

Brian also described critical incidents within his two prior undergraduate

degrees that continued to influence him: .

My experience upon graduating for the first time from university was a light

bulb going off in my head that said, "I don't really know anything." Then the

second time, it was like, "Yes, I don't know anything but ik)w I know that I

don't know anything." EnUghtened uncertainty is now the position I occupy.

And it is something uncomfortable but very good.

Jennifer spoke in detail of particular painful memories of her imdergraduate

experience because ofone profoundly negative incident, which she describes as a
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"mental rape." This was a critical incident prior to entering the graduate program,

which happened during a short conversation with a male professor but had stayed with

hen n-

The question [he] asked totally shattered my identity. It totally shattered me. I

didn't even know where I was. I had no confidence left, nothing. And since

then, I've been trying to get out ofthat place.

Stephanie considered that most ofher transformative learning happened to her

during her undergradimte experience. She related the reason for this not only to her

marital problems but also to the stage in her adult development where she feh she was

"just ready for change." She spoke ofthis in terms ofher internal motivations:

What internally motivated me were problems in my life with my spouse at the

time. And I wanted to do better for myself. So that was a critical life event that

was happening. On top ofthat, I was pushing 40. 1 was 38 when my

grandmother passed away, so you realize you are getting older.

Willy spoke in considerable detail about her time teaching and traveling in

Korea after her undergraduate studies: ,•

I had this feeling that I could achieve almost anything because I had lived in

Asia for 2 Yz years and I had seen how success is made through hard work,

which meant long hours.

Philip identified a significant incident prior to beginning university involving

his study of karate and the confidence it gave him to go back to school. "It is

interesting, before I came back to university, I joined karate and I think that training
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gave me the confidence to try new things. I trained for 2 years and found that, 'Hey, I

can achieve things'." He discussed how he valued the external rewards from his martial

arts and how that eventually changed to more internal rewards, such as "learning how

to discipline your body to actually achieve different goals in life."

Roger had a Bachelor ofEducation degree and worked v^thin industry as a

statistical and con^uter technology trainer for about 10 years. His objective in the

Master ofEducation program was to develop professionally, as he felt the timing was

right to make a gradual career change. "I enrolled in the Master ofEducation program

as a means of professional development and then found it was an opportunity to change

careers laterally, rather than dramatically." Roger's incident could also be considered as

circumstance-related because ofthe change in his circumstance from employment to

that of student. , v v: ., ^

The adult life incidents described by these participants reveal mitigating

influences that relate to general circumstances ofthe adult life cycle, micro- and macro-

environmental factors and the embeddedness ofthese circumstances within and

between spheres. Data revealed that general milestones in an adult's life, such as

turning 40 years old and the death of a grandmother, gave fertile ground for self-

reflectioa Macro-environmental factors were also mentioned, such as gender-related

trends influencing fiirther education as well as employment choices that were available

during particular decades. The micro-environment of marital status, child care, and

domestic and work responsibilities all influenced students significantly but differently.
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depending on the level of support and past education or work experience the - v . ^
,

participants had.

Graduate School Incidents ?,.:, \>k

The incidents that were described at the time ofthe graduate program were

described as single incidents by most ofthe students. However, 3 ofthe participants

could not identify a specific single event but described their incidents more as an

unfolding process, either within a course, a number ofcourses, or throughout the whole

program. -< • • u. .
. .

For Jennifer, the process was situated within a particular course. Her data

revealed a personal journey of self-exploration:

A most profound change occurred for me when I first began to imderstand what

patriarchy meant for me as an individual and for society. This learning began in

the context of a classroom, with instructor and coUeagues. When I began to

learn about different feminist theories, I began to understand my life, and

various events in my life, in new ways. .<^ .
. , , f ; a? n>,^k r »?

Graduate school gave her permission to reevaluate her past experiences. It gave her the

language to verbalize it and helped her to see and imderstand it: !

It is not that learning it, you created it, but learning gave you the vocabulary to

communicate it, and to see it and to understand it. It doesn't mean that before it

wasn't there but now you see it. a
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Jennifer continually referred to her incidents as a process where she now understood

and could make sense out of her life. .

A very vivid "GINTOT" for me, is when I first saw the video "Who's

Counting" by New Zealand feminist economist Marilyn Waring. This video

revealed how the interplay of patriarchy and capitalism keeps invisible and

unvalued much ofwoman's unpaid work. I began to understand how impaid

domestic labour actually accounts for about 40% ofGDP, even though, it is

unpaid. And how much ofwomen's oppression is systematically perpetuated.

The data indicated that Jennifer made sense out ofher past and developed an

understanding from her new knowledge that had both practical application and

relevance to her life: ~

Both [incidents] were very positive, teaching me something that I have not

forgotten and which I still apply to my Ufe today in trying to clarify confusion.

The learning that took place in both events gave me tools to better understand

my life as an individual and as a part of a capitalist/patriarchal society.

Willy described the process as a number of incidents that took place in several

classes. " I can't pinpoint any one incident." She questioned the fairness of education,

especially in relation to her traumatic childhood experience in school: i'. •
->'*.-

Another aspect that hit me was the unfairness ofeducatioa That if something

isn't technical, in other words, ifthere isn't a right or a wrong, then the

judgement ofthe teacher really depends on their personality and how your

personality coincides with theirs. . ..It just reinforced my thinking that school's
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not fair, and that when I was younger so much depended on my marks, and that

the teachers had in their hands a terrible amovmt of influence and that their own

ability to judge was terribly precarious. And so I thought, though I had such

strong feelings and attachment towards my school environment and felt terribly

injured if I did poorer than others, in fact, this may not have been the case, only

the teacher's perception. So much depended on the teacher's own personality in

relation to your own.

Willy also described her disappointment with the content ofthe courses she was

taking, her marks, and what she learned from certain courses. In a class where she

obtained a good mark, she stated: "I hadn't really gotten much out ofthe course."

However, in other classes that she highly valued for the learning, her disappointment

was more directed at the other students:

In another class, I really liked the professor and was getting a lot out ofthe

lectures, but everyone else from my program foimd the guy to be boring and

useless. . . .A couple ofother people from outside my TESL stream were also in

the class, and some ofthem thought he was great too. I started to wonder just

how smart these TESL people really were. I mean this guy was frill of ideas and

they just weren't picking up, on them, or thought it a waste oftime. I was

starting to become very disappointed in my TESL program, <

These data reveal a process whereby Willy was coming to terms with past experiences

and new knowledge. The educatk)nal setting where the new knowledge was presented

was an inportant factor in the process. This appeared to be because of Willy's prior
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expectations of what a graduate program was like. Often times her disappointment was

aggravated by other students:

I was somewhat surprised that one ofthe girls in my class of eight could be in

graduate school. She was loud and had absolutely nothing to say. She was

annoying me. I thought, how could someone like this be here? As time went on,

and we were assigned more and more readings, she always picked up on the

insignificant things and wasted our time having us listen to her.

The process for Willy did not seem as though it had peaked while in the

graduate program. Rather, she was still within the process of sorting and understanding

what happened to her, both within the graduate program and in her past experiences.

Her answers conveyed a serious tone of frustration and ongoing wrestling with her

graduate school e^qperience.

The data revealed that the process did, however, reach cubnination once she

finished graduate school, when she was able to recognize that her personal beUefe did

not fit within the system ofeducation she was employed in, as this comment suggests:

What hit me was how I was perpetuating a system I didn't believe in with the

teaching ofEnglish as a Second Language. It was somewhat missionary-like. I

could justify that I was providing students with the skills needed in order to

compete in an English-speaking global economy but I really felt fi-ustrated....

So I see my responsibility within the system, and see that I've been granted

. ^|. certain permission with the M.Ed. to woric in implementing and perpetuating

the system, but I don't believe in what I'm doing.
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For Aaron, the process was situated within the whole graduate program. It

seemed as though Aaron needed permission, as well, to explore:

This program provided the opportunity to explore things at my own pace, at my

own grade, at other venues, and that's where I was able to work on these skills,

such as library, my own writing, and trying to think ofways of integrating

technology into curriculum and teaching practices.

For Aaron, his self-exploration was focused on his future goals, whereas Jennifer's self-

exploration was clearly focused on making sense ofher past.

Summary ofTime-Related Incidents

It appeared from the data that the farther back the incident occurred, the broader

the period was that the incident covered. For instance, Willy's childhood incident began

when she was just 4 14 years old and spanned over 5 years. Gwen and Stephanie spoke

of incidents occurring over a decade in the 1950s and 1960s.

The next category of adult life incidents generally occurred, 3 to 5 years, prior

to graduate school and covered a lengthier time than the graduate school incidents. The

aduh life incidents primarily took place during undergraduate studies or during

employment. The time-related incidents that occurred while in the graduate program

were often described within short spans oftime. For the majority ofthe participants, the

incident appeared to have taken place in less time than an hour and, for some, even

within minutes.
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'
'

People-Related Incidents

The second major theme ofthe critical incidents was people-related and

distinguishable between people within the university and people from outside the

university. The majority ofthe incidents that were people-related within the university

involved an adult instructor and described as a single incident within the graduate

program. The description of the people-related incidents from outside ofthe university

came as a surprise often leading participants to describe critical incidents of past

childhood experiences. The ongoing evolving dynamics of famiUal situations was a

highly influential factor for the majority ofthe participants.

,
^ i

•

People-Related Within the University

Although these incidents varied in form, they always involved direct

stimulation from an adult educator, not necessarily the instructor ofthe student. These

incidents included personal discussions, special lectures, class activities, writing and

publication of papers, and attendance at conferences. Four out ofthe 9 participants

described events where they were engaged in specific class activities that required self-

reflection. These activities included, specifically, journal writing for 2 individuals, the

drawing of a model that defined organizational change for 1 person, and the writing of

a paper for a course assignment along with the feedback and mark given for another.

Two ofthe participants' events specifically were speaker related. One was during a

one-on-one discussion with an advisor and the other was the result ofhaving access to

faculty because ofemployment at the university.
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The data revealed in several places that the participants viewed lifelong learning

as an important objective for themselves and instructors, as these comments indicate:

In the master's program, it felt like most ofthe people were leamii^. You

know, they came offas writing articles, doing research. . .they all came off as

Ufelong learners to me who were really ready to listen to us and wanted

something new. (Gwen)

I think that somebody that thinks, "Oh, I'm so good, I'm an expert in my field"

and "I have nothii^ to learn from somebody else," they are not going to

progress. The people that I want to be around are the people that want to

continue learning and continue progressing. (Philip)

We learn from everything in life, not only in an institution, learning goes on

forever, as opposed to you stop learning at 20, it keeps on going. People learn,

people who like to treat themselves. . .1 can relate to my former or current

professors more on a level where I feel like I've come up a level. That's the

biggest change, you've grown and you have reached a level almost the same as

those who have taught yoa And obviously by the time you've done your thesis,

you have something you can teach them- the results ofyour thesis. And they

can apply it or use what you have accomplished. . . . You are expected to

produce now. They are waiting to learn from you. (Stephanie)
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To be a good teacher you have to believe in what you do, I think. I don't believe

in what I'm doing and there are few teachers that do, I think—except maybe at

the university level—where the faculty keeps [sic] outside interests and keeps

[sicjtheir minds active. (Willy)

The participants often described a supportive environment where educators

had played an essential role in faciUtating learning through a symbiotic relationship

between instructor and student.

I started having conversations with people who paid attention to what I said and

they took me seriously. And I never felt that people did that in undergraduate

work; everyone was too busy to take me seriously. When I entered the master's

program, people actually listened to what I said. They would say, "Hey, that's a

good idea, maybe you should look at that" and it was that support really that

triggered this. . . .1 had a supportive environment to work within, because

somebody saw me as valuable and responsible enough to be given that kind of

responsibility. (Brian)

You respected their knowledge and their work but you also realize that you

have the ability to "teach" the professor, the professor can also learn from the

student. It is symbiotic. Where they both leam from each other, they are giving

information and getting you to build your own theories and it is a give and take.

You are feeding on each other more or less. (Stephanie)
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You have to earn respect, but when you receive respect from someone who is

more knowledgeable than you; it makes you grow. It makes you feel more

confident and part ofyour security makes you want to learn even more. I wish I

had this ambition when I was 20. (Stephanie)

Predominantly, as far back as I can see most ofthe stufiFI've been able to get

out ofthe M.Ed, program has been the allowance [access] that I have had to

feculty members. Not just class time and accessibiUty to them but going to them

and talking about a problem. Talking about something brought up in class that

might not have been clear to me, or how that applies to a different situatioa But

general talk also. . ..It was in discussions with one instructor personally and it so

happened we were biking on a bike trail and I went "Wow!" because ofthe

implications that it has. I specifically remember the topic we were talking about.

It was perceptual traditions and self-concept theory and it was how it was

related and how he presented it to me that made me go "Wow." (Aaron)

I have talked to people who have been through the program, which was a

personal impetus; I did that on my own. I did feel like that was valuable but in

the last while, that was just entering the program, I've got most ofmy support

from individuals who I've formed relationships with here in the Faculty of

Education. . . . People I know and have formed relationships with at the

university, I can talk to and they pretty much know and they share their research
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and they share what they are doing with me. And I found it is a good collegial

kind ofan environment that way. (Brian)

Who better to mentor and provide suggestions than faculty who have already

gone through the process and established themselves in a position wherein they

have sort ofmade it already? There is bountiful [sic]to be learned from them.

Not only in regards to how we conduct our lives academically but also some of

the neat eccentric [things] that we might embody in our practice which might

situate ourselves in an advantageous position. (Aaron)

I look at the teacher as somebody who can add, who can add to my knowledge.

The teachers that work best with me were always the ones who used me ahnost

as a colleague. And that's the advisor that I have right now. I was a TA for her.

She talked with me and she worked with me as a colleague and respected that I

had something to teach her, as much as she has something to teach me. (Philip)

I have learned by association with others how to write and how to present at

conferences. . .1 got to work with special projects and people that I didn't get a

chance to do as an undergraduate. It would be the same in some business or

work environments however. The only differences that I can think ofwould be

between the part-time and the full-time graduate student experience. I doubt that
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the part-time students get the same opportunities or experiences in their

graduate studies. (Roger)

Summary ofPeople-Related Within the University

The data revealed that students often viewed their instructors as lifelong

learners. They highly valued the access to feculty members in a variety of formal and

informal settings. They also valued opportunities to work in research and teaching

positions, where a great deal of learning occurred through association with a mentor

and through transaction with educators in academic activities. Students valued a

reciprocal learning environment with instructors in a relationship where mutual respect

was paramoimt. Instructor feedback, encouragement, and support were the three most

highly praised attributes, facilitating both cognitive and aflFective changes for the

participants.

To summarize, the data indicated that permission to self-explore had been

granted to the participants. Each of the incidents portrayed in the data, involving an

adult educator or instructor, elaborated on some form of sanction given by the educator

or instructor to the participants to go where they had not yet gone in their learning. This

was a path, which required critical self-reflection with some level ofongoing

communication between the instructor and student.
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People-Related Outside the University

A niimber of incidents conveyed a verbal image of other people, besides

instructors, who influenced the participants. Many participants had been culturally

conditioned by these other people to think in a certain way that was finally challenged

while in graduate school. Almost all ofthe participants spoke ofpainful childhood

memories involving familial relations that had continued to be strained into their adult

years. Gwen, Brian, and Philip all used the term "blue-collar worker" to describe the

social conditioning they felt highly influenced by from family members.

Gwen considered herself in the past to have a "secretary's mentality" and

related this once again to her upbringing:

The whole blue-collar thing ofbeing raised by parents who say you can't do

this, you can't go to university because it is just not what we do. And a mother,

who says, every time I see her, "Have you got a job yet?"

Brain recalled similar incidents when he spoke ofhis family:

I come from a lot of blue-collar workers who told me that I was much better off

digging a ditch than going to vmiversity. I don't have good family relationships

with those people and that has made life difficult in some ways.

Brian also described similar feelings of isolation within a larger social structure beyond

his familial environment:
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I can't be very specific about this but it has to do with my feeling lonely

growing up and not having people with similar interests and questioning my

selfand wondering why I wasn't like other people doing similar things. Now, of

course, I recognize that as being okay, but while I was growing up, I didn't

recognize that as being okay. That really has been important and has stayed

with me through my undergraduate studies as well.

Philip described his father as "always having had a negative view of education.

He quit school when he was 16, you know, 'You don't need an education', type of

thing, 'Go out and work'." He recognized a number of barriers that were pvrt up from

his childhood and social environment that were subsequently broken dovra durii^

graduate school. Although Philip found this was positive, he described the difficulties

he experienced at the time:

It is especially with things that you have grown up with, these are things that

you don't take lightly; to make the transition and then once you've done that,

there are the barriers that are put by people all aroxmd you and oftentimes they

will reject you because you are no longer the person that they thought that you

were or you are not upholding the same standards. I think that's why people

from similar social stations relate to one axwther.

Two participants, Jennifer and Stephanie, spoke directly to marital problems

that reached a crisis point while in the graduate program. Jennifer spoke about how her

marriage breakup influenced her and how it was interconnected with her graduate

studies:
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I started graduate school with a husband but separated, thankfully. He really '

could not support my studies at all. He likes to blame this [my education] for it.

Ofcourse, that's not the case. The problems were there but just got clarified.

I'm doing the single mom, student thing now.

Both Jennifer and Stephanie struggled with their spouses throughout their graduate

program. The issues that they were confronted with became the basis for their thesis

topks. J V
; :

Stephanie's ongoing problems with an alcoholic husband caused her to want to

carry on with her imdergraduate thesis where she looked at emotions in relation to

alcohol use. However, she realized the difBculties she would have with ethical issues

and decided to change her focus based on a reflective journal writing exercise she did in

graduate schooh «> ,

We did a lot ofpersonal journals and how I felt about the oddest things. I

thought, okay, why not look at me, why I came here and why I came back to

school at the age of36 and the reason why I came back.

For both Stephanie and Jennifer, their spouses had a significant impact on their hves,

which subsequently resulted in a repositioning oftheir personal lives. This influenced

their learning within the program. - .
.. ^ ? ;

In contrast to the negative people-related incidents that were described by many

ofthe participants, Philip described his graduate experience as having a positive impact

on his marital relations. "Probably the place that I have noticed it the most is in my

relationship with my wife and how much I have changed fix)m when I started out at
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university and going through the whole university experience." As well, he noticed that

the changes had helped him "to manage people well."

Gwen also spoke of a positive relationship with her husband and the support he

gave her during her graduate studies:

I go to my husband always, we just talk things over. We are, basically, we're

best fiiends. Well, we're best friends in certain areas. Certainly, in education

and learning. I'd ask him, "Do you think I can?" or "How do you think I can

approach thisT' . . ..he was an expert in the education field to begin with, so if I

said, "I'm having a real problem with this" or I'd ask him about some jargon

that I didn't understand because I'm not in the educational field, so I could say,

"could you fill me in on this, so I know what they are talking about." . . ..A lot of

his friends were educators and they'd use acronyms and I'd say "Okay, what

does this mean? I don't need it for my paper I just needed to know so I could

say, 'Yeah, or nay'." I wouldn't have that ifhe was a manager at General

Motors or worked in a fectory or something.

Many ofthe participants mentioned the influence of academic friends outside of

the imiversity, who had already gone through the master's program. Gwen described

this as an incident that had an important influence on her for good at the beginning of

her graduate experience:

There was a woman who had gone through her Master's and she was the one

who had done something on entrepreneurs. So I went to her. It was at the

beginning because I went to her ofiice and I said, 'I'd like to do a similar
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'.
'

! thing." She sat me down and said, "Okay, these are the courses that I would

take if I were you." We sat down and we decided on what courses I should take.

It wasn't an advisor, I didn't go afterward to an advisor and ask what they think.

I just went on what she told me because it made perfectly good sense.

Summary ofPeople-Related Outside the University

A portion ofthe critical incidents that occurred during graduate school related

to people outside the university. Parents ofparticipants played a significant role

regardless ofthe age ofthe graduate student. The influence ofother extended family

members was also mentioned. The data usually revealed familial relations as a negative

form of conditioning that presented cultural barriers that were exposed, challenged, and

ultimately broken down. Positive and negative comments were made about spousal

relationships and the resulting influence ofpartners.

Circxmistance-Related Incidents

The final theme in the critical incidents was circumstance-related. Critical

incidents related to circiunstances fell into two main categories, direct and indirect

circumstances. Direct circumstances had to do with critical incidents that occurred

within the graduate program. Indirect circumstances had to do with critical incidents

that occxirred outskle ofthe graduate program.
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Direct Circvimstances

The majority ofthe critical incidents described as a "GINTOT" (See Table F3,

y^pendix F) were related to direct circumstances of class activities initiated by an

instructor within the program. For 6 out ofthe 9 participants, GINTOTs occurred

during a class activity. Ofthese, 2 were related to class discussions and the remaining 4

to a variety of activities, including the use ofweekly insight cards, a video, and writing

activities. Ofthe remaining 3 GINTOTs, 1 occurred during a one-on-one discussion

with a professor during a graduate conference. The other 2 participants had GINTOTs

while reading.

The variation in the types of activities might suggest that these are idioi^oicratic

to the individual. However, an ahemate view indicates that the variation of activities

gave flexibility and choices to participants. Allowances were made for personal

preferences, skills ability, and the level ofrisk a student would venture in self-

reflectioa Participation in activities was, to a certain extent, voluntary and student

engagement and commitment resulted. The following is a sampling ofthe comments of

participants:

A package had arrived for me in the mail. It was a p^)er I had written for a

class, and a full-page letter from the professor who had marked it. . . .Receiving

this letter was very rewarding, exciting, and somewhat overwhelming. I had put

my "best effort" into the paper, and it was rewarding and exciting to find out

that, at least this professor, viewed my best as exceptional. The enthusiasm and

praise ofthis professor, on top ofthe other "successes" I had had so fer in the
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program, really made me feel as though I had finally foimd my niche....The

triggers in both these incidents were the thoughts ofmy professors. In both

cases, it was a trigger that made me think somewhat differently about myself

Because I respected these professors, I valued their thoughts and allowed them

to affect my imderstanding and perceptions ofmyself (Joanne)

I think it was the critical reflection and all the journal writing, looking into my

self. That gave me focus on what I wanted to do and to have it be a useful study

that maybe other people can expound on later. . . .The trigger then was the

exercise ofthe Life Mapping, where I had to reflect on critical incidents in my

life and then seeing connections. The exercises made me think that externally I

wanted to be a French teacher. That was my motivation for going in. But

internally, I knew that my motivation was very much different than getting the

results ofan education. What internally motivated me was problems in my life

with my spouse at the tune. And I wanted to do better for myself. (Stephanie)

They brought in the professors fi-om the Faculty ofEducatwn to speak on their

own work, what they were doing, and what they were teaching as courses. So

you got a broad view of all the administrative, curriculum, and theoretical aspects

of education. A professor said to me "You'd belong [sic] great here, you'd be

great with your psychology background. You belong in curriculum." And I

thought, "How do you figure that?' All the while, I thought more so, that I
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belonged in foundations, what brings people into education, the motivation for

education. It just reinforced where I belong. . .the main thing was that I thought I

didn't belong there and I kept thinking, "What am I doing here?" When I really

realized that I still have a place in education and have something useful to offer.

(Stephanie)

One ofthe incidents that comes to mind is when I was sitting in an

Organizational Change class and our group was asked to draw a model that

defined organizational change. I have used that model so many times when

confronting difficult or unusual people in my travels. It helps me put perspective

on people's behaviour. I understand the role that each person plays in an

organization and that the "crazy" people, or people who take extreme positions in

an organization are vital to maintaining balance in the organization. An

interesting GINTOT experience was when I was conqileting the advanced

quantitative research methods course. I was writing a p^)er on the chi-square

analysis and I realized the iir^rtance of standardized residuals. That experience

led to an amazing leap in my understanding of correlation and regression analysis

as well. In both cases, the trigger had to be the challenge presented to me by my

instructors. By presenting the challenge or creating the opportunity, I was able to

increase my learning many times over. I had taken my learning experience as far

as I could go with it but my instructors were able to present a small amount of
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information that opened many doors to my understanding ofthe subject area

(Brian) •

I can identify the moment that I had a GINTOT, when I read the work ofGeorge

Kelly, a constructivist psychologist. As soon as I picked up his psychology of

personal constructs and read the &st couple of chapters, it was like, not only did

I never think ofthat, but also it is so obvious that I should have. But I was very

grateful for the experience and what that's done and what effect it has had since.

(PhiUp)

Nothing comes to mind as a dramatic incident but there are a whole lot of little

GE^ITOTs that happened on a regular basis in both my reading and in class

discussions. I don't recall the specific triggers but I suggest that they were simply

questions or ideas that were presented by others. (Roger)

Summary ofDirect Circumstance-Related Incidents

In all ofthe GINTOTs described, the adiUt instructor played a major role, albeit

oftentimes discreetly and often without realization ofthe extent oftheir personal intact

on the student. Both ofthe reading incidents recounted were prompted by an adult

educator in brief discussions held outside the classroom setting. The conference

discussion referred to above was a casual comment by an educator, who was not the

student's instructor but nonetheless had a powerful influence for good. The self-
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reflection activities all required instructor encouragement, feedback, and support as

students wrestled with profound cognitive changes and the associated feelings these

conjured up.

Access to faculty was a critical prerequisite for GINTOT opportunities, which

were played out in formal and informal settings. Social functions provided the

surroundings for three ofthe incidents, and research assistantships provided the

opportunity for several others. It was interesting that the classroom setting was only one

ofmany places where critical incidents took place.

Indirect Circumstances

Although the focus ofthe critical incidents was on the graduate program,

several incidents corresponded to indirect circumstances outside the graduate program.

These kinds of circumstances were conveyed with considerable reservation because

they were ofa private and sensitive nature.

It was apparent for Jennifer that the circumstances surroimding her marital

problems were not only an important source ofmotivation for her studies but also a

source ofemotional strain during her graduate experience, as these comments suggest:

A lot oftough times also came from the juggling ofwork and family and that's

actually what I did my thesis on. . ..I'm actually happier right now than I was

, „ when I was trying to handle conflict on top ofmy studies.
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Jennifer made connections between her mental rape incident and her motivation

for going to graduate school. She also made connections, in part, to her marriage

breakup: i
:•-.

.

'
- .-

I knew I had different interests and I knew I wanted to stay in academia. I had

finally found a home there too. And that meant having to go back to the one

place where I had my mental r^e. It was really threatening and terrifying but

there my guts spoke and I knew that I had to do this. That also had a lot to do

with my final marriage breakup, because I knew that the one place I absolutely

knew I had to go was the one place my husband didn't want me to go. I mean

how supportive is that ofme as a person?

The description of Jennifer's mental rape incident also suggested other abuses,

without providing direct exanples: ^

I've had a history ofother abuse in my life that others might think, "Oh, that's

got to be more traumatic." I've had 10 years of abuse in other ways, but this one

moment [mental rape] put me in a place that those 1 years of abuse didn't do.

Another example of a compounding circxmistance was related to Stephanie's

childhood hearing problem, which made her rely heavily on lipreading. This physical

impediment inhibited her fi"om pursuing her original goal ofbecoming a French teacher

in undergraduate studies and instead pursuing psychology and then education.
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I'm very hearing impaired. And when I was in Laboratoire, I could not decipher

without lipreading. And being a not very familiar language to me, I couldn't get

it. So I had to forget about French. It was just too frustrating. Meanwhile, I was

taking psychology. . ..and I fell in love with psychology, being the analytical

typeofpersonthatlam. . ;

Aaron, like Stephanie, also had a circumstance related to a health issue. He

described a serious illness several years prior to graduate studies that he connected to

his present passion and receptivity to the field of education. He saw himselfas being

different from most ofthe other students because ofthis:

I was and would have been headed in the same direction [as other students] but

my personal background, as to what I brought with me to this program, this had

me question most ofthe beliefs that I held very dear and near to me. Those were

shattered, so to speak, when I got Ul. That was the last thing that I thought was

going to happen, so that was just hitting right at the root ofthe whole thing.

Aaron's indirect circumstances of ill health provided a fertile environment and

condition for transformative learning to take place as this next quote shows:

I enrolled in the [graduate] program in 1998. My ilhiess was diagnosed in 1995-

96, so there was a bit oftime where I went through a depressive episode. But

that made me question a lot ofthings and including some ofthe things that I

hold dear and near to me. I realized, through that mulling, all the things that I

had valued so much. Either they are wrong or they don't hold value for me

anymore. So I came with the mindset where I would allow this education
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program to do things to me. As much as, I would be able to shape it fix)m my

expertise and disposition.

These comments, along with other data, indicate that Aaron went through

roughly a 2-year phase of serious self-exploration prior to graduate school. This self-

examination and reflection had in many ways allowed him to identify and refocus on

what beUefe he valued; preparing him to be open to accept new knowledge and further

change.

Summary of Indirect Circumstance-Related Incidents

Many ofthe circumstances appeared to predispose participants to change, as in

Aaron's case. Different forms ofabuse, a physical handicap, and a serious illness were

three indirect circumstances that participants cited as critical incidents. Most ofthe data

in this section were of a private nature and was communicated with reservation due to

the sensitivities involved.

Summary of Critical Incidents

The critical incidents identified by the participants in their transformative

learning fell within three broad categories: time-related, people-related, and

circumstance-related incidents. Surprisingly, many ofthe time-related critical incidents

were described outside ofthe graduate program, occurred prior to graduate school and

emerged as a pattern in the participant's life. The incidents were put into three time-

related categories: childhood, adult life, and graduate school incidents.
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Obvioxis relationships were visible in the time-related incidents. Participants

who recited childhood incidents expressed deep feelings of separation and isolation to

the point ofdescribing an emotional and sometimes even physical anxiety that had been

compensated for throughout their lives. All ofthe participants with childhood incidents

conveyed a sadness and disturbance from their youth that left them feeling isolated,

insecure, and sometimes abandoned into their adult years.

The adult life incidents were most often portrayed during undergraduate

experiences and within the context of marital and domestic responsibilities. Work

experiences, travel adventures, and new hobbies were highlighted also. All ofthe adult

life incidents indicate that contextual factors played an important role in influencing the

participants. The individual micro-environment was the most prominent ofthese

contextual factors, as was e^qiected. However, fectors from the participants' macro- ~

environment and basic aduh life cycle were also visible in the data.

Often, the participants put a higher significance on the incidents that occurred

prior to graduate school. Despite this, they considered the graduate school incidents to

have solidified their understanding ofthese earher incidents and to have brought a form

ofclosure on old issues. Many ofthe prior adult life-incidents suggested that the

students had a predisposition for change at the time they entered graduate school. The

most recent incidents were described in the most detail and occurred in less time than

prior incidents. Many of the circumstance-related incidents were commvmicated with

reservation due to their sensitive and private nature. The graduate school incidents wctc
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generally described as single incidents but also emerged as a process for three

participants. The process did not always reach a peak in graduate school.

The adult educator was the central character in the people-related category of

graduate school incidents, with both positive and negative descriptions. The data

suggested that access to adult educators as well as their encouragement and feedback

played an important role in the critical incidents of all ofthe participants, both in formal

and informal learning settings.

A considerable number of incidents were described by participants involving

other people outside the university. These incidents were generally perceived as being

negative and involved the description ofhighly influential &milial and cultural

dynamics. Support and encouragement were frequently mentioned by participants as

being vital, as old barriers were removed and new roles were taken on both within and

outside the university.

The circumstance-related critical incidents fell into two categories: direct

circumstances and indirect circumstances. The direct circumstances within the

university were primarily experience-based activities. The actual activity itselfdid not

appear to be of consequence as much as wiUingness to participate in the activity.

Student engagement was evident in the learning activities. Flexibility and a variation of

choices allowed for individual expression. Students took responsibility in their own

learning process and showed commitment. The indirect circumstance-related data

pointed out that, circumstances of ill health, physical and mental abuse, and a hearing

impediment predisposed participants to change.
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How Were the Incidents Experienced?

This section extends the description of critical incidents by revealing how these

incidents were e)q)erienced. To explore this phenomenon, the participants were asked

to identify the triggering event that sparked the critical incidents they described. The

triggers that they identified fell into three categories: (1) aduk educator, (2) fellow

students, and (3) class activities. I also asked the participants ifthey viewed the trigger

as being negative or positive and why. The triggers for both ofthe critical incidents

were described during the same question but are summarized with their corresponding

critical incident (See Tables F2 and F3 in Appendix F). In the following sections, the

affective and cognitive responses fix)m the participants within the graduate program are

presented.

Emotional Responses ' ^ ^

Two emotional responses, disorientation and anger, were prevalent in the

inductive analysis ofthe data. These emotions were often described both prior to

entering the program and in conjunction with the occurrence ofthe critical incidents

within the graduate program. These emotions tended to usher in a period of

disintegration for the students, as old ways ofthinking and old patterns of interacting

came into question. Both ofthese responses are reasonable and predicTable Fiven the

insecurity that most participants voiced. The vulnerability ofmany students was evident

in their anxiety about not achieving academic success, not realizing personal goals, and

not being accepted into a new social group. v n u juu^i -
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Disorientation

A feeling of disorientation was evident when participants spoke directly of

something missing in their life or of feeling lost prior to the experience ofthe critical

incidents. They also spoke ofhow the incidents finally put things back together for

them while in the program.

Jennifer spoke ofher triggers as helping her to "make sense for me out ofmy

life" because she "had finally found a home." Gwen gx)ke ofthe trigger of critiquing a

movie she had seen years before but hadn't really understood why it made her cry at the

time:

And the whole thing to me was ~ that's how I feel. . . . That's why I cried my

eyes out earUer because I'm seeing what was done to us in the 1960s. And I'm

crying for her in the 1 800s but in essence I am crying my eyes out for me and I

don't think I was even recognizing it until this course. >

Joanne described how her incident ". . .made me feel that I had finally found my

niche." Despite this positive feeling, she stated that she felt overwhehned and worried

she had "set a precedent that would be hard to follow."

Willy found her trigger as what had been missing for years from her educational

experiences: "I had to be much more independent in thought. I can't rely emotionally

on the instructor to help know the material." - v 4 r^

i o Stephanie described the incident of a briefconversation with a professor who

told her she "belonged great" [sk] and that she really had a place in educatk)n with her
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psychology background. "It just reinforced to me where I belong. When I really '

realized that I still have a place in educatioa"

Aaron entered the field of education because he saw an element that was

lacking in his skills development, which he described as "the human element, the

humanities." He was interested in improving these skills, as well as research and

writing skills, all of which, have been an in^wrtant focus of his graduate work while

working full-time.

Brian realized that he "would never be the same person" because ofthe

incidents he experienced, which this comment revealed:

When I consider the ideas that have shaped my life, it is almost as if I am

looking into a mirror that has been shattered. I throw a rock against that mirror

ofmy life and I try to pvrt the pieces back together. I realize that now, when I

formulate the im^e in my head, it is a very different image than I had before.

Philip also recognized how he felt his life being pieced together. "When I

completed my undergraduate degree I had knowledge but I didn't know how to put it

together and I did not have the confidence to use what I knew."

The participants experienced a process ofdisintegratbn as old roles,
:

responsibilities, and ways ofknowing were challenged and subsequently broken down.

Varying degrees ofdisorientation were described by the participants oftheir lives while

in the program; for example, 3 participants used the term "shattered" and 4 participants

used the term "piecing together." The variation was understandable considering the
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differences in events and timing of critical incidents that transpired in participants' lives

prior to gradxiate school.

Joanne and Roger both appeared to have had their self-confidence built up prior

to entering graduate school by the professional development they were encouraged to

pursue from their employment and former professors. Willy stated that her confidence

was built up from working and traveling in Asia. Philip's narrative ofwhat his study of

karate had done for his self-confidence was another example. Brian and Aaron both had

two other degrees that also supported a higher level of self-confidence. In contrast to

these exait^les, Jennifer's and Stephanie's marital situations seemed to have had an

eroding effect on their self-confidence. However, it also appeared to make them eager

to search for meaning in their life and to be open to self-exploration. Aaron had gone

through a lengthy process of self-exploration due to his prior illness, a process that was

not evident in many ofthe other participants prior to graduate school.

The degree of anxiety that participants brought with them into graduate school

suggests the level of insecurity and motivation for learning that participants feh.

Stephanie, Aaron, Brian, PhiUp, and Roger all explicitly stated that they saw the

graduate program as an opportimity for change. The degree oftheir anxiety was also

affected by the support and encoiffagement, or lack thereof, provided in both the adult

life and graduate school incidents. The timing and nature ofprevious experiences

seriously affected how the feelings of disorientation played out for each individual

within the program.
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In the affective responses, anger was the dominant emotion expressed with the

actual experience ofthe critical incidents. The anger was always cormected to .vc

previously experienced incidents, prior to the graduate program. Like the feelings of

disorientation, the degree of anger depended on how these feelings had been handled

previously. For example, Gwen expressed anger when she recognized the gender issues

that influenced why she never went on to university after high school.

I think I was as angry at me than I was at anyone else because I didn't do it

anyway, I didn't go ahead to university, I accepted my daddy saying "Don't go

to university." Okay, daddy, that's fine! tv ,
'. • «

« f;I-iJ

Gwen's anger was intense because it was the first time that she identified prior

incidents in her life and understood them in a new way. Her previous deep-seated

feelings had never been acknowledged or understood: a , , i ^^ , >>:j

My first course w£is Gender Issues, it sometimes made me very angry because I

had never thought ofthings that other people were doing to me because I was

female. Yet now I understood why I tend to do things.

Willy had continually expressed sentiments of anger about being abducted as a

child and how that experience, still made her feel dependent upon being cormected to

other people's personalities. Her anger became intensified in the graduate program

because she recognized that the repetitious pattern of insecurity throughout her life was

still being played out in graduate school:
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I went through periods, and am still now too, to some extent, of anger. I found

that teachers I connected emotionally to right away in graduate school weren't

the ones, in the end, I learned a lot from. So that changed a lot from before

graduate school — then the learning I did from a teacher was based on my

ability to connect emotionally to them....Now [in graduate school] though,

again I relied on the emotional connection, I noticed I wasn't necessarily getting

any learning from those teachers. So in graduate school, I began to sway to a

more intellectual connection - that's to say, being able to study something

without having an emotional connection to the teacher. Separating someone's

personality from the content they are teaching. I don't know if this is

necessarily a good thing — but you don't have to like someone in order to

appreciate them. i

•

Both Jennifer and Stephanie spoke indirectly to feeling anger towards their

spouses. Jennifer referred to it when she said, "that incident made me feel

overwhehned. . ..it seemed very powerfiil to finally understand some things about my

life that had until then only been mass confiision." Her anger was evident in her tone of

voice when she spoke ofthe years ofabuse she lived with and also when she ^)oke of

the lack of support from her husband towards her academic pursuits.

Stephanie also admitted anger, specifically when her own thesis research

revealed that anger was the most significant emotion she found:
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Because when I ran the statistics, on the emotion, I'm going, "Wow, great,

anger is the most significant, that's fantastic!" Because deep down that was

what I fek. Anger was my specialty.

Many ofthe students expressed sentiments ofresentment that suggested a lesser

degree ofanger. Brian's data revealed these sentiments when he discussed his past

feelings of loneliness:

So the thread and the theme of being alone comes back again. It connected

again with these events in being on my own and trusting myselfenough to do

this in a particular environment with which I respected and wanted to belong.

Jennifer expressed resentment as well to her traumatic undergraduate

experience:

My own voice, that's what I lost at my previous university with that mental

rape. I was made to feel like my voice was not at all adequate and up until then,

I really felt that I had a voice.

The emotional response of anger appeared to be beneficial in these graduate

student experiences. Although it smarted, as the cleansing ofold woimds, it also

pronwted the process of healing and provided much ofthe motivation that was

necessary for the participants to work through their anger.
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Analytical Cognitive Responses

Two cognitive responses emerged from the inductive data analysis, both of

these involved the use ofcomparisons by the participants. The first was comparisons

with other students, which included the student's status, motivation, focus, and

receptivity to learning. The second was comparisons with other circumstances. This

included what was relevant and meaningful to the circumstances ofthe participant's life

at the time and it included opportunities for new roles, learning contexts, and academic

pursuits.

Comparison With Other Students . > ^' a>
i j.,^

An overriding theme within the analytical responses was that all ofthe

participants saw themselves differently from most ofthe other students in the graduate

program. Most ofthe students were studying full-time, did not have previous work

experience in education, and were interested in pursuing further studies. This set them

apart from most students who studied part-time, who worked in K-12 schools or other

educational settings, and who were attending graduate school for career or professional

development purposes. The participants also recognized a different level of motivation

and focus for students, like themselves, who planned to go on to doctoral studies.

Brian's comments are echoed in most ofthe participants' data:

I think there is a big difference between someone who is a teacher and is going

in there so they can become a vice principal and goes in to get their master's

degree on that basis and somebody like ourselves, who goes in as non-teachers
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[sic] and are looking for an education to become academics. I think there is a

huge difference and I think that the two just don't mix.

Phihp stated similar sentiments to Brian:

I had the feeling that you were an individual because ofthe nature ofthe

program. Where the majority ofthe students are teachers coming in on a part-

time basis to upgrade their skills, so they are living a different experience than

the full-time M.Ed, students. I think that made it hard to compare with other

people because it was more ofan individual journey, than say for example, the

people that are students in the psychology course. They all take similar courses

together, they are students together, and they share offices as TAs and so they

are, really, more ofa group.

Willy made constant con^arisons between her experience and other

students in the classroom:

There seemed to be a big discrepancy on what was considered graduate level

education. I mean, in the one class where they were talking about ideas in

education, no one had been interested. Now in the grammar class, everyone was

keen ~ mainly because it was technical. *

Gwen said she did not identify with individuals in education before or during

graduate studies even though, she socialized with them most of her married life because

ofher husband's involvement in educatron. She viewed herselfas a lifelong learner.

As a parent, I had no degree, as a yoimg parent, and I always felt very

conscientious about that because I hung out with people who had degrees. And
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I had been a really, good student and learner but that had all stopped on an

official capacity. I never stopped reading; I never stopped learning for

myself. . . .1 didn't want to be a public school teacher and I didn't want to be a

VP and I didn't want to be a Principal. In my little world, all the people that

hobnob with me, that's why they would go in to get a master's degree, because

that was the route they took. . ..I don't know why I was doing a master's. And

that really bothered me because I didn't have that, "Oh yeah, I'm goii^ to be a

" They need to categorize to some extent teachers, nurses, and others. . ..I

don't know how many "others" there are. There weren't many when I went

through. I didn't find anyone else who was not a teacher or a nurse. I was the

only one that I knew of in my little group and that was very difficult. I always

felt like I was on an island by myself

Aaron expressed a lot ofconcern about the short time frame that some students

could conq)Iete a master's degree:

Even if I had the opportunity to go fiill-time, I would never enroll into a

program full-time, just because ofthat criterion. In 1 year you could do your

master's degree and become a master ofa subject, when you may or may not

have someone with any background in education. That is a scary concept. What

sort ofquality can you get out of it? To promote that or to increase those sorts

^ , ofprograms, seriously jeopardizes not only the quality ofthe stuffthat those

students who were enrolled into the program get but also the credibility ofthe

paper that I get at the end of it.
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Most ofthe participants also saw themselves as being thirsty for knowledge and

more malleable than other students, as Aaron's comment indicated: "I came into the

program much more pliable than the other people were." Philip also had a similar

perspective of himself: "I would say more of as an individual that I tend to have high

demands and a lot of goals. And the average person, I don't think, is willmg to put that

much effort into it." Brian traced back his love of learning to his childhood, especially

with his love ofreading. He described himself as "I've always had a thirst to know

things."

Participants made comparisons with other students in regard to their educational

and background experience. They also commented on differences between their

motivation and that oftheir peers and suggested that their motivation made them highly

receptive to the graduate learning experience. Several students thought that the focus of

their own studies was intensified because of aspirations to go onto doctoral studies and

make a career as an academic.

Comparisons With Other Circumstances -.w

Comparisons with other circumstances were especially evident in the

participants' descriptions of whether they viewed the triggering events as being positive

or negative mechanisms for change. Of all of the triggers mentioned, 15 ofthem were

described as being positive mechanisms for change and 3 were described as being - ^ v

negative. Four ofthe triggers were not identified as either positive or negative.
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Overall, the triggers were viewed positively because ofthe significance and

relevance they had to the circumstances ofthe participant's life. Joanne stated: "it -
•

rewarded and inspired me and increased my self confidence"...."it was thought

provoking and gave me a better understanding ofmyself

"

Gwen thought that "it gave me recognition at a cognitive level ofwhat I was

capable of and that "it led to more reading and speaking about empowerment with

other women and understanding of self" In contrast to her undergraduate experience,

Gwen described her graduate studies as completely the opposite: "It was really fun, it

really truly was. A lot ofhard work but it was fun."

Willy recognized how she learned and that she didn't need to connect with '

another person's personality "in order to learn fi-om them." For Jennifer, she noted that

her incident "made sense for me out ofmy life." She also recognized that "teaching and

learning took place and I got the tools to understand my life better as an individual and

part of society." ,
.

Stephanie stated, "it made me find my place." She also discussed how different

she found her experience from her previous undergraduate experience:

It is so different. You are producing and it is different, than just learning. And

you are learning from other people but it is a fer different relationship than that

of any other school system. . .1 remember thinking, "Gosh, I'm doing my

master's" but I'm thinking, "They want to hear fix)m me." It wasn't all one-way.

It was a far, far different learning experience than an undergraduate program. ..

.

, -;; You are expected to produce now. They are waiting to learn from you.
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Philip emphasized that "it was about bringing learning back to your own

experience." The three triggers described as being negative triggers were described as

such because ofthe past circumstances ofpain associated with them. Willy aind Gwen

thought ofone trigger as negative because ofthe connection that was made to painful

childhood memories. Brian had difficulty in describing the triggers as "absolutely

positive or negative" depending at what point in the program they were being looked at,

as this comment describes:

I think the triggers were, at the time that they occurred, sometimes very

negative. They caused a lot ofconfusion and sometime a lot of angst. For sure

at the particular moment, it was negative. I think now that as I look back that,

actually, it was a very good thing. Because the angst was actually necessary for

the way that I transformed my own world and looked at it. So those negative

experiences that I first felt have actually become positive.

Brian's comments suggested that the tunii^ and circumstances surrounding the

incident had affected how the incident itselfwas viewed. .

Summary ofHow the Incidents Were Experienced

The ways in which the critical incidents oftransformative learning were

experienced emerged from an inductive analysis ofthe data. The experiences fell into

two categories: emotwnal and cognitive responses. The investigation ofthese

experiences helped to extend and broaden the description ofthe critical incidents

themselves.
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Ofthe emotional responses, disorientation and anger were prevalent feelings.

The disorientation was a result ofpast experiences being looked at with new

knowledge. For some ofthe participants, the process of self-exploration had already

begim prior to graduate school, and thus the disorientation was less profound. The

emotion of anger also played a key-role in the process of self-exploration for many

participants. However, for some it was less prevalent and only discemable in the

expressed resentment. Once again, the degree ofanger was connected to where the

students were in the process of self-exploration.

Ofthe cognitive responses, the students made comparisons ofthemselves with

other students and other circumstances in their Uves. The comparison to other students

was with respect to full-or part-time status of students and the reason that other students

came to graduate school. These comparisons were seen as related to student motivation,

focus, and future goals. Participants saw themselves differently from most other

students in the graduate program and considered themselves more receptive to learning

than other students. Conparisons were also made with the participant's circumstances

of life. These circumstances included: conqiarisons to prior learning experiences,

particularly at the undergraduate level; prior learning environments, particularly with

regard to instructor feedback and skills development; and prior contexts of learning that

had not been self-directed and learner centered. The emotional and cognitive responses

occurred as a result ofthe participants imdertaking self-exploration within a process of

disintegration.
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What Transformation Resulted?

One ofthe greatest challenges to transformative learning theories is the question

ofwhat constitutes transformative learning or the evidence that it has taken place.

Although the participants in this study had self-identified as having experienced

transformative learning, the participants were all asked to give details and exanqjles of

what changes resulted from their critical incidents. This articulation provided

supporting data that both internal and external transformations had taken place. These

changes were described by the participants within two main categories, cognitive and

affective change. However, it was also apparent that some participants experienced

contextual life changes as well, which evidently were inspired by their transformative

learning. The three themes of cognitive, affective, and contextual changes are presented

in the next sectioa
"

Cognitive Changes

Three cognitive changes appeared to follow a linear and sequential process. The

first one was a pattern of self-awareness that blossomed from earlier seeds of self-

exploration that had been sown. Although the time of self-exploration did not always

occur solely within the graduate program experience, the self-awareness described by

each ofthe participants clearly emerged within it. The second was in the self-efiBcacy

ofthe participants. The third cognitive change was the change in imderstanding

expressed by most ofthe participants ofthe expectations ofthe master's program and

the realization that they were now creators and not just persons ofknowledge.
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Self-Awareness

Almost all ofthe participants had described themselves, when they started the

program, as having been "open and receptive to learn" and having been "malleable."

This suggested that many ofthe participants had already started a process of self-

exploration prior to graduate school, which was confirmed in many ofthe adult life

critical incidents. Evidence that students became more self-aware was found throughout

the data.

Joanne stated that she now had a better understanding of herselfand her

motivatioa She also acknowledged that the "challenge and rewards involved in

graduate study have led me to be more self-actualized than at any other point in my

life." Joanne also recognized different styles and stages of learning and recognized her

own individuality and preference in learning:

I've realized I like a lot of information in my classes. It is my preference in

learning with the different learning styles. I think I value different learning

styles more. I see the value of including a lot of different teaching methods in

class. . . .1 found that with others, students especially, that different people valued

different courses and even different things within each ofthe courses. So, it

reaffirmed to me the individuality of learning and how we all go through

different st^es in our learning, as well.

Gwen also understood why she "tends to do things" and recognized the value of

her individuality and potential:
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Furthermore, it has made me realize that I may think differently from my

colleagues but that does not mean I am wrong. It means I am dififerent. My

point ofview is now as important as the next person's. I have a confidence in

my writing that I did not have before because I understand that it was my

writing that convinced my advisor I could do a thesis. . .1 still find it exciting to

know this about myself I feel Uke I just peeled offa few more layers of the

onion and have gotten to know me deep down inside a little better.

Willy spoke about a greater sense ofresponsibility for her self, resulting from her experience.

You just have to take care of yoxirselfand make your own happiness, or at least

a spot where you can find peace by developing yourself into who you want to

be. Responsibility for my self, then, is in part what developed within me with

the M.Ed. I don't feel so insecure in my thinking either and I'm trying to avoid

people and/or situations that I think are pointless and waste my time.

Jennifer also mentioned in several places that she began to understand her self

and her life "in new ways." She spoke ofhow the changes have become manifest in her

life and how she expects that to continue.
, .

- / ' -.

These events will always remain fimdamental to my growing understanding of

social relations and will continue to be a part ofmy professional as well as

personal development. , , , .!.-<, /.< c - .•"f.^-f »¥

Stephanie spoke a great deal about how the critical reflection incidents she

described in her experience, resulted in an understanding ofher true motivations for
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going back to school, for identifying her own strengths and weaknesses, and, most of

all, changing the way she saw herself and others:

I'm thinking, I've changed. I do not judge a person anymore. Like my kids

would say, "Oh, well," and state an opinion and I'd say, "Yes, but. . .did you

think. .
.?" You don't give answers but you pose questions to the other person to

make them think and ifyou don't pose questions, you don't think, then you are

rigid, and you don't learn. That's the biggest change in me: how I relate to my

life and to other people.

Aaron had difficulty in describing single critical incidents because for him it

was more ofa process ofchange. However, when he spoke ofthe results of his

experience, he stated that:

In the worst case scenario, it is making me more cognizant ofwhat transpires on

[sic] me or helps me understand my own behaviour. In the more optimistic

view, it helps me to conduct my life more meaningfully, which is ethically,

morally, and in a productive way, hopefully.

Brian expressed self-awareness and his realization that he would never be the

same person. "
.

I became aware ofmy preferences for learning and was able to participate more

fully in the process. . ..I look at myself differently now. It is not just that I carry

myself differently and people look at me differently. How these changes have

manifested in my self is that I now see myself quite differently. ... I've opened

myselfup to the power ofpossibility for myself to mutate. To actually mutate
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into something that is still me and in some cases even more myselfthan I was

before. • e*

For Philip, he described his change as maximizing past learning in the i ;

following way: "It has increased my confidence in my own ability to really solidify the

things that I learned as an imdergraduate." He also spoke ofother changes from within

himselfand from his new perspectives.

I learned many things about myselfand these things help me to identify my

strengths and weaknesses. Knowing where the potential problem areas he is

vital to success. I think the program has broken down many barriers that I had

in my thinking and things from my childhood and from my environment.

Barriers that I had put up, and barriers that I have learned. It has kind of forced

me to think outside ofthe barriers and exposed myself to situations that are new

and don't fit within the paradigm that I had initially. j .

Roger felt "hard pressed" to state specifically how he had changed though he

suspected that he had changed in "profound ways." He described more affective and

contextual changes, but he stated that "I am all I think that I am, who I was, in the most

profoimd way." This suggested that he may have previously gone through a period of

self-exploration and imderstanding that made him self-aware.

A strong connection was apparent in the data between the opportunity for self-

exploration and the increased self-awareness that emanated from the students. The

permission and safe environment granted to the students for self-exploration was

undertaken in conjunction with the presentation ofnew knowledge, ideas, and
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perspectives. This occurred during a period of disintegration that proved to disorientate

and even anger most ofthe participants as they struggled to achieve a heightened level

of self-awareness. This was finally actualized in the process of reintegration with the

introduction ofnew roles, skills, and learning contexts. . »;. < .

Self-Efficacv '

^"^^ ^
^

'
-^^ '

The data indicated that the participants' self-efficacy was another cognitive

change that resulted from the successes they experienced in the graduate program. Not

all ofthe participants spoke directly to this. However, a changed perception in self-

efficacy was evident in all participants, as the following comments revealed.

Joanne's critical incident ofreceiving positive feedback from a professor on a

paper she had written demonstrated a real change in her self-efficacy.

The enthusiasm and praise ofthis professor, on top ofthe other "success" I had

had so far in the program, really made me feel as though I had finally found my

niche. It gave me the feeling that I was really, good at what I was doing

(researching, thinking, writing) and that I should continue with it as I seemed to

excel at it.... Overall, I think receiving this feedback increased my confidence

as a graduate student and as a person. I also think it encouraged me to continue

to put forward my best effort in all my work. ' ^
'-'' " '''

'"" '
' ' '

'•

Gwen used the term "empowerment" to describe what resulted fix)m her critical

incidents. "I was truly empowered through this one incident to believe in myselfa little

more." Her description ofher most profound critical incident had to do with the
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encouragement she received from her advisor when she outlined her project and her

advisor told her that she really had a "thesis in the making." Gwen recognized this

incident as a turning point for her in her self-efficacy.

She encouraged me to go for the gold, so to speak, because I had it in me to do

so. I began to cry. I could not stop myself She asked me softly, "Why are you

crying?' This was the first time a teacher had gotten through to me or perhaps

had even tried to get through to me. It is the first time that I truly recognized

that I had ability. The feeling was exultation. I now knew in my mind that I

could do a thesis and could go on to do a Ph.D. if I chose to. From then on,

there was no turning back. I would go through the thesis process. Each month, I

felt stronger and more capable.

Although Willy did not directly connect her critical incidents to her self-

efficacy, she described its importance in facilitating transformative learning.

I think that ifyou want to do something, or be someone who is transformed,

you really have to take initiative. An idea or even a community ofthought can

be made or broken through one's curiosity. ... I think that ifyou aren't assertive

in your desire in whatever you seek, no one else will care, and others will assert

their views on you. For transformative learning to occur, you really have to

believe in yourselfand in your own development, and that you are connected to

something bigger than yourself, and that you can always be transformed by

something in it. . ••'^Vi. ;
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Jennifer inferred an increased self-efiBcacy when she described the master's

program as a discovery process involving passion, joy, and motivation for learning.

I think we all have enough talents that ifwe want to choose somethii^, we can

do that, but if your passion isn't a part ofthat, then the meaning will be very

different for you too. The passion, and joy, and motivation in learning changes

if it is not connected. The intensity ofthe work I found very deep in the

master's program as you are putting yourself into it for yourselfand not because

of a teacher's expectation. It was wonderful to go through the whole discovery

process. ;
•

Stephanie expressed her changed perception in self-efificacy when she described

the process she went through in realizing what the master's program meant for her.

You are there to come up with your own ideas, to come up with your own

thesis, to contribute to education or whatever master's work you are doing. To

contribute to the field, that was an eyeopener for me and it is very good for your

self-confidence. With self-confidence comes the feeling like [sic] you are being

respected and with that feeling, you produce better. You have more to offer, you

are more confident to say what you want to say. It makes you a better person to

feel that you are competent and that somebody is listening to you.

Aaron spoke ofmaking every writing assignment count by sending them out for

publication. He inferred an increased self-efBcacy fi"om this personal objective ofhis.

I would imagine some ofthe writing I have done for the course, which I have

duly sent out for publication, while writing those I had experienced quite a few
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Gn>rrOTs. I have adapted assignments for publication purposes because I

refuse to do work, that sort ofwork, bringing that sort ofexpertise into the

education program, where it is not valued for what it is. To do it, just for the

sake ofthe course. My object is to get each final assignment published and that

is what I aim for.

For Brian, one of his critical incidents was giving a paper overseas at an

international conference. He described it as a process where he began research that led

to a research assistantship. He then developed a proposal for fimding that later was

accepted, as he described in these words:

But for me the nature ofthe incident was extremely important because it was, to

me, what I had become and I hadn't really noticed. I hadn't had it thrust upon

me, so to speak, ofhow much I had changed through the process of doing the

master's degree. When I was in front ofthese individuals who were all very

well known in their field and pubUshed and Ph.D.'s and I presented my paper

and it was accepted. It was a very interesting experience. . .1 was accepted into

this community of scholars. That was very, very rewarding. . .1 was offered a

Ph.D. spot in England and if I can get the money, then I'll go.

In describing the importance ofrecognizing critical incidents and their triggers

in a graduate program, PhiUp spoke of his own in^roved perception of self-efficacy.

I think these events are important because they have increased my level of

proficiency at the things I learned as an undergraduate. I now have a good
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perspective on my chosen profession and on life. These events have led me to a

position where I can sustain further learning and increase my value to the world.

Roger's comments reveal a similar process as he described an increase in self-

efficacy from writing a paper and presenting it at a conference as his critical incident.

Publishing my first paper and attending a conference with my advisor and

mentor who was the second author—heady stuff. I enjoyed the conference, the

intellectxial mingling with others, and the opportunity to have my own work

critiqued and validated by peers and respected researchers and authors.

The students' perceptions oftheir own capabiUties changed so much for the

positive during their graduate experience that it became a new beliefthat each one

possessed by the end ofthe program. The conflict that had previously engaged students

during the disintegration phase seemed to be quieted by the repeated affirmation they

received within the program for the reintegration of their new skills, roles, and learning

contexts.

Student acknowledgement was not only perceived through direct praise but

through more, discreet measures as well. Some ofthese included invitations for

students to participate in academic ventures, an expression of serious interest in a

student's research, or acceptance into new circles of socialization. These signs of

validation facilitated students to break away from old thought patterns, former

relationships, and past roles that previously were identified as life difficulties or

anxieties by the participants.
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A reintegration process was evident as students took on new roles, such as

research and teacher assistantships; took on new challenges, such as writing and

delivering academic papers; and took on new responsibilities, such as self-directed

learning. The reintegration process ofthe participants was fostered in an academic

environment that participants described as having provided opportunities for these new

roles, encouraged the development ofnew tasks and learning contexts, and facilitated

changes in student academic pursuits. The participants' responses strongly suggested

that adult educators who demonstrated seasoned guidance and empathy played a pivotal

role in fecilitating a change in self-efficacy and self-worth that had previously

handicapped students.

Expectations and Reali2ation ofBecoming a "Master"

An interesting finding was that most ofthe participants did not really

imderstand what the master's program was about when they started the program. They

had thought, for the most part, that it was just more learning, something that they

should do as the next logical step in their education. > <^

Joanne found it exciting when she realized she was "actually becoming an

ejq>ert at something." Gwen thought she jH"obably should have had counseling at the

beginning because she did not know what it meant to be a Master ofEducation until she

completed her thesis. Then it cUcked.

I probably needed to go and have somebody coimsel me at the very beginning

ofwhat it means to be a Master ofEducation. Because I really didn't get it. It
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was after I was finished that I said, "Wow, this is really special, this is really

something to have this degree, isn't it?" " -.< ;

'

Willy stated that she wondered if this was really what it was all about: "I

thought there was more. . ..and there can be more, and there can be great thinking but

there is also the knowledge that this all depends on you and how much you want to

push yourself." -
'., .-

Jennifer said that she didn't have any expectations going into the program.

I only knew I was terrified about going back and doing my master's degree. I

didn't know until later the specific requirements of a thesis and research, etc. So

as far as expectations, they weren't at all clear. I just knew I had to do this.

Jennifer considered her self"lucky" to get into the educatwn program because she saw

it as a "logical and interesting umbrella vmder which to coalesce my varied interests"

but really didn't know what she was in for. She felt that she was malleable coming into

the program, and that it was going to be the "biggest treat ofmy life."

Stephanie mentioned in numerous places how little she understood about the

master's program going in. She stated:

You have to focus on what you intend to produce. And little did I realize that

you were expected to produce. I did not realize that going into the master's

program. I just thought it was more intense learning.

s
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Aaron expressed a lot of concern about the expectations ofthe master's

program. He thought it wasn't sufficiently challenging for the uninitiated and required

far less work than what was expected in many imdergraduate programs.

I even complained with some ofthe faculty with whom I have taken courses:

"You know the number ofreadings that you have given is so little. We did more

reading at the undergraduate level for a cowse and you are giving this and

people are not even coming prepared for that?" And we are preparing to be

masters? It is a joke. i^ •

Brian, as well, stated that he did not know what the master's program was all

about.

I was caught up in the academic stuflFin the master's program, caught up in the

image. Images ofpeople who went into master's programs for me at the time, I

held in very great esteem because they were people who went on to advanced

studies. They were very special people, they were people who were intellectual,

and they were people I wanted to be, basically. I would picture myself in that

sitiiation. The image ofthe master's program was one that involved intensive

study, people who were very interested in learning and pursuing that.

Philip said that he "didn't know what it was all about" but said, "I knew it was

where I wanted to go. It was the next step in my educatioa I knew that. . . I was excited

to go into it." Roger did not speak directly about his expectations in entering the

master's program. However, he did state, "I don't think my attitudes or beUefs about

teaching and learning before I entered the M.Ed. program were very deep."
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The data did not reveal a consistent pattern of expectations in the master's

program for all participants. Aaron and Willy, for example, both expressed

considerable disappointment because ofwhat they had expected in a master's-level

program. Although the remaining participants had not known what to expect when they

started the program, they saw the Master ofEducation program as the next logical step

in their education and a place they felt "at home." They came to the understanding

towards the end ofthe program that they had now entered the realm ofbeing "creators

ofknowledge" and not just "persons of knowledge." This appeared to be closely linked

with their improved self-eflficacy perception described earlier.

-• '^?f

Summary of Cognitive Changes

The cognitive changes followed a linear process that started with the self-

awareness ofeach ofthe participants followed by a notable pattern ofimproved self-

efficacy and finally with the reali2ation that they had become creators ofknowledge.

These cognitive changes led to reintegratbn and occurred simultaneously with affective

changes, which are presented in the next section.

The change in self-awareness had followed a phase of disintegration involving

self-exploration, whereby past experiences were brought to conclusion or harmonized

with new knowledge, ideas, and perspectives. As partic^)ants reflected on their own

past, they discovered why they thought a certain way and often recognized the cause of

their anxiety or life difficulty. As they became exposed to other points of view, they

made conqiarisons with other students and other circumstances, wdiich formed a
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connectedness that had previously been missing in their Uves. The participants' past ;:

environment of isolation, separation, or abandonment was replaced with a new

environment of respect, trust, and confidentiality in the process of disintegratioa

Feelings of disorientation and anger were replaced with joy and excitement as the

students moved into the stage ofreintegratioa

Although most ofthe participants had described insecurities about their ,

capabilities at the time of entering the graduate program, this changed considerably. It

was evident from the data that many ofthe critical incidents described while in the ^

program resulted in increased self-efficacy. For most ofthe participants, the cognitive

changes in self-efficacy were described in association with feelings of "enjoyment" and

"exultation." The participants described their resulting feelings fi"om the cognitive

changes as a sequence that started with first having been recognized; second,

connected; and third, validated. These feelings appear to have been sustained

throughout the program in an environment that was predominantly described by

participants as one of acceptance, validation, and respect. • - ..

The final cognitive change in the linear process was the realization that the

students had become creators ofknowledge and not just persons ofknowledge. This

prompted a period ofreevaluation ofwhat their learning was for and required the

reconciliation ofnew meaning perspectives with personal beliefe and goals. Evidence

for this was apparent in the numerous statements in the data where the participants

aligned their personal goals and beliefe to their new cognitive understanding. Although

more individualistic cognitive changes were evident in the data, the changes in self-
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awareness, self-efficacy, and in expectations ofbecoming active creators ofknowledge

in the master's program emerged as consistent and highly relevant themes to all

participants. s
-^

; i
, r :ff.*'

Affective Changes

Almost all ofthe participants showed evidence of affective changes in three

similar ways: (1) internal locus of control, (2) tolerance for other perspectives and

ideas, and (3) satisfaction with inward rewards, such as increased self-esteem and self-

confidence. The locus of control for the participants emerged inferentially from the

data. The other two changes were all self-identified by the participants, who spoke of

their affective changes as having made them better people.
'

Internal Locus of Control - -

The data suggested that the participants had a high internal locus of control.

People with this character trait beUeve that what happens to them largely depends on

themselves and not on external circumstances (Greenberg, Baron, Sales, & Owen,

1996). When I asked the participants where they went for support while in the graduate

program, the data consistently revealed a high reliance on self, suggestive of a high

internal locus ofcontrol. Whether or not this characteristic was present before the

program is unclear. However, it is a strikingly consistent character trait in all

participants.
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ry% Joanne was matter-of-fact with her answer: "Nowhere, just myself" Gwen

stated that she "didn't go to anyone initially," but later did find a previously graduated

female student who helped to peer-mentor her. Willy said that she would go to "anyone

who would listen" but in the end, "I don't stop until I come to some settlement in my

head." Stephanie stated "women with children at honw, especially single moms, rely on

support fix)m their children." However, because her girls were teenagers, she stated, •

"really, I was on my owa" Philip's comments were consistent with the loneliness he

described throughout his data: "I've always relied on myself," and Brian's comments

suggested his safe haven: "I retreat to myself"

Some ofthese comments suggest that the participants were self-reliant people

before they began the program. It seemed likely, however, that as students embarked on

a process of self-exploration and became aware ofthe difQculties in their life, they also

realized the need for personal commitment and personal responsibility to change.

Tolerance and Acceptance of Other Perspectives

A resulting affective change consistently referred to by all ofthe participants

was an increased tolerance and acceptance ofother perspectives. As these students

became more self-aware and discerning ofthe factors that had brought them to this

point in their lives, they demonstrated a greater understanding ofhow other

perspectives could be reached. This resulted in an increased tolerance and acceptance of

other perspectives, which the participants valued in relation to their learning and their

personal lives. Data suggested that participants conducted their own lives "more
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meaningfully," which they included to mean "ethically, morally, and in a productive

way" because of seeing other perspectives.

Joanne spoke ofthis in relation to other students in the program and the

variation of courses and activities.

I found that, with other students especially, different people valued different

courses and even different things within each of the courses. So it reaffirmed to

me the individuality of learning and how we all go through different stages in

our learning, as well.

Gwen and Jennifer both spoke about how they valued the input from peers

within the graduate program and how learning was facilitated and enriched by the

sharing ofthe lifelong experiences through class discussions. Gwen valued instructors

who gave "the impression that you are all here to learn something and that I'm not the

expert who has to know everything."

Stephanie referred to her increased tolerance of others in different ways. She

said,

I honestly feel that education just changes your whole perspective on the way

you view the world. You can learn very much from another person, ifyou

consider their perspective and take away the labels we tend to put on people.

Aaron said he had changed for the better because now he would describe

himselfas liberated and his life enriched. "Being more receptive to other streams of

studies, viewpoints, and appreciative as to what they have to offer because before I

missed out on the vast array ofwhat else was all aroimd it." Aaron felt an intense
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connection of his new knowledge and perspective to the very core of his life, as this

comment suggested:

Some ofthe things that I have learned in the past that I have learned throiigh

schooling, etc., apply into a very small known domain ofwhat 1 do. That does

not define me as a persoa Some ofthe things that I have learned in education

apply almost directly to how I conduct my life.
^

. ;• -

Brian considered openness to other perspectives as being an important

component of allowing change to occur in himself He said, "I believe that the

important thing is to be open to many different ideas and to allow yourselfto change

throughout your own exjjeriences with these ideas."

Philip spoke ofhow he now detached himself emotionally from many aspects

ofa situation and could see relative issues better.

It is been my experience that people are often intimidated by the way people

present their information or knowledge to others. I have learned how to take

what people give me and put it into perspective. . .1 have an ability now to view

situations in a relative sense.

Philip made a strong connection between his experience ofbreaking down barriers in

his thinking and developing more tolerance for others:

I think the program has broken down a lot of barriers that I had in my thinking

and things from my childhood and from my environment. It is a whole bunch of

things Uke social norms and things that you grow up with. Just the femily you

happen to be bom into. They have certain stigmas, and barriers and concepts
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that only apply to those people and that community. As my university

experience exposed me to situations, I had to deal with people and meet people

that were outside ofthat culture and that lifestyle. It forces you to think about

the implications ofwhat your beliefs are. And whether it be religious beliefe, or

social beliefs, or economic, whatever, it forces you to confront the reality ofthe

world, rather than being in that isolated community where people spend time

together and that's all they do together. l . i

Roger also saw himselfas more tolerant and open to other ideas. His comments

include comparisons to past experiences. He stated:

I am more tolerant ofother ideas and more flexible in my approaches to

teaching. There is no one way to get to learning, anymore. At one time, I think

that I thought there was. r-j*-

The participants all voiced greater openmindedness and increased tolerance for

other people's viewpoints. This occurred in conjunction with their own journey of self-

awareness, which made them cognizant ofhow their thinking was formed and

perpetuated. ... , .i
; t -i tc v'h s./v

1.1-

Internal Rewards ~---
.- - :/^

As the students proceeded through the reintegration phase and as their

confidence and self-esteem inqjroved, they became motivated more by internal rewards

than by external rewards. Although high grades and praise had been stated as important

factors initially motivating the students, these external endorsements were not valued as
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highly towards the end of the program. Internal rewards such as self-actualization,

inner peace, balance, enqx)werment, and self-discipline were more highly esteemed.

Many ofthe participants spoke ofthese things as something they would take with them

the rest oftheir lives. .v.

For Joanne, self-actualization was an exhilarating feeling, unlike anything she

had experienced before. - -

I also acknowledge that the challenges and rewards involved in graduate study

have led me to be more self-actualized than at any other point in my life. I

identify my time at Brock as the "best year ofmy life" so far. I hope to be able

to balance my beliefs and my desire to be constantly challenged in my

professional life. >; ,
.,!-

>
;- ^

Gwen's internal reward focused on empowerment, not only for herselfbut for

how she could help others, women in particular, to attain it. She saw it as freeing "a

person to learn, to explore, and to grow" and as something that would stay with her for

her lifetime. ,,

Empowerment for the individual is a metamorphosis. I compare it to the ugly

little caterpillar that wriggles out of its safe cocoon; only to learn that he/she is a

beautiful butterfly with wings that can carry him/her to pinnacles that the ugly

brown caterpillar could merely dream about. The same can happen to the

empowered persoa Ifwe keep wriggling out ofthe old famiUar "skin" we can

find ourselves in places we only dreamed about, doing things we did not know

we were capable of doing. For exaniqjle, I published an article in the Brock
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!

' Journal ofEducation just before I graduated. I had only dreamed that I could

acconplish such a feat but once I started wriggling, I just had to fly!

Inner peace and happiness were important internal rewards that Willy cited,

"You just have to take care ofyourself and make your own happiness, or at least a spot

where you can find peace by developing yourself into who you want to be." She also

noted that self-preservation and commitment to develop her personality were important

goals in her life now:

Generally, I try to avoid situations that in the past I may have confix)nted

because I feel there is little I can do about it and it is wasting my energy. I try to

direct my energy into my own self-preservation and commitment to develop my

personality.

Reflection was expressed by Jennifer as something she valued in order to keep

the various components ofher life interconnected and in balance. She wanted to

continue using reflection as a way to enhance her learning and happiness.

I'm starting to think that I need to start a journal to hold all my notes of

everything. It is not just my separate diary for myselfor what I need to do for

my schoolwork, or the kids but everything. All as one because these are all parts

ofmy one same life. And I shouldn't try to artificially separate them because

the thought about one will inform the other. . .there is this happiness with one

adding to the other in ways that would not be there otherwise.

Stephanie learned the value of "letting go," which she deemed an important
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prerequisite to learning for her.

I have learned how to let go. That is very hard to do when you are an only child.

When you are stubborn, you don't let go. You totally hold on to your opinions.

You are right. It taught me, what's the use of hanging on? It is a control issue;

you have to learn to let go. When you let go, you learn. Ifyou are tight and

rigid, nothing is going to penetrate. - ,r.

Aaron's data repeatedly indicated that he valued that his life was liberated and

enriched through his graduate experience.

To understand that people do things the best that they can do at the time, in the

situation and circumstances that are given to them. This allows me to be more

tolerant later because it so happens that they don't jive from my perception. So,

in that regard, it was very liberating for me in one sense and in another sense, it

is very confining but it is definitely enriching and I think that is the crux ofthe

matter. ...

Brian spoke ofhow he valued recoiiciling his new knowledge with his beliefe

and how he enjoyed the discovery and process oflearning. . ^

I was exposed to an environment where my personal beliefe became part ofthe

educative process. I was encouraged to experience my own learning rather than

focus on the ends. I also discovered that it was not just about means. In short, I

became aware that learning for me could not be described by a sinple

dichotomy ofmeans and ends.
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Philip discussed how he valued the external rewards from his martial arts and

how that eventually changed to more internal rewards such as "learning how to

discipline your body to actually achieve dififerent goals in life." Philip described

satisfaction as an important reward.

It was a very positive experience. I look back at people who are where I was

and say "how can you be satisfied to live in a situation?" It's almost like people

don't want to learn or don't want to address the specific issues. It was very

difficult for me and I can imderstand how people can stay in that situation. It is

just a very positive thing for me.

In Roger's data, he recognized the joy that learning has brought about for him

and looked forward to the continuation of this.

The little GINTOTs that I mention were and are something that 1 have come to

expect in most ofmy work and life now. Perhaps that is my greatest insight,

that I don't know it all and that there will always be a series ofAHAs

happening in both my professional and personal life.

All ofthe internal rewards mentioned by participants involved in some regard a

commitment to Ufelong learning, to sustained self-growth and inner happiness, and to

somehow making a positive contribution to a larger social circle.
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Summary of Affective Changes

Like the cognitive changes, the affective changes followed a linear sequential

process. However, both cognitive and affective changes were happening

simultaneously, informing and responding to one another. The affective changes took

place during a period of reintegration. As participants became more cognizant oftheir

own lives through reflection and new knowledge, they correspondingly took greater

personal responsibility for changing, as they learned to view their life's difficulties as

an opportunity for self-growth.

Once participants committed to change in themselves, they underwent a period

of feeling recognized by, connected with, and vindicated by their peers and educators.

This resulted in the participants feeling more open to other people's perspective and

more tolerant of different viewpoints.

As students succeeded in new tasks, new roles, and new learning contexts, they

started to view themselves differently. Prevalent past feelings of insecvirity and life

anxiety were changed because of increased self-confidence and self-worth. This

resulted in a new cognitive awareness of self-efficacy. As students experienced

increased self-efficacy and self-confidence levels, deep-seated beliefe changed as well.

This had a fundamental impact on the previous dependency on external rewards and

caused participants to value more intrinsic rewards. Some ofthe compensations

deemed consequential were self-discipline, peace, balance, inner happiness, joy of

learning, and empowerment. In general, participants felt that their lives were more
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meaningful than they had been and that they were more ethically and morally

productive.

Contextual Changes

A number of contextual changes were also evident in the data and were often

cited by the participants as the most blatant and visible external evidence ofthe

participant's transformative learning experience. These primarily related to changes in

employment, marital status, and education.

Employment Change

Several ofthe participants in this study left active employment in order to go

into graduate school For most ofthem, a master's degree was sought to increase their

employment options, financial remuneration, and/or their future career goals.

Regardless ofwhy the participants changed their enployment positions, all ofthem

interrupted a prior work ejq)erience in order to go back to school. Three participants

showed a change in their work choice, because oftheir transformative learning

experience. ' .. '•. •• f

Willy went on to teach in another international teaching contract immediately

following conqjletion ofher graduate degree. During the course ofthe questionnaire

and interview, however, she expressed a lot ofdiscontent with this career choice.
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I see that I've been granted certain permission within this M.Ed, to work in

implementing and perpetuating the system, but I don't believe in what I'm

doing. In the beginning, I went in wanting to be initiated, but now that I'm

initiated, I don't want to belong.

After the data were collected for this study, Willy resigned from her position in the

International school. She had applied to a Ph.D. program at a Canadian university.

Philip's learning experience brought about increased employment opportunities.

I really noticed a big difference now. Before when I went to university, I was

having a hard time. There was no employment, and there was no opportunity

and the external things were controlling me. But now, coming out ofthe

master's program, I've had lots ofjob opportunities I can achieve and I can

design my career the way I want it to go and I can decide because ofwhat I've

got. I was just offered a job and I was offered two more positions, as soon as I

took it.

For Philip, his education was about building himself internally, becoming in better

shape to be in control of his life. He stated that he "did not want to live my life like the

person who is a 50-year-old factory worker and gets laid offand doesn't know what to

do. . .they have nothing . . . their life is over." Although he was working foil-time while

con:4)leting his thesis at the time ofthis study, he was able to find work related to his

research that he totally enjoyed.

I'm in a situation now where [someone] has brought me into a group ofpeople

where they are the top people in their field but they are working together. There
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are about four or five people working together and [someone] is bringing me v

into the group, almost as another participant. Things that I'm interested in are

related to what they do but they are not exactly what they do. And so now, they

offered me a Ph.D. position- 1 think I'm eventually going to pursue it

Philip was particularly excited about working in an area where he could continue to

conduct ongoing research. "^'

Roger had intentionally gone into the master's program as a means of

professional development. Instead, he found it changed his career path.

[I] foimd it was an opportunity to change careers laterally rather than

dramatically. I enjoyed the transformation fi-om a "trainer" to an educator. From

merely teaching about something like statistics, to helping others learn through

a greater understanding ofthe processes ofteaching and learning.

Marital Status Change :
. .. ;^

Many ofthe participants spoke about changes in familial relationships,

finendships, and social circles due to their transformative learning. In all ofthe

examples, none was as traumatic or described with as much pain as changes in the

marital relationship. Both Jennifer and Stephanie literally experienced separation and

suffered a tremendous sense ofabandonment as financial and sole child care

responsibilities were put upon them. Despite these responsibilities, both women felt a

sense of gladness that the conflict that previously distressed them was no longer

present. :>' :•< ;v,i.,;-,i _.. ,., ,rt ^;'o:#.> ..
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Jennifer's marriage resulted in a separation while in graduate school. She cited

lack of support as one ofthe reasons but saw the problems as having existed prior to

graduate school and coming to a head at that time. She referred to a history of abuse in

her life for the past 1 years but did not provide details ofthis or state that it was from

her husband.

Like Jennifer, Stephanie had a history of abuse but her abuse was clearly stated

as emanating from her alcoholic husband. She described her angst about being a single

mom and struggled with leaving her husband for a long time. After her graduation from

the master's program, she felt the time was finally right and she was strong enough to

leave him. This ultimately culminated in a permanent separatwn as well.

It was his alcoholism, so we are apart now. It took me a long time, all this time,

to leave him. It was never the right moment. For me it was never the right

moment to leave because I have papers to do, I can't be in an uproar right now,

I have this due and that due. I think I avoided dealing with it and immersing

myself in school.

This last comment provided an example from one participant ofhow academic pursuits

provided a substitutwn and a place to retreat from distressing life issues.

Educational Change r-

Many of the participants either went onto fiirther doctoral studies, had applied

to doctoral studies, or anticipated applying in the near ftiture. Roger, Jennifer, and

Gwen were all past graduates ofthe master's program and all went to fiirther studies.
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Roger and Jennifer were both pursuing their Ph.D. at the time ofthis study. Gwen went

on to a training program at a different university. She was still considering doctoral

studies for the future. Stephanie had plans to pursue her doctoral studies in the near

future as well.

Joanne and Brian both applied to doctoral programs but had not anticipated that

they would when they started their master's program. Joanne had applied to a number

of doctoral programs, which she identified as examples ofhow she has changed over

the past year.

Before beginning my master's, I had a dream of living out ofthe city, having a

family, being self-sustaining with a garden, solar power, etc. I wanted a career

that would support this dream and that would help others and the state ofthe

environment. I now feel myself moving down a different path, because ofthe

enjoyment and successes I experienced in my master's studies. I worry that

. . . [this] is moving me in a direction that compromises some ofmy beliefs. I

also acknowledge that the challenge and rewards involved in graduate study

have led me to be more self-actualized than at any other point in my life. . . . My

academic success in my master's degree, and my enjoyment of doing these

things that I seem to be good at, has led me to decide to pursue doctoral studies.

Brian was offered a Ph.D. position overseas resulting from presenting a paper at

an international conference with his advisor last year. He had also applied to other

Ph.D. programs in Canada ~, i ,
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The commitment to further education and continued research were the most

common of all the contextual changes described. The change to fiirther studies in

education would consequently lead to changes in future work and likely strongly

further influence ongoing changes in social structures and relationships.

Summary ofContextual Changes

Contextual change is seen as an inevitable occurrence in adult life, especially in

this day and age. Although the changes discussed in this section appear as common

happenings for many adults, this study singled them out because oftheir connection

with the transformative learning experience that influenced them. It also singled them

out because ofthe relative importance put on them by the individual participants.

Clearly, the context ofthe participants' lives played an enormous part, not only on the

learning process, but also on the nature and direction ofthe contextual changes.

Many ofthe contextual changes were not conceived ofby the participants prior

to graduate school, such as further education in doctoral studies. However, these are not

surprising given the positive experience most participants enjoyed in their master's-

level studies. Many ofthe participants went into the program with one objective and

came out with something very different, such as those who returned to school for

professional career development and decided to change careers instead. Some ofthe

changes were already conceived ofprior to graduate school but the participants did not

have sufficient resolve or feel the timing was right until graduate school, such as

occurred with the marital breakups. Importantly, not all change was predictable and
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students seemed open to different options and a variety of choices for their future

aspirations. '
;

.•.

Interpretation of the Findings

The participants did not live or learn in a vacuum but were influenced and

molded by their stage of life, personal experiences, familial and cultural conditioning,

and even historical events. The data revealed many clear indications that learning was

situated within and tremendously influenced by personal, social, and historical factors.

Piecing together the critical incident data from all ofthe participants, without

consideration ofthe period in which it took place, revealed that all participants came

into the graduate program with prior life issues that caused them anxiety. The life

difficulty was not the same for all, although there were clear patterns of similarity.

Some ofthe similarities were emotbnal anxieties stemming from childhood; physical

handicaps from ill health or physical impairments; personal distress from marital

problems; social barriers from familial or cultural conditioning; limitations fix)m prior '

work, learning, or travel experiences; and even occupational challenges. Each ofthe

participants identified something that obstructed them, a life difficulty that challenged

the participants in some way.

The nature ofthe anxiety resulted in feelings of isolation, separation, or

abandonment, and these feelings were evident in all participants' data Most ofthe

participants had reached a new level of cognitive and affective learning that was

encouraged and supported in graduate school. This level of learning provided the

opportunity for participants to self-explore whereby they were able to identify their life
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difficulty and to understand the nature of it. This recognition was closely associated

with communication and validation from instructors and from peers. Participants were

able to view their personal difficulty in a different way, thereby changing their

perspective. Their ability to achieve these levels of learning in the face of fragile,

sensitive issues in their lives indicate that they perceived the learning environment to be

safe and to afford them permission to move into new territory. The gradxiate students

also expressed eagerness and satisfaction within the technical and practical domains of

learning in their graduate school exjjerience. However, the critical incidents that

occurred during graduate school, whether described as a singular incident or as a

process, allowed for a changed meaning perspective. Past life experiences were

integrated and processed with new knowledge. The new meaning perspective was

eventually reconciled with personal beliefs. Participants identified these incidents as

significant milestones in their transformative learning experience and considered them

liberating. This liberation unfolded through a process of disintegration and reintegration

that flowed through the transformative learning experiences ofeach one ofthe

participants.

An overview ofthe interpretation ofthe fiindings is presented in Table 4.

Regardless ofwhich critical incidents were explored, all ofthe participants experienced

a similar process of disintegration in their life that involved emotional responses of

feeling disorientated and angry. These affective responses to life difficulties often

related back to incidents from the participants' childhood and adult life, prior to

graduate school, which were a source of anxiety to the participants in some way. The
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incidents resulted in creating an environment of isolation, separation, or abandonment.

A process of disintegration took place as new knowledge, ideas, and new perspectives

were processed through these prior feelir^s and participants were able to identify and

understand their life difficulty in a new environment. This was an environment where

acceptance, permission, and safety provided positive conditions for self-exploratioa

The process of self-exploration involved recognition, commimication, and vahdation

within the context ofrelationship building where encouragement, support, and feedback

were instrumental in participants becoming self-aware and exhibiting a high internal

locus of control. Participants described this environment as one of respect, trust, and

confidentiality. • --^ c : p.: - > .

The process ofdisintegration was followed by a reintegration phase. This was

an environment ofdiscovery that allowed new perspectives to be formulated. This often

involved analytical comparisons ofthe participants with other students in the program

and/or with other circumstances oftheir lives. Participants described feelings ofjoy and

excitement during this phase ofthe process. These feelings often related to confidence

building and piecing together oftheir lives. Responsibility and commitment to personal

change on the part ofthe participants fecilitated the process as well. It is important to

highlight here how embedded all ofthese conditions were and 1k)w one often set offthe

other conditions. The starting point was not always the same for all participants, but all

participants did identify the same conditions and patterns ofchange.

For most ofthe participants, the starting point for the process ofdisintegration

was identified as having begun already in the critical incidents described in the
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participant's adult life, prior to entering the graduate program. However, graduate

school was considered the safe environment where the majority ofthe disintegration

had occurred, and for most ofthe participants, where the process of reintegration was

cultivated. There were, however, exceptions to this. One clear example seemed to be

Aaron, as it appeared that his disintegration phase was fiilly convicted prior to entering

graduate school. This seemed due to his coming to terms with the diagnosis of his

illness. Jennifer also seemed to be an exception, in the way she described her "mental

rape" incident. Interestingly, both Aaron and Jennifer described themselves as being

"totally shattered" by their aduh life incidents. Although Willy did not use the same

terminology as Aaron and Jennifer, her childhood experience ofbeing abducted had the

same deeply rooted devastation as the other two. Their earUer experiences of

disintegration may also provide an explanation for their inability to pinpoint a singular

critical incident while in the graduate program. Instead, they described it as a process.

The interpretation ofthe participants' experiences was not only self-identified

as transformative learning but was substantiated with visible internal and outward signs

that verified change. The incidents resulted in a number of cognitive, affective, and

contextual changes for all ofthe participants. The cognitive changes were evidenced in

the participants' self-awareness, self-efficacy, and realization ofwhat it meant to have a

Master ofEducation degree. Affective changes were also ^parent and included

internal locus of control, tolerance and acceptance ofother perspectives, and internal

rewards.
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It is in^rtant to understand that contextual changes were highly influenced by

the transformative learning experience. This suggests far-reaching implications that

aduk education can bring about. Although people tend to welcome change, it can bring

about considerable disturbances in an individual's life, it can cause a great deal of

emotional distress, and it rarely affects only a single life. All ofthis was evident in the

change experienced by most ofthe participants.

Although risk was associated with change, participants in this study were

willing to take that risk. At the completion stage, the participants unanimously

considered their transformative learning experience to have changed them personally

for the good and to have improved their contextual situation by making it congruent

with their personal beliefe, goals, and new meaning perspectives. Participants described

themselves as creators ofknowledge and self-actualized, and they demonstrated self-

discipline. They voiced feelings of happiness and enqx)werment because oftheir

transformative learning environment and showed signs ofpersonal and social

responsibility and commitment that they viewed as being ethically and morally more

productive than in the past.
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^-*'' CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides a synthesis ofmy exploration ofthe events that engaged

graduate students in transformative learning. The synthesis begins with a summary of

how this study has informed my xmderstanding oftransformative learning through the

use of critical incidents deemed significant to the participating graduate students in a

Master of Education program at a Canadian imiversity. A discussion follows

highlighting areas of interesting and contradictory findings to major areas considered

in the literature review ofchapter 2. The discussion is primarily concerned with how

this study can inform the field of adult education about facilitating transformative

learning with the use ofthe model developed from this study. Implications for theory,

practice, and further research are outlined using the table, and possible ramifications,

suggestions, and guidelines are considered in view of future research. The chapter

concludes with personal reflections about this e7q>loration. o -'

Summary

This study was undertaken to explore the events that engaged graduate students

in transformative learning. Transformative learning fells within the domain of

knowledge known as emancipatory knowledge because it allows for a level of

cognitive imderstanding that is seen as liberating. Ahhough different definitions exist

for transformative learning, this study defined it as "the development ofrevised
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assun^tions, premises, ways of interpreting experience, or perspectives on the world by

means of critical self-reflection" (Cranton, 1994b, p. xii ).

This study used phenomenological qualitative research to explore the events

that ei^aged nine graduate students in transformative learning. A constnictivist

approach resulted in the design of a critical incident questionnaire to elicit descriptive

and analytical answers from participants concerning their transformative learning

experience. An interview with each participant provided rich data from the answers to

metacognitive, reconstructive, and evaluative questions. All ofthe research questions

evolved over time and were pilot tested twice. Changes to the initial designs were

strongly influenced by Taylor's (1998) critical review ofthe theoretical and enqsirical

literature on transformative learning. Since contextual factors, universal models of adult

learning, and stages ofaduh development were emphasized as beii^ iirqjortant in the

literature, a number ofquestions were incorporated that spoke to these issues.

A model oftransformative learning within individual life and learning contexts

was developed that situated the graduate student within a micro-environment oftheir

own individual, familial, cultural, and socio/political envirormients (see Figure 2). This

model was then situated within a macro-environment involving broader demographic,

historic, economic, and socio/political elements and finally situated vwthin the life

cycles of adult development. Three domains of learning: technical, practical, and

emancipatory learning, identified by Habermas (1971), rooted the learning context of

transformative learning within the emancipatory domain of learning.
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Next, a conceptual model oftransformative learning was developed to clarify

the boundaries and limitations ofthis study (see Figure 3). Self-identified graduate

students who had experienced transformative learning within a Master ofEducation

program provided the necessary inputs for the study; that is, they were rational,

articulate, self-aware, and self-reflective. The identified outcomes from perspective

transformation were cognitive and affective change, with a view toward whether they

would be manifest in personal and/or social changes. These outcomes were self-

identified and were retrospective, taken directly from the results ofthe vividly "
^'"^ ''"'/'

remembered critical incidents described by the participants. Triggering events, both

positive and negative, were also considered, as well as how the incidents were

experienced, to provide a greater understanding ofthe experience. Since this was an

exploratory study, the design and analysis purposely did not set out to examine

previously identified processes for transformative learning in the literature. Analysis of

the data followed the constant comparative method and involved both inductive and

deductive analysis for themes and patterns and finally a synthesis ofboth forms of

analysis.
-

(-

The findings ofthe inductive analysis related to three main questions. The first

question (what were the critical incidents) revealed three themes, which related to time,

people, and circumstance. From the second question (how were they experienced) two

responses were evident, emotional and cognitive responses. In the final question (what

transformation resulted) cognitive, affective, and contextual changes emerged as a

pattern. A final blending ofthe two categories of inductive and deductive analysis
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together oftheir lives took place. This occurred in an environment ofdiscovery .

involving con^arison with other students and other circumstances. It was also evident

that reconciliation had to be made ofnew perspectives with personal beliefs and goals

for transformative learning to reach the conviction stage. Participants expressed a new

sense ofpersonal and social responsibility that left them feeling empowered and happy.

Contextual changes also resulted from the transformative learning experience of the

participants. These changes were evident in the participants' enqiloyment, marital

status, and academic pursuits.

Discussion

The data provided ample evidence that all ofthe graduate students had been

engaged in the emancipatory domain of learning. It appeared that this level of learning

was a new experience for all but two ofthe students. This was evident in the passion

and sense of liberation with which most ofthe participants spoke about their leamir^

ejq)erience. A point that needs to be restated here is that transformative learning is just

one type of learning. It is not meant to replace or discredit other types of learning, such

as may be found within the technical or practical domains of learning. In feet, it

appeared from this study that transformative learning was imbedded in these other

forms of learning and enriched them. Transformative learning should not be considered

a threat to other learning nor should it be considered a mandatory experience that can

be forced on all individuals. Rather, it should be viewed as a process ofmaturatwn in

higher order cognitive and affective development involving but iwt limited to critical

thinking, reflection, and emotions.
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The four stages identified in Table 4 can be considered the four cornerstones or

building blocks ofthe foundation in the transformative learning model from this study.

They involved the stages of life difficulty, disintegration, reintegration, and completion.

The critical incidents from all ofthe participants' data provided the mortar for these

foundational blocks. However, cornerstones and mortar by themselves do not buiW a

foundation. It requires several other additional conponents such as: the right -

ingredients to produce a cementitious mixture, correctly engineered reinforcing

material, adequate forming materials, skilled labovu-ers, proper environmental

conditions, and time for curing. In other words, it requires a process. Understanding

how the critical incidents were experienced within the stages ofthe process shed

considerable light on these other conqwnents ofthe foundation, in particular, what

participants were feeling, what was happening at the time, and what type of

environment there was. Like any building foundation, the individual components vary

depending on what is to be built on it, where it is to erected, who is doing the

construction, and when it is being done. Given the imique individuaUty and

circumstances ofeach adult learner in this study, it is important to view this model for

transformative learning as a process that can be used as a guide. Although the r-

conditions in the process can be replicated, the model is not intended to be used as a

"blueprint" that provides exacting specifications. ,« -

An analysis ofmany existing transformative learning models suggested that

transformative learning had not been viewed fix)m this process mode. As ofyet, no

study was found that sought to explore and to understand the big picture or the larger
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life issues, which often span a lifetime and that involve the individual's context of life

and environment, while at the same time incorporating affective, cognitive, and

contextual changes that may be happening. This study contributes to that bigger picture

and thus provides one suggested foundational model from which transformative ";

learning can be built. This model can facilitate identification ofa student's learning

situation and larger life issues. It can serve as a benchmark or means of identification

for adult educators in determining which strategies for teaching would best serve the

educational needs and goals oftheir students. n.
•

Although the model is different from existing models of transformative

learning, it is, however, inclusive of a number ofother models. This is because it

identifies a number ofchanges, without suggesting a preconceived order in which those

changes took place. In feet, the findings from this study are important because they

demonstrated that change in any one ofthe areas-aflfective, cognitive, or contextual

change, can set in motion changes in the other areas, given the ^propriate conditions.

This finding appeared to be consistent with a variety oftransformative learning studies

that have used different contextual situations, which involved life difficulty or anxiety

as starting points for research. Courtenay, Merriam, and Reeves (1996, 1997) for

exanqjle, looked at how a catalytic experience ofbeing diagnosed as HIV positive,

would set in motion a three-phase process ofreflection and activity that led to

transformative learning in the participants. First and Way (1995) foimd that <'

transformative learning was the nature ofthe learning outcome for participants who

e^^rienced parenting di£5culties with their children and who had enrolled in a
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parenting course. Job loss was another context that was explored in view of its

transformative learning potential. In this case, Laswell (1994) sought to gain insights

into the ways in which adults learn when confronted with change in the workplace.

These examples from the literature are very exciting in light ofthis study because they

support the notion that it is possible for individuals to reframe negative elements when

placed in context ofthe overall transformative learning process.

The critical incidents, described earlier as the mortar for foundation blocks,

illustrated that each individual life and learning context was intricately being pushed,

pulled, and shaped by any niunber of factors well outside ofthe scope, time, and

influences ofa graduate program. Participants came into the graduate program with

background experiences that caused anxiety and distress, which originated from

different sources, and ^\ilich were not all described to the same degree. However, the

anxiety and distress provided motivation for all participants and, when understood,

actually enriched and informed their learning experience and personal lives in a more

meaningftil way. This finding was particularly relevant to three other studies (Bailey,

1996; Neuman, 1996; Pierce, 1986, cited in Taylor, 1998) that Taylor states illustrate

"the influence ofpersonal contextual factors on a perspective transformation" (p. 27)

and which is referred to in these studies as a "readiness for change" (p. 27) in the

participants.

For participants in this study, motivation acted as a connector between the

anxiety or distress in their individual context and the new knowledge, new ideas, and

new perspectives that were presented at graduate school. One definition for motivation
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is "the set ofprocesses that arouse, direct, and maintain human behaviour toward

attaining some goal" (Greenburg, Barron, Sales, & Owen, 19%, p. 1 17). This process

for motivation was evident in the participants in this study and suggests that

transformative leamii^ may provide important insight into this widely studied topic in

the fields ofpsychology and organizational behaviour.

Taylor's (1998) complaint that "too much emphasis has been placed on the

responsibility ofthe educator, without giving adequate attention to the role and

responsibility ofthe participants in the transformative process" (p. 58) is also worthy of

comment here. Although personal responsibility and commitment were evident in the

participants' comments about themselves, it is difficult to be conclusive about how it

happened, other than to restate that all participants appeared to need all ofthe

conditions found during the disintegration stage. The role ofthe educators and the

relationshqjs they had with the students appeared to be absolutely, critical in the

participants' description oftransformative learning. This was especially the case during

the disintegration st^^e and appeared to lessen significantly once the reintegration stage

began. Taylor's complaint therefore appears to be highly relevant to the findings in this

study. The model developed seems to si^gest that the environment, and by implication,

those who set the aims and policies for that environment, woiild also share in the

responsibility and commitment.

This was an exploratory study, which saw the individual context ofthe

participants as being critical to understanding transformative learning. The importance

of the individual participants' context of life was pronpted by several research articles.
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In particular, Clark and Wilson's (1991) original critique ofMezirow's woric, where

they argued against Mezirow's emphasis on the individual transformative learning

experience without proper consideration ofthe social context was particularly helpful.

In Clark's (1991, 1992) analysis ofthe in^jact ofcontext on transformative learning, he

suggested that many personal and social fectors influence the process oftransformative

learning. Taylor (1998) described these fectors as including:

The surroundings that make up the immediate learning event, made up ofthe

personal and professional situatbn ofthe individual at the time and the more

distant background context, involving the &milial and social history that has

influenced the individual growing up. (p. 26)

Although this study set out at the beginning to examine the phenomenon within the

time period and group-related experience of graduate school, many critical incidents

were found to have occurred outside ofthe original time frame. Thus, the time frame of

this stiidy was extended beyond just the graduate school experience to incorporate

important context-related findings. This facilitated a larger overview ofthe process and

confirmed the importance of prior studies, such as Clark's and Wilson's studies, which

sought to emphasize contextual components that play a role in transformative learning.

By situating the individual's context of Ufe within the new context of graduate

school, several other influences became apparent. It was not so much the individual life

difficulty itself that caused participants to have a transformative learning experience, as

it was the people, circumstances, and environment that fostered it, as well as the

embeddedness ofthese within the cognitive, affective, aiKl contextual changes that
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occurred. The environment within the life difficulty stage ofthe process (initially

described as an environment of separation, isolation, and abandonment) was first

apparent only in some participants. This was because the environment had changed so

dramatically at graduate school to one ofrespect, trust, and confidentiality. This was an

important finding because it suggests that the environmental conditions ofrespect, trust,

and confidentiality were perhaps more or at least equally important to transformative

learning than preexisting problems of life. The environmental conditions may also

explain why certain individuals experience a "disorientating dilemma" resulting fix)m a

life difficulty, while others do not. This speaks to the question, if all participants

entered into graduate school with a life difficulty, does that imply that there is a

connection between preexisting problems and transformative learning? In other words,

ifthere is no existing anxiety or distress, is there no chance oftransformative learning?

It was apparent that many participants' critical incidents of life difficulties were

not as traumatic as other participants' life difficulties. However, they fit into the model

because these participants moved fix)m across the country, fix)m well-established jobs,

and fix)m personal/femilial relationships. In other words, they fit into the model because

they physically moved (separation) they relinquished or withdrew fix)m their previous

pursuits (isolation), and they were cut oflFfi-om previous support groups (abandomnent).

So, whereas some participants experienced heightened life difficulties that initiated

other changes, still other participants experienced heightened contextual changes that

initiated changes for them. All participants, however, were situated in the model and

could be identified in each ofthe categories.
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In a similar vein, it is interesting that the resulting affective, cognitive, and

contextual changes also had no set order ofdevelopment. Rather, the changes were

cyclical and not linear; one change speared to set in motion the other changes, but not

all participants started with the same change. All ofthese findings are relevant because

the pattern was apparent in all participants, although the order ofoccurrence and

duration ofthe process varied. 'r- : .

These findings conveyed to me the in^rtance of individuality in learning. It

has heightened my own awareness and appreciation for understanding philosophies of

education, theoretical fi'ameworks, and strategies for teaching and individual learning

styles. Perhaps most ofaU, it has demonstrated to me, personally, that one's own

e}q)erience, however practical and valuable it has been to oneself^ will not likely meet

the rudimentary needs of a larger group. I view this now as a concern because ofthe

emphasis that Western society places on "experience as king" and the Uttle value our

society puts on the philosophical and theoretical underpinnings for education. Another

finding that conveyed to me the importance of individuality in learning was the r^U:

consistent verbalization by participants ofreconciling their new meaning perspective

with their personal beUefe and goals. It appeared that this cognitive development, more

than anything else, was associated with the h^piness and empowerment expressed by

all participants in their transformative learning experience. ' 5i»i j n. . s? > v' .
-

There is a downside to the h^piness and en^xjwerment that participants

expressed in this study, however. This was evident in the process of disintegration that

the majority of the participants described. This was an emotional period, which
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involved intense self-exploratioa This part ofthe process warrants discussion for

several reasons. One reason is that many other studies identified disorientation and

anger as prevalent within the transformative learning experiences. Mezirow's(1995)

model, for instance, saw a disorientating dilemma as a "disparate experience in

conjunction with a critical reappraisal ofprevious assumptions and presxqjpositions"

(Taylor, 1998, p. 7). Several ofMezirow's examples of disorientating dilemmas in

women returning to school after a long hiatus were evident in the participants' life

difficulties ofthis study; these included job loss, divorce, and a life threatening illness,

for example. The difference, however, is that Mezirow considered the disorientating

dilemma as the "catalyst ofthe process" (Taylor, 1998, p. 1). For some individuals,

Mezirow described this happening as "a major cataclysmic event" and for others as "an

incremental path." •
. . ,

w ;i ;

Other studies offer variations to Mezirow's disorientating dilemma. Clark

(1991, 1993) for instance, in his look at context in transformative learning, discovered

that "integrating circumstances" also played an important role as a trigger. He describes

these integrating circumstances as "indefinite periods in which the persons consciously

or unconsciously search for something that is missing in their life; when they find this

missing piece, the transformation process was catalyzed" (pp. 117-118). The model

developed fit>m this study accommodates both Mezirow's paths and Scott's findings, as

well as Pope's (1996) study on women ofcolour who saw the trigger event "more as an

unfolding evolution rather than a response to a crisis." (p. 176 cited in Taylor, 1998, p.

41). This model, however, situates the disorientation and anger within the disintegration
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stage, rather than at the very beginning ofthe process oftransformative learning.

Mezirow and other studies which confirm the disorientating dilemma (such as Clark,

1991, 1993) do not ofiFer an adequate explanation as to why these feelings occur. This is

the second reason why it warrants further discussion.

The role ofemotions in past research oftransformative learning was confirmed

in the findings fi-om this study. Taylor (1998) cited several unpublished studies that

were unavailable (Morgan, 1997; Coflftnan, 1989; Sveinunggaard, 1993) that "found

that critical reflection can begin only once emotions have been validated and worked

through" (p. 34). He also stated that one study (Gehrels, 1984) "found feelings to be the

trigger for reflection" (p. 34). The transformative learning model developed fix)m this

study incorporates the in:q)ortance of affective changes, cognitive changes, and

contextual changes and illustrates just how embedded these all are with individual life

contexts and environmental contexts. In this study, participants experienced

disintegration as old ways of knowing, old roles and responsibilities, and old

relationships Uterally fell apart; this disintegratk)n disoriented and angered them. The

data also conveyed the relative in^rtance of establishing new relationships and

positive experiences in new roles, as former relationships and old roles were

challenged, threatened, and disintegrated. Iftransformative learning is understood as a

process and not as a blueprint for higher learning, then this study couW imply that in

order for individuals to move fix)m one stage to the next, all the conditions for that

movement must be met. This brings the discussion to the third reason to consider the

disintegratk)n stage in further detail. '
: . • f;-d~t V:"-(^'
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An inqjortant final aspect ofthe disintegration stage is highlighted by Scott's

(1997) study entitled The Grieving Soul in the Transformation Process. Scott found

that grieving "a significant loss, a loss of a loved one, of a place, of a time, or of a way

ofmaking meaning that worked in the past" (p. 45) was critical to transformative

learning. This element of grieving was confirmed as part ofthe final stage ofthe

disintegration process. Participants described feelings ofheightened sensitivities and

vulnerabilities as they literally struggled to "find their voice" and "piece back together"

their "shattered lives," as some participants described it.

It is perhaps noteworthy here to convey my own feelings as participants shared

their experiences of this stage with me. I cried on three occasions during data

collection. It was quite surprising to hear and see the depth ofgriefthat participants

expressed, and I hadn't prq)ared myself for my own response to it. I felt genuine

gratitude that the participants felt they could open themselves up to me in the way they

did, but I also felt a sense of foreboding should I enter that role again. I felt quite

awestruck by the power of an aduh educator because I learned ofexamples ofthe

influence ofpower used both for good and for destruction. I will come back to the

in^lications ofmy own feelings later in the discussion.

A fifth reason for understanding the fi^ile nature of participants and

vulnerabilities of emotions at this stage has to do with the process of self-exploration

they engaged in. In order for students to process new knowledge through their meaning

perspective, it was first passed through a perspective that had been handed down fix)m

&milial and cultural conditioning. At the same time that participants were recognizing
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where their original perspective had come from, they were learning a new language to

communicate it, and they needed validation to move away from it. The femilial and

cuhural influences that originally handed it down to them, in most instances, continued

to afifect students while in the program. The participants therefore required a stronger

environment ofrespect, trust, and confidentiality in order for them to take personal

responsibility for their learning and commitment to attain a new level of self-awareness.

This part ofthe finding demonstrated that many essential con^nents had to be present

in order for the participants to move onto the next stage ofthe process, that of

reintegration. >, ,—
; ;?

Another reason I want to discuss the stage of disintegration has to do with its

relevance to social problems. Although many studies have alluded to the possible utility

oftransformative learning to deal with social problems, one such study and a recent

newscast will be considered here for an example. ^\^lliams (1986) conducted a study

entitled Perspective Transformation as an Adult Learning Theory to Explain and

Facilitate Change in Male Spouse Abuse. He found several ofthe components that

participants in my study had in common, such as: separation from past environment,

higher self-esteem, internal self-perception of control, and communication. He

concluded that , .; ,,. >ct

The subjects with higher change in perspective transformation will also change

the most toward less use ofphysically abusive behaviour. Subjects who had the

greatest increase in the \jse ofreasoning tactics would also have the greatest

change toward less use ofabusive behaviour. The background ofthe batterer
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was also significant in predicating change in abusive behaviour as well as age,

education, income, and change in sex role preference. It was concluded that

this study revealed significant predictive power ofchange in abusive behaviour

and perspective transformation offers a viable theory for explaining the

processes that led to spouse abuse and in understanding and facilitating the

process ofchange fit)m abusive behaviour, (p. 324)

I thought of Williams' study a great deal while conducting my own research because it

opened many possibilities to the application ofmy study m other adult learning

situations, particularly where social problems were concerned. At the time ofwriting

this discussion, I saw a news report on Canadian Television Viewing (CTV) late night

television about the problem of spousal abuse in the Canadian military. Several points

were made in the newscast that I thought this study addresses.

The first point was that the Canadian government was going to spend major tax

money to produce a report on the extent and the nature ofthe problem in the military.

My question in response to that is why study the meticulous details ofthe problem

instead of focusing on the larger life issues ofthe solution? Do we really think that

physical abuse in the military is that different for individuals outside ofthe military?

Williams' study suggested that the "problem" has been studied enough. I suggest that

more profit could be gained by studying the solution. t-

The second point was that the study would focus mostly on the battered victim

and not the batterer. Again, William's comments are relevant:
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Due to the women's movement ofthe seventies and emerging shelters and

groups fix)m battered women, much research has been done on the victim of

spouse abuse, often bordering on blaming the victim (Wardell, 1981). Little

research has been done on programs aimed at changing the batterer (Moore,

1979). Almost all ofthe theories on the causes of spouse abuse are based on the

information gathered from the abused women, (p. 321)

It seems likely, from the model oftransformative learning developed from this study,

that the perspective, context, and environment ofthe batterer would have to be

understood and &ctored into the process in order to foster a transformation from

abusive behaviour to acceptable behaviour. Research done with this objective would be

research dollars well spent. The model developed in this document could serve as a

guide to identify where the abusive behaviour (life difficulty) originated, why it was

perpetuated (environment, individual context, knowledge, feelings, roles), and, most

importantly, how then to move individuals with abusive behaviour on through the

processes of disintegration, reintegration, and completion and how to sustain the

change. ;. ....'..i.; ,..,
^_^

t,..

The third point was that additional monies from taxes were going to provide a

24-hour "hotUne" for abused women to call. This study conveyed the inqwrtance of a

context of acceptance, permission, and safety. An environment of respect, trust, and

confidentiality was perceived by participants and developed through relationship

building where encour^ement, support, and feedback were vital. It was also necessary

for students to self-e7q>lore and move away from their past environment of separation.
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isolation, and abandonment. How much more so would these conditions and

environment be vital for women within an abusive relationship? I venture to guess that

a phone line for help will meet with minimal success. Abused women are women at

serious risk, who would likely have intense levels of disorientation and anger. Their

extreme sensitivities and vulnerabihty would only emphasize their need for seasoned

guidance and empathy. These raised points are not meant to criticize sincere efforts to

solve the problem of spousal abuse in the military or to minimize it. It is, however,

given as an example ofhow aduh learning theory, such as transformative learning,

may be applied to life difficulties or social issues in a way that maximizes what we

already know about the problem and minimizes the hxunan pain and financial costs

associated with it. . > .Kt

The final issue for discussion in this chapter was raised by Taylor's (1 998)

review ofthe literature and has to do with the ethics involved for instructors to faciUtate

transformative learning for adults in the classroom. In his reflective notes, he states the

following: vfo; r ^-:. - :- i>;,.:^C'^: ,.^. W.- .tcnf Hi --.^

Rationality seems to be significant to transformative learning, though possibly

not any more significant than the role of emotions and feelings. However, I tend

to think that most educators focus on practices that fecilitate rational thinking,

such as critical reflection, and do not recognize its interdependent relationship

with feelings. The discussion of feelings is something we often avoid in the

classroom, arguing they are too subjective for formulating reasons and

decisions. The irony is that just because we choose not to discuss them does not
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mean they do not exist and exploiting them might actually help in the process of

.''. critical reflectioa All ofthis makes me think about the role ofeducation and

emotional development. How do I feel about exploring the underlying emotions

to thoughts discussed in the classroom? How do I as an aduh educator get my

students to reflect on and share their feelings in class in a safe and non-

threatening manner? What risks are at stake when exploring feelings in the

classroom? (p. 35).

I set out in this study to explore the events that engaged graduate students in

transformative learning. I outlined in chapter 1 a wide range ofproblem situatwns

associated with engaging adults in transformative learning and fostering transformative

learning in practice. This study has provided answers to these questions for graduate

students and has provided some answers for adult educators.

The questions raised by Taylor above, however, require a more personal

answer, one that should involve a process ofcritical self-reflection on the part of

anyone interested in adult educatwn. I hope that educators who hear the voices ofthe

adult learners who participated in this study will remember some oftheir stories, and at

the very least, the lessons they have taught. For all ofthe participants' responses

suggested a tremendous onus of responsibility on aduk educators. The instructors

referred to in the data were perceived by the participants as lifelong learners who

conveyed respect and genuine interest in the participants' lives and research interests.

Instructor feedback, encouragement, and support were the three most highly praised

attributes mentioned by the participants that &cilitated both cognitive and affective
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changes. This was perhaps best summed up by Boyd and Myers' (1988) description of

educators who provided "seasoned guidance and compassionate criticism" as cited in

Taylor (1998, p. 58).

There will likely remain a great deal ofdebate about, whether transformative

learning exists and if it does, whether it slrould be fostered within a graduate school

Faculty ofEducation program. I have thought hard about how to answer this objection

and have decided that the answer may be better re-phrased as a story with a few final

questions for yet ftirther discussion.

One ofmy favourite classic essays is entitled Marketing Myopia by Theodore

Levitt (1960). I would like to share a brief excerpt from this essay as the basis for my

story. . .
r ;

Every major industry was once a growth industry. But some that are now riding

a wave ofgrowth enthusiasm are very much in the shadow of decline. Others,

which are thought ofas seasoned growth industries have stopped growing. In

every case the reason growth is threatened, slowed, or stopped is not because

the market is saturated. It is because there has been a failure ofmanagement.

The failure is at the top. The executives responsible for it, in the last analysis,

are those who deal with broad aims and policies. Thus, the railroads did not stop

growing because the need for passenger and freight transportation declined.

That grew. The railroads are in trouble today not because the need was filled by

others (cars, trucks, airplanes, even telephones), but because it was not filled by

the railroads themselves. They let others take customers away from them
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because they assumed themselves to be in the railroad business rather than in

the transportation business. Tte reason they defined their industry wrong [sic]

was because they were railroad-oriented instead oftransportation-oriented; they

were product-oriented instead of customer-oriented.

My question, then, is what business is this university and this Faculty ofEducation, in

particular, in? Is it in the business of education or is it in the business ofteacher

certification and teacher professional development? Are the instructors teacher-oriented

or student-oriented? The mission statement in the graduate student handbook for Brock

university (1999) has this as its first and main point:

To prepare students for advanced study, career success, commimity

responsibility and a richer life by developing a passion for lifelong learning and

the abilities to think creatively and critically, to communicate clearly, to

maintain high ethical standards, to exercise soimd judgement and to address

societal and environmental issues, (p. 8)

This mission statement is descriptive ofthe transformative learning outcomes identified

in this study. Do we believe we can attain this high objective ofeducation without

creating the right environment to fecilitate transformative learning in graduate students?

Is the university perhaps guilty of educational myopia? Ifthe answer is no, then why

don't all graduate students in education experience transformative learning? Ifthe

answer is yes, then like any business, the failure is at the top and transformative

learning should take place there. Are there ethical considerations involved? You bet,

just like there are in any serious business. The difference, however, is that in the
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business of education, this university has already clearly stated its mission. It could be

interpreted as stating that it has an ethical and moral responsibility to students and to

the greater community to prepare them for a lifetime oftransformative learning.

Graduate students should not settle for less and should consider the ethical

considerations ofany institution for higher learning that does not faciUtate

transformative learning. vtt

Implications

Here we are at the "So What7' stage ofthis thesis. What are the inplications for

practice, for theory, and for future research that arose from this study? This is the heart

ofthe thesis. I hope the implications I have focused on will keep the research I have

begun alive in others and in different applications. For that reason, I will first address

the inqjlications separately and will end each section with a list ofrecommendations.

Implications for Practice

There are several inq)lications for practice that have a broad application from

this study to the field of adult education and others that relate specifically to a graduate

school program. First, this study has shown the vital inportance of individual context.

For the nine participants, learning was significantly heightened because oftheir

motivation and malleability. Identification ofbackground experiences of adult learners

going into any program, as well as motivation, objectives, goals, and interests, can he^

an adult educator to identify and determine the learning needs and requirements ofa

student.
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A' The realization ofthe influence that other people exerted on the participants was

particularly significant becaiise it posed the general impUcation ofopening the

proverbial Pandora's box, both for this study and in the classroom Some ofthe past

unresolved issues described in this study were ofa serious nature, and as I described

earlier, I wasn't prepared with my response. This demonstrated the serious risk

involved, both, for participants and instructors, to tread carefully and skillfully in this

domain of learning and to be prepared for ethical dilemmas. The concern raised by

some individuals in education as to this ethical boundary is a valid concern. However, it

could be considered similar to being thrown into a lake without knowing how to swim.

The risk ofdrowning is real but never going into the lake is only one option. Teaching

people to swim, though time and resource consuming, is a better long-term solution.

And so, it should be, with aduh educators dealing with ethical considerations in

transformative learning. They need to be made aware ofthe influence and power they

wield on adult learners and they should be educated and given tools in transformative

learning theory. This is an iirqilication for those who make the aims and policies ofthe

university, as well as those who direct resources. The ethical dilemma and preparation

ofaduh educators needs serious consideration at the management level. As stated at the

end ofthe discussion sectwn, it may require a reevaluation ofwhat business the

imiversity is in and a redefining ofwhat ethical and moral responsibility they have to

their students and society as a whole.

Acceptance, permission, aiKi a safe environment for learning are paramount

conditions to replicate when new information, new ideas, and new perspectives are
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introduced. This study could have relevance to aduh education in a variety of settings

besides graduate school. Although a qualitative study such as this is not generalizable

to a larger population, many ofthe life difficulty conditions that this study revealed

could be considered common to other adults. Since adults cannot escape life's -

difficulties that bring about anxiety or distress, it seems plausible that other settings

could replicate the contextual environment and conditions that participants experienced

in graduate school. That is, an environment that provides acceptance, permission, and

safety for self-exploration to take place could thereby foster the prrocess of

transformative learning as described in Table 4. Acceptance, permission, and a safe

environment were the three overriding conditions upon vsWch all ofthe critical incident

data were embedded. They would be considered in my construction analogy as the

correctly engineered reinforcing material for the foundation.

Permission often came in the form ofnon-threatening, invitational learning,

which encouraged experiential opportunities for self-reflection, self-awareness, and

self-growth. The safe environment predominantly rested on the relationship between

adult educator and student, which had been built on trust, confidentiality, and a sharing

ofpersonal experiences as well as at times, common research interests. Participants

suggested that acceptance was initiated by meeting the entrance requirements for

graduate school but was later reinforced through a democratic atmosphere where the

participants' voices were listened to and valued. T*f
.
jr:

Acceptance was perceived by many participants as a fevourable reception, a

willingi^ss to listen to them, and a genuine interest in their ideas. Permission was
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granted to students in a niunber ofways. It was seen as an act ofallowing and as an act

of authorization. Both ideas of acceptance and permission indicate the power that ..

participants associated with the environment at graduate school and with adult

educators. The safety perceived by participants in the graduate school environment

illustrates that this power was not wielded abusively by adult educators referred to in

thedata. -tv \ .h;* v nj>'^

Part ofthe acceptance, permission, and safety came about through the choice

and flexibility in activities and assigimients that students were offered. Providing many

options helped to facilitate individual responsibility and commitment and acted as a

form of self-regulation, to the amount of risk a student was willing to accept. Adult

educators need to be aware ofand capable of using a number of different activities and

strategies in their teaching methods. These tools should allow for self-exploration, and

the realization that recognition, communication, and validation are necessary

components ofthe self-exploration process. ,: «.

Recognition ofneeds, problems, and prior learning patterns must come from

within the student. It is not about identifying these elements for the student but guiding

them to find it for themselves. Commimication ofpast-experiences, life difficulties, and

personal perspectives are important to address early on with students so that both

student and educator are aware ofthese as new knowledge, new ideas, and new

perspectives are introduced. Educators must also realize that students are learning a

new language and need to be supported to practice that new language both in their

speech and in their writing. Educators also need to encourage students in their self-
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exploratioa This appeared to be achieved in this study by educators listening closely to

their students and getting to know them, and the context oftheir lives. Encouragement

fiirther came by students being oflFered a variety of suggestions or provided alternative

ways ofdoing things, such as the recommendation ofcertain scholarly works.

Providing students with exanples of success stories can also go a long way to

encourage them, as well as showing compassionate empathy. Liberal feedback was

another important element of self-exploration for participants. This was described as

most important in written assignments where verbal communication was often

neglected. Students needed feedback in order to grow, to be challenged, and to become

self-aware. Although only imphed in the data, adult educators must model tolerance

and acceptance ofother perspectives in the classroom. All ofthe above components

were inqwrtant in this study to allow students to move into the reintegratwn stage.

Another implication for practice is the amount oftime that was needed for

critical reflection, self-exploratbn, self-growth, and self-discipline. In both ofthe

examples oftime-related and group-related studies, what is vital to understand is that

transformative learning is a time-consuming process. Transformative learning recpiired

sufBcient time not only for the student's personal self-exploratk)n but also for the ebb

and flow ofnew knowledge, ideas, and different perspectives to be communicated,

probed, and challenged. The time allotment ofmost graduate school courses was not

sufficient to see through the entire process ofdisintegration and reintegration for the

participants in this study. Although the in:qx>rtance of sufficient time has been noted in

prior research for transformative learning to occur, such as Taylor (1998), Gallagher
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(1997), and Kaminsky (1 997), this study provided examples ofthe process that

extended well outside ofthe normal boundaries ofmost study periods. These examples

also suggest that the process was well imderway for several participants prior to

graduate school and not yet completed at the end ofgraduate school for others.

Ifwe remember the sensitivities and vulnerability associated with changes of

perspective, the variations in the ways that this change was experienced, and the

resulting impact that contextual changes set in motion beyond the life of individual

learners, then the issue oftime becomes highly relevant for other reasons, as well.

Participants experienced critical incidents at different stages of their graduate program,

however, the reintegration stage was generally considered by most participants to be

actualized by the end oftheir graduate program. The process was not considered,

however, to be entirely complete or singularly linear in nature. Time was needed and

opportunities were needed to experience new roles, responsibilities, and leammg

contexts; these built confidence and helped participants to piece back together missing

elements oftheir Uves. Opportunities for new roles and responsibilities must be

provided with seasoned guidance and compassion in order for self-confidence and self-

esteem to increase.

Mentorship appeared to be one way to acconqjlish these things. Several

incidents occurred outside ofthe instructor/student relationship in the classroom that

were considered possible due to positive and fi"equent opportunities for access and

socialization of students with faculty members outside ofthe classroom. These

opportunities were generally realized through social activities, research assistantship
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appointments, and conference activities with faculty. The time and opportunities for

these activities appeared to be realized by participants pursuing their master's degree on

a full time basis. . .• ,
. .vvi

The reintegration stage was a stage of discovery that involved comparisons with

other students and circumstances. It was interesting that the participants saw themselves

very differently than they saw other students. This brings up the question: Should there

be a separation of students pursuing studies full-time versus part-time? What about

those pursuing studies for professional development as opposed to those intending to go

on to higher learning and pursue a career as an academic? Although there are

implications for practice from this finding, how those inq)lications would translate into

practice is still imclear.

Certainly, it is at least noteworthy that the majority ofthe particq)ants in this

study came into education from other disciplines of study and not with a professional or

academic background in education. However, many ofthe results that occurred with

transformative learning for participants in this study, such as new perspectives, greater

tolerance and acceptance of others, and greater satisfection with internal rewards would

be ofbenefit to both pre-service and in-service teachers, especially given the current

reforms in education and global indicators for change. Additionally, participants felt joy

and excitement with the realization ofwhat they could accomplish and what it meant to

be a "Master ofEducation." Surely, these are worthy objectives for any education

pro-am to emulate.
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Trends in business, society, and education indicate that it is increasingly more

important for open-mindedness and tolerance towards other cultures and points of view.

These are the very conditions that indicate when transformative learning has taken

place, for, this is how an individual becomes open to, able to imderstand, and accept

other points ofview. It is also how one is able to include and integrate these other

points ofview into their own meaning perspective (Mezirow, 1991a). Transformative

learning is one way individuals and whole organizations can cope with the speed and

frequency ofchange in an increasingly global world.
'^

Recommendations for Practice:

• The question "What does it mean to be a Master ofEducation?" could be answered

and discussed in an orientation lecture for all students begirming their graduate

studies. .; ' •, -\:i:- --r ' > i:;n^, j.

• More access to faculty members in a variety of settings (formal, informal, and

social) could provide greater opportunities for relationship building, trust, and

confidentiality and for the creation ofan environment ofacceptance, safety, and

permission. s

• Mentorship relationships should be encouraged with more opportunities for teacher

and research assistantships and conference experiences. This would also suggest

increased availability of graduate scholarships.
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• Instructors need to recognize the risks associated with helping students experience

transformative learning. Instructor education and preparation should be provided so

that caring and empathetic seasoned guidance is available to graduate students.

Inylications for Theory

The similarity and differences ofhow participants experienced critical incidents

that led to transformative learning warrants fiirther discussion. It speaks to the question

as to whether transformative learning is too idiosyncratic to the individual or iftheory

has actually been built from this study. In the model developed from this research, a

distinct pattern was discemable in all participants that involved primarily the

identification of four stages of process, namely, life difficulty, disintegration,

reintegration, and conviction. This pattern would not have been discemable had the

study not included contextual factors ofthe individual participants, which pushed the

focus ofthe study beyond the boundaries of graduate school.

The introductk)n of a greater time allotment provided a larger canvas on which

to view each ofthe partkipants' Uves and allowed for a comparison of conqjatible

experiences from which the overview was made possible. Despite differences in the

time ofa stage ofthe process, sequence ofevents, initiating change, or passion of

ejqjression, all participants' data contributed in their unique way to the development of

a transformative learning model. This model could be used to &cilitate the constructwn

of foundational elements in transformative learning theory that can be built upon in a

variety of settings and other applications. It can also be used to organize the existing

body of research in each ofthe categorical areas identified in the model, allowing for
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cross-analysis and embeddedness ofthese bodies of literature with one another. It

would appear that many ofthe parts ofthis model have already been researched

separately. Now they can be pulled together and organized, much like a general

contractor would do with subtrades and suppUers in building a foundation.

Recommendations for Theory

• Slot and organize tlie existing scholarly literature with the categories in this model.

• Synthesize the findings ofthese studies under each category in this model, breaking

down the process into activities, identifying activity types, and highUghting

connectedness and embeddedness with other categories.

• Develop fix)m existing studies where possible: sequence of activities, time lines,

indicating milestones, predecessors, and successor activities with possible lag times.

• Identify himian and financial resources required for various activities.

Implications for Further Research

This study has tremendous generative value. The model developed fix)m the

findings has in^lications for fiirther research in several ways. It could for instance, be

used as a framewoik to accommodate variations in existing models, as explained

above. It could also synthesize many approaches to transformative learning including

stimulation from instructors, initiation from contextual, cognitive, and affective change,

and the role of context, influence ofthe micro- and macro-environment, and stages of

adult life cycle. It can provide answers to the existing critics oftransformative learning
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theory by sitiiating transformative learning in a context and clearly defining the

perspective from which the study was undertaken.

The model resulting from this study has been developed with the learner's voice

and perception of critical incidents. Involving other voices that have been silent io this

study would likely provide a greater understanding ofthe phenomenon. This model

can inform adult education outside of graduate school through an vmderstanding of

foundational concepts that can be integrated and built upon in other settings, time

frames, and applications. '.
>-

There are several things, I would do differently, if I were to do this study again.

During the data analysis, I became curious about the psychological type ofthe

participants because I saw many similarities, even though, I did not have any

background in psychology nor any real interest in it prior to this study. IfI were to do

this study again, I would likely include questions that would help me to understand the

psychological type ofeach ofthe participants. One way to do this could be through the

typologies developed by Carl Jxmg (1971), as described by Cranton (1994).

As well, I would ask the participants about their internal locus of control prior

to entering graduate school, since this was a cognitive pattern. It was difiBcult to

measure without having prior knowledge ofthe participants' locus of control before the

study. Finally, I would purposely ask participants to give me their own definition of

transformative learning so that I could synthesize all oftheir answers into one

operational definition. < ^ -
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If I were to take on one area to build on this study, it would be to look at the

contextual environment. This interest is likely prompted by my area of specialization in

graduate school, which is, organizational and administrative studies in education. Since

the life difficulties identified in this study did not appear to be particularly unusual to

adults in general, I think that greater gain could come from a closer examination ofthe

contextual environment. I would delve deeper into the components of acceptance,
,

permission, and safety that provided the necessary conditions for change for the

participants in this study within an organizational context.

Recommendations for Further Research

• How can feelings of anxiety and distress be used to motivate and predispose

individuals to change?

• How can new knowledge, new ideas, and new perspectives replace insecurities and

missing elements in people's lives?

• In what situations do separation, isolation, and feelings ofabandonment manifest

themselves? •, , .

• How can acceptance, permission, and safety be replicated in other settings beyond

graduate school?

• Would the model follow the same process in reverse? . j , . r.,
, ,

;.
^ , ,^

,
.^

Final Thoughts

Throughout my discussion in this final chapter, I have used a construction

metaphor to help me describe my model for transformative learning. I suggested that
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the four stages in the model-life difficulty, disintegration, reintegration, and . •.

completion-were like four cornerstones in a building foundatioa The critical incidents

from the participants provided the mortar for the foundation, and the graduate school

environment provided the necessary reinforcing steel. Adult educators woriced as

skilled labourers using a variety oftools and forming materials. I discussed the

importance ofenvironmental conditions and the importance oftime for proper curing to

take place.

It is important to remember that a foundation is not an end in itself It is meant

to be built upon, and foundations are generally not noticed or paid attention to, although

they are considered the most important part ofthe construction process. A solid

foimdation can be built upon in many ways and can generally accept a variety of

applications. Thus, a well-laid foimdation is able to accommodate change. However,

you cannot build a structure like the CN Tower on a foundation intended for a garden

shed. As well, the extent to which a foimdation can be built upon depends on many

fectors besides the desired size of building. For exsaxvple, in Canada, you would need a

deeper foundation for a home than in the southern US because ofour cold climate. The

state of California, an area designated as an earthquake zone, would require more ;

reinforcing steel in its foundations than other areas not designated with this zone. There

are many analogies, which could be drawn from this construction metaphor. However,

most importantly, I want to emphasize that a foundation only becomes exciting once

we get to see what is built on it and how it is used. I think this is really the answer to the

"So What?" question of studying transformative learning.
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The participants, in this study, demonstrated a heightened personal and social

responsibility and commitment. This was evident in several ways but particularly in the

way they described their own personal development and their description ofthe reasons

they wanted to pursue doctoral studies. I found a genuine desire and commitment in

them all to improve the quality ofother people's lives through the means ofeducation

and the practical outworking oftheir research interests. Their own sense of Uberation

was being directed in action toward others who may be experiencing oppressive

elements in their lives. This social element seemed to closely resemble what Friere

(1970) described as conscientization. The personal element ofparticipants appeared to

incorporate both components ofBoyd's (1991) inner journey of individuation and

Mezirow's (1991a) perspective transformation. It was difQcult to differentiate

transformative learning between these two alternative perspectives within the personal

element.

Taylor (1998) asked the following questions in his section on defining a

perspective transformation: What is the consequence ofchanging your worldview? And

what are related outcomes ofrevising meaning perspectives? (p. 42). When we consider

the consequences and related outcomes for participants in this study, it confirmed that

aduh learners are multifaceted learners. Their lives are shaped cognitively, affectively,

and contextually by the ability or restriction of fi-ee will and choice, personal needs and

wants, and motivation and drive. These elements are situated in their lifetime,

historically, and currently, and are influenced by future aspirations. Ifaduh learners are
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muhi&ceted learners, then we shouldn't be surprised that the consequence and related

outcomes oftransformative learning would also be multifeceted.

This research endeavour has facilitated the development ofa foundation model

for transformative learning. It will be exciting to watch what will be built on this

foimdation by each of the nine participants and to learn how it will be used for their

personal development and the greater good of society. Those who shared with me their

transformative learning stories have given me much to build on as well and I look

forward to the challenge.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire

The general instructions for con^)leting the questionnaire were as follows:

Write down, in no more than halfa page, a brief description ofan

incident in each question. Make sure that you include the following

details about the incident: (1) where you were, (2) who was involved

(roles and job titles only- no personal names), (3) how and when it

happened.

Part One: Descriptive Questions

The incidents to be described were as follows:

1

.

Think back to when you first started your Master ofEducatwn program,

describe your background and what you brought with you to this program.

2. Now that you have completed all ofyour required courses and at least one

full year in the Master ofEducation program, identify your most vivid

incident that led to profound cognitive (thinking) and affective (feeling)

change(s)for you as a graduate student.

3. Identify the most vivid incident when yovir meaning perspective changed.

This is an incident when you thought to yourself^ or out toud, "Gee, I never

thought ofthat" also known as a "GINTOT'.
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4. In the above mentioned two incidents, what was the triggering event? A

trigger, for the piupose of this study, is described as "some unexpected

happening; an AHA!, or a surprise, which produces inner discomfort or

perplexity" (Brookfield,1987.p.24). Please include whether you view the

trigger to be a positive or negative mechanism ofchange and why.

Part Two: Analytical Questions

5. You have described your background experience and what you brought

with you to this program. How would you describe yourselfnow? Has your

description changed from when you started the program, and if so, how?

6. You have identified a critical incident in question two that led to profound

cognitive (thinking) and affective (feeling) changes. How have those

changes manifested themselves in your life now? How do you think they

might influence your personal development in the future?

7. You have described in question three a "GINTOT' (Gee, I never thought of

that) as a critical incident. How did that incident make you think and feel?

What occurred as a result ofthat GINTOT, ifanything?

8. You have described in question four the triggering events for the two

critical incidents in this questionnaire. What significance or implications do

you see for recognizing these triggering events for a graduate program?
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Appendix B: Interview Questions

The following set ofquestions were used to guide the interview process:

Part One: Metacognitive Questions

1. What did you believe about teaching, leamii^, and Student-teacher

relationships when you started the program (i.e., your philosophy of

education and theories for teaching)? Where did those beliefs come from?

2. What has happened to your own beUefs about teaching, learning, and

student-teacher relationships while in the program or after the program?

3. How have you noticed your thinking and feelings changing while in the

graduate program?

Part Two: Evaluative Questions

4. How did your experience in the graduate program compare to your previous

experiences and to other students' experiences that you know of?

5. How could you make your learning more meaningful and relevant for

yourselfand for other classmates?
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6. What role might instructors and classmates play in promoting a climate of

curiosity and experimentation? What role would you play?

Part Three: Reconstructive Questions

7. What changes do you think are necessary to your thought patterns and to

your response patterns? ... . , ,,m

8. Where, or to whom, do you go for support and encouragement when "tough

times" hit?

9. What could be done differently to facilitate transformative learning for you

in the graduate program?

10. What would you do differently to facilitate your own transformative

learning in the graduate program? (^^ -r "• -r* . . i'
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Appendix C: Cover Story

Cover Story for Qualitative Research On Transformative

Learning

Introduction

This paper has been written to formally introduce myself and my research objectives to

perspective research participants. It may be used verbally or in its written format to explain

what I am doing and also to prepare individuals for taking part in my data collection.

Whoyouare ' '

My name is Deborah Mindorflf. I am presently studying full time at Brock University and

working towards my Master of Education Degree. I also obtained my undergraduate degree

recently from Brock in Business and International Studies. I am a mature student who has

returned to school after ten years ofworking within the private sector.

What you are doing * ?«'<

In order to fulfil the requirements ofobtaining my Master ofEducation Degree,

I must present a proposal and a thesis on a topic that relates to education. My broad topic of

interest is aduh education and within that, transformative learning. I am interested in the

events that engage graduate students in transformative learning. I want to know what happens

to graduate students while in the Master of Education program, that leads to their own
perception of profound personal and thinking changes. More specifically, I want to know
what critical incidents can be identified by graduate students that best describe their

background and what they brought with them into the program, and what critical incidents

took them into a new direction in their learning. As well, I want to know how, and why, the

students themselves, believe these incidents were triggered.

Why you are doing it

My reasons for doing this study are twofold. The first reason is a personal one. I recognized

several critical incidents in my own learning this past year. These critical incidents all

centered on assignments involving intensive journal writing that required reflection and

critical analysis ofmy personal perspective and assimiptions. I now recognize, after

reflection, triggering events that started this process. These were times when the light bulb

went on in my head and I began to move in a different direction. In^rtantly, these critical
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incidents have resulted in identifiable changes, most particularly in my choice ofthesis

topic and research interests.

My second reason has to do with my curiosity about adult education. I have wondered if

other graduate students have experienced similar transformative learning, and if so. What

are the critical incidents/triggering events that stand out in their mind? I wonder if their

experience oftransformative learning is similar to mine, is different from mine, or ifthey

experienced any transformation at all. This inquiry follows Wolcott's (1985) assertion that

all cases are in certain aspects like all other cases, like some other cases and like no other

cases.

What you will do with the results n-

There are three audiences that I wiU look to for avenues of presenting my stiidies. These are

graduate students, instructors in adult education, both at the university and college level, and

Ministry ofEducation Administrators.

For students, this study can help prepare them in imderstanding the purpose and process of

graduate studies. It can make them more cognitive of their own learning triggers and help

them to identify critical incidents. This can lead to the development of their personal learning

ethos within the philosophies and theories of adult education, teaching strategies and

instructional environment. I suspect that the background context ofthe graduate student plays

a much greater role than is presently recognized at the imiversity. It is hoped that a new
practice will emerge out of this study that will help students entering into the graduate

program to assess their background and what they feel they themselves are bringing to the

program.

For instructors of adult education, university graduate courses in particular, this study can

provide insight into the triggering events/critical incidents and subsequent patterns of adult

learning which can be incorporated into teaching strategies in the classroom. It can also

reveal to instructors and administrators of graduate programs, the importance and

significance of student context, instructional environments, and learning outcomes. These

elements are relative to curriculum development, entrance and exit requirements and

evaluative techniques.

At this generative part ofmy study, I am sinqjly trying to build theory and/or determine ifthe

nature of this study is too idiosyncratic to allow for theory building of any kind. Regardless

of the outcome, this study can have in^lications for further research in a number of different

ways. First, and in the most general sense, it will add to the existing knowledge of the adult

learning phenomenon and therefore may contribute relevance to understanding the

development of the aduh learner, teaching theories and strategies, and existing philosophies

of education.

Second, and more specifically, once I identify the conponents as being impoTtant to

transformative learning, these conqxjnents would need to be tested across a wider population.

This testing could consider for instance, if, such variables as; age, gender, work, background

education, etc. has any effect in the ways that graduate students engage in the process of

transformative learning.
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The results, conclusions and/or recommendations will be distributed through a power point

or slide presentation format suitable for any conference on adult education. I will also have

my results displayed on posters, for exhibit at a Poster Workshop, such as the annual event

held at the xmiversity. Since I intend to write several journal articles as well, I will present my
findings in tables and chart form in my thesis for easy transferability to these articles.

How the study site and participants were selected

I will employ purposive sampling (Neuman, 1997) ofmy fellow graduate students who
have taken all of their intake courses and been in the program for at least one year. The
purposive sampling is chosen because I want to select "particular types of cases for in

depth investigation" (Neuman, 1997, p. 206).

I have access to some ofthese students from my own class contact lists and already have

built up rapport with many ofthem, two important aspects of interviewing (Glesne &
Peshkin, 1992; Neuman, 1997). In order to select further participants, I will use snowball

sampling. Snowball sampling is when you ask the participants to provide you with name(s)

ofother people that they feel would be suitable for your type of study (Neuman, 1997).

This is a multi-stage process and may also involve students recently graduated from the

Master ofEducation program, if I can receive permission to access contact information for

these individuals. i •,- . \r;

Any possible benefits as well as risks to the participants >

I expect certain benefits for participants as a result of participation in this study. I will be

asking questions that require critical thinking and reflection of an individual's learning

process. These questions can help participants identify and understand their own learning

ethos, as well as make them aware of how assunptions influence the way they, and others,

think and act. In doing so, the participants will become aware of the nuances of adult

education, and how adults achieve transformative learning. Participants not yet engaged in

their own research exit requirements, may also benefit from the experience of being involved

in some one else's research.

I do not anticipate any risk to the participants, however, this study will be conducted as

specified in the Brock University Faculty Handbook using the guidelines stated in the

Principles of Ethical Research with Human Participants. I will be using pseudonyms for all

participants to maintain anonymity. An informed Consent Form will be used to outline the

parameters, purpose, and uses ofthe data collected for this study and wiU be signed by each

participant at tl^ initial meeting.

The promise of confidentiality and anonymity to participants and site

I want to make it clear to all the participants that the tape recordings and notes of all the

interviews, although being made available to them for review and editing will remain part of
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my research coUectioa In every instance, confidentiality of "off the record" information will

be maintained and in the academic research anonymity of participants will be paramount.

How long you expect the session to last? t^ -• :' v-.

I estimate three visits with the participant during the data collection stage of this research.

The &st visit will be for the initial contact and dehvery ofthe questionnaire. The second visit

will be for the actual interview and the third visit for member checking and verification ofthe

transcribed data. Each of these visits is expected to be no longer than one hour in length, but

may vary depending on individual preferences. All ofmy participants may decline to answer

a question or may withdraw fi-om this study at any time.

What will be the extent of the involvement of the participants in this study?

I am sending out this cover letter as part ofmy pre-data collection activities. Ifyou agree to

participate in this study and respond to my invitation, I will set up an initial meeting to

explain in further detail the pmpose ofmy research, get a consent form signed and hand

deliver a copy of the research questionnaire. This should take no longer than a halfan hour.

The questioimaire consists of four questions, to which a maximum halfpage type written

response is requested. I will include a self-addressed stamped envelope for your

convenience to send me back your response from the questionnaire.

Additionally, I will interview all participants. I will do this to provide more than one method

of data collection, which facilitates individual strengths of reporting styles and ways of

knowing. Upwn receiving the returned research questionnaire from each of the participjints, I

will set up a second meeting time, convenient to the participants to conduct the interview.

The interview time should rai^e between 1 to 2 hoiu^ in length and will be tape-recorded. I

will transcribe the tape recordings onto a word processor within 48 hours of the interview,

while the information is still fresh to me. Using these two methods of data collection will also

act as a form of a validity check to each method. I can con^are if the questionnaire

responses and the interview responses are congruent, this will allow for fiuther inquiry

during the final member-checking meeting. This final meeting should not take longer than

one hour.

The selection of the interview site will be determined by the desired convenience ofthe

participants. The site locations will most likely include either: the participants home, a

classroom at the University, or a neutral meeting location, such as a quiet restaurant.

Requests to record written and verbal word

It is my intention to utilize a tape recorder to record the interviews. This will greatly free me
up as the interviewer to listen more carefiilly and yet accurately record the participants
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answers. I will ask permission from each of the participants to use this method and be

sensitive to turning such devices off, ifthe situation arises.

Clarification that you are present not to judge or evaluate, but to understand

This study is an exploratory and descriptive study of voluntary participants. It is not my
intention to pass judgement, or evaluate their learning in any way but to understand critical

incidents/triggering events that may are perceived by the participants as related to their own
transformative learning. The nature of this study may be too idiosyncratic to allow for theory

building, which is why this type of qualitative research method has been chosen.

Clarification that they are the experts and teachers

I look forward to getting to know my fellow graduate students on a personal level and

building rapport over the next several months. I am certainly not approaching this research as

an expert in the field of transformative learning but as a student. I am boking at the

participants in this research as my teachers.
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Appendix D: Member Check and Demographic Questionnaire

For convenience sake, I am sending a copy ofyour interview transcripts for your review via

e-mail. Please add anything that you feel was missed or make any changes you feel are

necessary and report back to me ASAP.

Also, I would appreciate ifyou would fill out the following information for background

demographic information for my study. Please feel completely fi-ee to with hold any

information that you would rather not divulge:

1

.

Present Mailing Address (For future contact)

2. Age:

3. Marital Status and children (if any): '
'

4. Area ofSpecialization in the Master's Program:

5. Proposed are ofDoctoral studies (if applicable); *

6. Present Employment (if applicable):
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Appendix E: Informed Consent Form

Brock University Department of Education

Title of Study: "Exploring the Events that Engage Graduate Students in

Transformative Learning".

Researchers: Deborah Joan MindorfiF

Supervising Professor: Coral Mitchell

Name of Participant:

I understand that this study in which I have ^reed to participate will investigate

the events that engaged me in transformative learning during my graduate

studies. This study will be in the form of a questionnaire that will ask for a

description of various critical incidents and an in-depth interview, that will be

audio-taped.

I understand that my participation in this study is volimtary and that I may
withdraw fix)m the study at any time and for any reason without penalty.

I imderstand that there is no obligation to answer any question of this project

that I consider invasive and that I will have an opportunity to check the

accuracy of my answers and words fix>m the interview and make changes, if

appropriate.

I imderstand that all personal data will be kept strictly confidential and that all

information will be coded so that my name is not associated with my answers, if

I wish to remain anonymous. I understand that only the researchers named
above would then have access to the data.

Participant's Signature

Date

Ifyou have any questions or concerns about your participation in the study, you

can contact Deborah Mindorffat (905) 687-9018 or Professor Mitchell at (905)

688-5550, extension 4413.
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Feedback about the use of the data collected will be available during the month
ofMay, 2000. A written explanation will be provided for you upon request.

Thanks for your help! Please take one copy of this form with you for further

reference.

I have fully explained the procedures ofthis study to the above volunteer.

Researcher's Signature

Date

Ik - '.





Appendix F: Critical Incident Data

Table F2

First Critical Incident and Trigger

232

Participant

Number and

Pseudonyms

First Critical Incident Triggering Event Viewed as Negative or

Positive? Why?

1 . Joanne Incident-class activity

Writing assignment

Feedback from instructor

2.Gwen
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Table F3

Second Critical Incident and Trigger

233

Participant

Number and

Pseudonyms

Second Critical

Incident GINTOT
Triggering

Event

Viewed as Negative or Positive? Why?

I.Joanne
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